ESTABLISHED JUNE

INSURANCE.

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE STREET,
B.mbUahed in 1S43.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning In first
class American and Foreign Co’s al Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.

1617811..

"

Terms—Eight Etoliars a Year. To mall subsaflbers. Sev$b Dollars a Year. 4 paid U> advance.
*1.60 per square, daily, firs* Week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, *1.00, continuing every other day atter first week, 60 cents.
Rates or Advertising—One Inch ot space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
consumes a “square.”
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
/
y

CAUCUSES.
North Yarmouth.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are remeet
at the Town house, on SATURouested to
DAY, the 20th. at 2 o'clock p. m., to nominate
officers.
for
town
eandldates
Rer order of Town Committee.

f '^O'S SLATE.

Nominations Made at the Republican Caucus Saturday Night[Speclal to the Press.]
Saco, March 14.-At a caucus of the Republican
members of the newly-elected City Council, held
last evening, the following subordinate officers

AUCTION SALES.

nominated:
Solicitor—Rufus P. Tapley.
Treasurer—Charles Hersey.
Tax Collector—James L. Milllken.
Auditor—George E. Grant.
Assessors—Charles Littlefield, James Andrews,
Issachar Weymouth.
Overseers of Poor—George L. Hyde, Hiram
Hill. George W. Wakefield.

were

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
ALLEN
dtf

C. tV.

P. O. BAILEY.
marl 4

_

Physician—Fred M Maxev.
Board of Health—R. P. Tapley,
Kimball. Dr. M. W. Hall, Dr. Fred

which are perfectly free from any
injurious properties. We are now
receiving our Spring Stock of
PAPER HANGINGS, lo which we

wish to call your attention.
“Munroe Ingrain (CartThe
a

No. 474
THE

specialty.

Funeral of Frank W. Crooker.
Bath, March 14_The funeral of Frank
Crooker, one of the victims of the explosion of

ATHER.

I

-----

Washington, March 15.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Warmer fair weather.
Indications for New England to-day are
southerly winds, warmer fair weather In the
southern portions, colder northerly winds
and fair weather in the northern portions.
LOCAL WEATHEB REPORT.
Portland, Me., March 14
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Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S.
B. A.
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THE PAN ELECTRIC.

Continuation of the Telephone Hear-

ing

in

ers, the Inventor.
■Washington, March 13.—At the telephone
hearing yesterday J. H. Itogers. the inventor,
said he had invented a number of electric devices
which had been transferred to the ran Electric
Company. Senators Garland and Harris, General
Johnston, J. I). Atkins and Casey Youug were the
original incorporators. About 20 inventions were
turned over to the company by the witness in
March, 1883. Certificates of stock had been issued by the ran Electric Telephone and the Tan
Electric Telegraph Companies. Governor Brown
of Missouri had come into the original Fan Electric Company and had received $100,000 of the
company’s stock. Gov. Brown had. so far as witHe came in on
ness knew, paid nothing Tor it.
the same considerations that the other gentlemen
had conie in on. Stock had been sold to various
other parties. Witness believed the value of the
Stock depended ou the correctness of Garland’s
if the claims of the Bell
s a lawyer,
were' sustained no other telephone
He had depended not oncent.
worth a
ly on the opinion of Senator Garland, hut on the
fact that his instrument was superior to Bell’s
and ou the possibility of selling it to ins company.
Indian Commissioner Atkins, Senator Harris
and Casey Youug were ill attendance upon the
Telephone Investigating Committee when the inquiry was resumed this morning. Ur. J. VV. Itogers opened the proceedings witli the statement
that as the newspapers had placed his sou before
the public as being Identified with some mysteriwished to know
ous credit mobilier affair, lie
whether he could he represented by counsel. Tile
chairman said the committee would take the mat
ter under consideration. J. Harris Itogers then
resumed the siaud and produced a large number
of letter books and papers from parties in Interest which were turned over to the committee. He
stated that he had no copies of his own letters.
He said his fattier had conducted the sales of
ptock in his capacity of an associate and sometimes on his own account.
Referring to his statement made yesterday,
anid

Mini

rcnnented him

niinnir mih visit

tu go to

Air.

v nnnir ntiii

Gardiner’s room.
(Gardiof the Washington Tele-

ner'waslhe*«cl'etary
Mr- Young, cautioned

witness
nhone Company.)
to he verv rarelul not to mention to any one the
was to be brought.
suit
fact that tile government
he saw at once
Yet when witness met Gardiner,
about it.
They
that that gentleman knew all
talked over the matters connected with the suit.

lie remarked.
When witness again saw Young
'•Hn« is this; the very first man f met knows all
Confound
said:
it, 1 told
Young
about it
Bradley”, Johnston and it.Hendle, and I suppose
1 iiev have talked about
colored
Witness was not certain that Youngjs
the second conboy was not In the room during
did
remember
lie
seeing
pot
versation, although
iianbark—You spoke of some difficulty
the nature of that
with Mr Young. What was

Uf{’r

of those pulidlMrnlKoLrs-We were speaking
was said by General

lications, -and something
I sugbusiness.
Boyle, who was here on other
Boyle that Young had
gested that 1 heard it from
inof my
just repeated to him that some
P^nts Telfringed those held by the Natianal Impioved
I
have
Yes,
ephooe Company. Young said,
was
come to that conclusion.” I remarked that it
that aftei
veyv funny (or sometldng to that effect)
lie
that
inv
inventions
of
all my explanations
should not know the difference between a receivwas
not
SO.
saidthat
er and a transmitter.
Young
Young, do you tell me
1 looked at him and said
that it is not so?” He said, “You are afool.”
Upon cross-examination on the point of having
tried tu sell the patents of the Pan Electric to the
Bell Company, Mr. itogers stated that a gentleman
named Augustine, a government employe, had
suggested a plan of watering the Pan Electric
stock as affording a basis for consolidation with
the Bell Company. The Bell Company, lie under510,000,000.
Tile piau
stood, had a capital ofElectric
Company’s for an
was to water the Pan
additional $5,000,000, so as to make the stocks of
the companies equal.
The Bell Company, Mr. Augustin* had cx..llir.cd could afford this amount of watered
albnm of official letters mentioned by
Sown ’The
*
ovoew.
ms testimony yesterday was
of the committee
Mr.
ulaccd at the disposal
of by
Messrs.
A sub committee, composed
to
select
sueli
and Hiulhact, was appointed
in the
mttersToin the album as should he entered
report to the full
be

B^ers

lemony ?o 5rtuted,aiW
The

committee

day next.

adjourned to X

FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH.

j
An Express Messenger Murdered by
Masked Robbers

While

o'clock

on

Mon-

Defending

the Treasure Com-

mitted to His Care.

A Most

Daring Outrage

on an

Illinois

Railroad.

Chicago, March 13.—A Joliet, 111., special to
Evening News says-. One of tht most daring
and bloody express rshberies ever perpetrated in
Illinois occurred on the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific westrheund express last night be
tween this place and Morris. Tlie facts as learned from the baggageman are that shortly after

the

leaves here at 12.45 A. M. had
left this city he heard a rap at the baggage car
door. Thinking it was tlie express messenger,
he opened the door and was met by masked robbers, who covered him with their revolvers and
demanded his key to the express car. The key
was given up, and one robber, who was on top of
tlie baggage car, held a revolver on the baggage
the roof of the car,
man through a transom in
while his confederates turned their attention to
the express car. It is thought that tiny tapped
on the car door and informed the messenger, H.
S. Nichols, that tlie baggage man wanted to get in..
At any rate the express ear door was opened and
the train which

me

aesperaaoes eniereu,
the most bloody and

auo men

occurred one
on

desperate struggles

record. Being confronted by the murderous villains the messenger fought for his life and the
property in his trust until he fell to the floor a
corpse, mangled almost beyond recognition. The
robbers then rifled ids pockets of the keys to the
safe, which they robbed of all Its contents, variously estimated from $25,000 to $100,000. Checks
and valuabla packages not containing money they
left scattered about the floor.
Nothing was
known of the occurrence until the train reached
Morris, the first spot west of here, where the
train stops to take coal. At Morris the local exmessenger rapped on the express car door,
ut as the summon* was not answered it was
thought the train messenger was asleep. Upon
tlie door of the car being opened the horrible evidences of the desperate struggle and the dead
body of Messenger Nichols was discovered. In
one hand that was clutched the dead hero had a
lock of dark colored hair torn from the head of
one of his assailants.
A large force of officers
from this place and Morris are now scouring the
country, and it is thought the guilty men will be
captured, in which event they will probably be
lynched, as public opinion is at fever lieat, and it
will not be safe for the murderers to be brought
here.
The dead messenger was a married man and
lived in Chicago. He had been in the service of
the United States Express Company about 10

§ress

years, and was one of their most trusted employes.
As to where the robbers boarded the train, all as
yet is more speculation. Conductor Wagner does
not remember having seen any suspicious characters aboard last night, but ithc general opinion is
that the gang gut on the train at the coal shute
two miles west of here amt jumped oil just before
the train reached Morris.

LAST SAD RITES.
Funeral of the Late Senator Miller in
the Senator Chamber.

Washington, -March 13.—Twelve years ago
to-day. on March 13,1874, the body of Charles
Sumner was brought to the Senate chamber. The
solemn rites and impressive tribute of respect ac
corded that Seuator were repeated at the eapitol
to-day in the funeral of Senator Miller of CaliforThe scene in the Senate chamber while the
ceremonies were in progress was extremely im
presslve, mournful and sad. quite in contrast with
the stirring, animated scenes of the day before,
when the assembled multitude were listening to
Seuator Kenna.

occupied. On the floor of the Senseated Senators, Eeprcsenatives and
many members of the diplomatic corps, ttie Judiciary. President Cleveland and his cabinet, with
the exception of Secretary Whitney and Attorney
General Garland, and many prominent citizens
ate

and

was

were

public

men.

The casket containing the remains of the dead
Senator was brought from Ids residence to the
Capitol at noon, escorted by a committee of the
Loyal Legion acting as honorary pail bearers.
The Marine hand, tin capital policemen, the regular legion committee and a dozen or more carriages with relatives and friends made up the
funeral cortege to the Capitol.
Promptly at noon, Senator Sherman, president
pro tern., entered the chamber, and, taking the
chair, called the Senators to order. Chaplain
Huutiey, in ins prayer, which was brief and tender alluded touchingly to the glad release brought
by death to a weary and patient sufferer, and
spoke words of comfort for tnc afflicted family.
At the conclusion of file prayer, the arrival of
the members of the House was announced, and
the Representatives passed slowly into the cham
her, preceded by Speaker Carlisle and the chaplain of the House.
At 12.80 the Congressional pall-bearers, Senators Stanford, Beck, Voorhees, Hoar and Harrison, and Representatives Randall, Hiscock. Morrow, Tucker and Felton, entered the chamber,
surrounding the casket, winch was borne by ten
capitol policemen, and followed by the Loyal
Legion: honorary pall-bearers. Generals Rosecraus, Raum, Anderson, Baird and Mussey, Surgeon Brown and Commodore Jenkins of the navy.
The casket was preceded by Rev. Mr. Leonard of
St. John’s Cburcli, and was placed upon a simple
catafalque in the open space In front of the presiThe reading of the brief lUurgloal burial service
was then completed, the chaplains of the two
The ceremony lasted but
Houses participating.
When it was flnislied, the casket
ten minutes.
was borne out of the chamber, and the Senate im-

mediately adjourned.

......

The casket was then carried to the hearse, and
driven to the Baltimore and Potomac depot, preceded by the Marine band, and follewed by a long
procession on foot. Arriving at the depot, the re
mains were placed hi charge of members of the
Loyal Legion, who acted as a guard until the departure of the funeral party for California at 7.10
p. m. on the special train which will be run as a
section of the Chicago & Pennsylvania express.

to Strike.

Charge

Place

The Tabulator and the

snujeci
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cnase
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a

no

just complaint

of
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strike is ended, and all the cars
The

ers ill t he

of weights and measures is, called Chairman
Bland will offer a resolution to fix a day for the
consideration of the silver question, ft the committee on commerce, which is next on the list, is
reached, Mr. lteagan, under instructions from the
committee will ask that a day be fixed for the con-.
sideration of the inter-state commerce bill. When
tlie latter committee is called a resolution will be
offered for a day for the discussion of the eight
hour bill. If tiie pensions committee is reached
Mr. Eldridge of Michigan intends to offer the
amended pension bill which it is believed will not
be subjeetto the objections made against the
Moncom-

pubjic

American Tract Society.
The annual meeting of the American Tract
Society in the New York Avenue Presbyterian
church this evening brought together a large audience.
Addresses were made by ex-Justice
Strong, who presided, Rev. Charles S. Robiuson,
D. D.. of New York: Senator Harrison of Indiana,
and Rev. Dr. Bartlett. The report presented by
Rev. G. L. Shorer, D. D., states that the receipts
$367,205, including $97,019 in donations and legacies; expenses $362.141; balance in the treasury, $5.004; grants of publications, $37,209; colporteurs employed, 190, and families visited,
154,416.

csume

DYNAMITE FOR CELESTIALS.
_

Wash House in

Portland, Oregon.

Attack

on

Colonel J. K

Phillips.
lUttli/H

XUAlLAJUF,

AU-

ivonviuu;

hu

cvv

tempt was made to blow up a Chinese wash
house at the corner of Third and F streets with
giant powder cartridges. The perpetrators evidently knew little of the use of dynamite, as they
placed the explosives on the front porch, which
was demolished, but the main part of the house
was

uninjured.

midnight Col. J. K. Phillips, commander
tile First Regiment, State militia, was assaulted near bis residence, in East Portland, by two
He was knocked down and robbed, and, as
men.
he lay on the ground, was shot, the bullet passing
through one of his lungs. The wound wfllprobably be a fatal one. Col. Phillips lias been outspo'ken concerning the outrages against the
Chinese and his life lias been threatened. There
is great excitement.
About

of

The Entombed Miners.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.. March 13.—Another large
meeting ot miners was held at Nanticoke this evenine, at which it was resolved that the work of
be rerecovering the bodies in the mine should
sumed next week. The plan adopted is to dig a
tunnel running from the counter gangway to the
fifth centre, a distance of 135 feet through the
supposed rock and coal. Bore holes are to he put
down as soon as they can be, and if they find that
the tunnel is filled with sand the same as the
be abandoned,
gangway then all further work will
The plan meets witli the approval of the company
and the miners generally.

Among

the Miners.
Shamokin, Pa., March 13.—The coal trade in
t le Shamokin region is in a deplorable condition,
a nd both operators and miners are discouraged,
1 esterdav the Bellmore colliery shut down iudefiitely, on account of a scarcity of paying orders,
ud 3oo hands are thus added to the long list of
r

Becoming

a

Popular Investment.

[Special to the Press.]
New York, March 13,-Messrs. A. S. Hatch &
Co., the bankers, report today that the new debenture bonds of the American Electric Manufacturing Company, now being offered for sale at par
and accrued interest, are becoming a very popular
investment and likely soon to sell considerably
above par.

work.

I

neinployed.

In Northumberland county, experienced miners
^ ist month worked for $16, and owing to a scarciof cars they will make less for March. A mass
u meting of tlie 17th District of the Miners’ and
* aborers’ Amalgamated Association was held
ere last night, to consider the best way of benej ting the trade. Arrangements have been comj leted for an immense labor demonstration at Mt.
t armel, in conjunction with the Knights of Labor,
he miners expect to make a display which shall
j- tly represent the growth of the two unions in the
c lal region.

first

got

tllP> WfliPr

TIlP
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The steamship Oregon was built by John Elder
& Co. at Glasgow for the Guion line, and was
She was, when
launched oil June 21.1883.
built, the most magnificent, most powerful and
fastest of trans-Atlantie vessels with the exception of the Etruria of the same line, and she reHer dimentained her record for fastest speed.
sions were 620 feet length. 64 feet broad, 40%
She was built of
feet deep, and 7520 tons gross.
iron, with nine transverse water-tight bulk heads,
live iron decks and a strong turtle back deck forward and aft as a protection Iron) heavy seas.
She was fitted to accommodate 340 saloon. 92
second cabiu and 1000 steerage passengers. The
The
liltings of the Oregon were unusually fine
grand saloon was capable of dining the whole of
her 340 cabin passengers at one time, and was
The most
placed in the forepart of the vessel.
striking feature of the vessel was its enormous
The engines were simple in
steaming power.
construction, but they represented a capacity
greater than any before put on an ocean steamer,
and her boiler power was correspondingly large,
as mav be realized from the fact that she burned
more than 300 tons of coal in each twenty-four
hours.
the Oregon had only been
year when by a shrewd move

running about one
on the part of the
Cunard line managers they secured her transfer
A few
from the Guion line to tlielr company.
weeks ago the Cunard line determined to estabnext
from
Boston
lish a Wedne^ay fast line
month, and thcTfregou and Gallia, with the Bothere.
transferred
thnia and Scythia, were to be

so

Kansas City, Mo., March 14.—The Missouri1 'aciiic Company made a request of the authorlies for a force of militia to guard their property,
ut it was refused on the ground that no violence
1 ad been committed.
Uonham, Tex., March 14.—U. S. Marshal Cai ell, with deputies yesterday sent out a freight
tain without interference from the strikers, and
liey will have everything arranged by tomorrow
rr a general resumption of traffic.
Texarkana, Ark., March 14.—The railroad
cimpany succeeded in starting out two freight
ains Friday night, and in keeping them in operaion between here and Marshall today.
Sherman, Tex., March 14.—The first freight
aiu lor several days on the Transcontinental
►ivision of the Texas-Pacltic road, arrived here
j might in charge ot unitea states aeputy marg lials.
Marshall. Texas, March 14.—Tlie shops of
t le Texas & Pacific railroad at this place were
but only one or
c peued at 11 o’clock yesterday,
t ,vo of the strikers returned to work.
14.—New
March
developSherman, Texas,
r ients in the strike against the strikers
grow
a troug every day.
8t. Louis, March 14.—The local situation in reis entirely unchanged,
« ard to tlie railroad strike
nd tlie day lias passed without an incident wor, ly of note.
An attempt will be made in the
J mining to move freight trains, and from the
resent indications there wiil be no interference
} tlie yards, but what will be done outside of
J lem, or after the trains have left the city, nobody
c tu tell.
A Boycott Ordered.
Chicago, March 14.—District Assembly No. 57,
1
Knights of Labor, today decided to sustain
J letlie
striking employes of the McCormick Keaper
Jt ompany,
and to boycott the firm, which is now
* iiiploylng nearly a full force of non-union men.
1 he lull force of the Union will be called out to
r oycott tlie Maxwell Bros.

were

Description of the Steamer.

at

Dead Bodies Found.
Pout Jefferson, N. Y., March 14.—Selali S.
Strong found on the beach at Oldfield Bay iliis afternoon tlie body of a young man about 30 years
of age. with brown hair and moustache. A gold
watch and chain, a co'lege pin marked A. E. Walradt, Psi Upsilnn, class ’80. black seal ring, 85 in
money and a ticket to Milford and Naugatuck
.1 unction were found on his person. The body,
which was in good condition, was dressed in dark
clothes, and had on a life-preserver, which was
The man was about 5 feet 7 inches
unmarked.
in

height.

The body of II. Long, who was lost from the
wrecked steamer Idle-wild, was discovered today
His watch was missing,
In the ice at this place.
hut S38 and a bunch of keys were found in Ills
Dockets.

FOREIGN.

Gossip Concerning the Political Prospect In England.
Gladstone’s

Scheme

for

a

Home

Government for Ireland.

Fears That It Will Lead to Disruption
of the Cabinet.

Critical Condition
of

Sweden

■

calendar
mittee on claims has upon the
several measures in regard to the claims of States
of these
discussion
against the United States, and
and possibly of some measure called up by the
will
District of Columbia committee
occupy the
morniugliours of the week.

Midnight

were

tuud which

strike

ted to do

age

a

a

they have refused

committees will have anything to offer till the
committee on banking and currency is reached,
when that committee will move to suspend the
rules and pass the bill to provide for change of
location and increase of the capital stock of National banks. When the next committee, of coin-

Destroy

workers who

a material increase of wages, hut
to return to work until permitby the Knights of Labor.
The Brotherhood of Engineers employed by the
Missouri-Pacific Railroad Company, held a meetimr last night to discuss their future attitude
Resolutowards the striking Knights of Labor.
tions were adopted, sympathizing with the strikers. but no definite action was taken other than
deciding to present their resolutions to Chief Engineer Arthur of the Brotherhood, who will arrive in this city today, and to abide by.hts decision.
A freight engine this morning was started out
from tlie Missouri Pacific roundhouse to make up
a freight train, which the officials intended to
The engine succeeded
start from Ewiug avenue.
in making its way to that place without opposiLlou, but when it arrived there the engineer and
fireman were requested by the strikers to desert
[heir post, which they did, and the engine was
It was again
[lien run back to the round house.
started out by a new engineer aud fireman, but
witli no better result, and the attempt to start a
freight train from that place was abandoned.
The attorneys of the Missouri-Pacific railroad
[his afternoon applied to Judge Horuer of the
circuit Court for a temporary injunction to restrain J. J. McGarry, M. H. Palmer, P. H. Nolan
md other strikers from going on the premises of
[he plaintiff aud interfering with their property,
ind also to prevent any conspiring outside ol
[heir premises to do injury to the plaintiffs’ prop:rty. At the suggestion of the court the petition
was amended by striking out tne latter part of it,
rnd then tbe injunction was granted.
Little Rock. Ark., March 13.—There are no
lew developments concerning tue striae today,
leyontl the disabling of the last engine in the poslession of the company. The examination of the
itrikers arrested yesterday, has been deferred.
Parsons, Kansas, March 13.—The firs skirnish of the strike here was had today, when the
ifflcials of the company tried to run out a freight,
urd resulted in a victory for the strikers. The
rain was run from Muskego through the Territo•y, in charge of the United States Marshal, and
vhen it reached the Kansas line it was turned
The train was siderv er to Sheriff Woodward
racked at Oswego, a small station 14 miles souili
if here, but it managed to get off there, and
The
■eacliea Parsons at 10 o'clock this morning.
itrikers had their patrols out, and when the train
:ame to a halt for the railroad crossing, the en[ine was uncoupled from the train, its fire pulled,
; ind the engine scarcely had enough steam to
lowly pull into the round house. The sheriff,
itting on the tender, was powerless. Superinendeut Golden had an engine ready to take the
rain out, and the sheriff. Judge Keilso, and a few
itliers were on the engine ready to go with the
rain, but as the engine pulled out of the round
louse a pony switch engine was run down on the
naiu track in such a way as to impede its progess, and the freight engine was surrounded by so
naiiy men that it had to stop. The switch enline was then run up to the freight engine, and
he freight engine was soon being pushed with
Igbtniug speed back to the round house, where
The sheriff is still here, but
he lire was drawn.
o new demonstrations have been made, and it is
laimed by some that the marshal of the Territoy has been sent for to help the sheriff get the
rain out. It Is now apparent that the engineers,
remen and brakeineu are friendly to the strikers
nd it is doubtful if they will work if the compay get other men.
Atchison, Kansas, March 13.-The railroad
ituation here is unchanged. The company made
:s usual attempt to get an engine out to take a
rcight out west, but it was seized by strikers and
tiled. Tlie local assembly of the Knights of La
or at Downs, held a meeting this afternoon, and
epudiated the strike and advised the strikers to
are on a

After the call of States tomorrow
introduction of bills and resolutions the
Speaker will call the committees in their order
None of the
for motions to suspend the rules.

Attempt

elgar

St. Louis, March 13.—Superintendent Dickinwho has charge of all the terminal facilities

for the

to

of

here, including the Bridge and Tunnel and tile
Missouri-Pacific yards, has offered his men who

tuaulr nvoliiajvit nf fho

was sought
passed
suspension of the rules. The

boyeott

son,

morning hours.

a

are now-

day of twelve hours.

days.”

upon the Des Moines river lands in Iowa, over the
President’s veto, and consideration of tlie electoral count bill. At 2 o’clock each day the judiciary committee’s resolution will be taken up.
There is no doubt that the Indian appropriation
bill will pass tlie House early in the present week.
The next appropriation bill which is on the calendar, which is the Post Office appropriation bill is
likely to give rise to much discussion, and to con-

that

railroad

running.

and

work,

Work Before Congress.
The most important morning hour business in
the Senate during the week is likely to be an attempt to pass the bill to quiet the title of settlers

day under

street

are now

compromise,

upward

Obituary.

measure

a

ill

the boats and trausferied
to pilot boat No. 11 and the schooner Fannie A.
Gorham, Capt. Mahoney, from Jacksonville for
Boston, which both fortunately bore down to thenassistance. From 8 to 11 a. m. the work of transferring the passengers went on and was finished
All were
in salety, not a single life being loBt.
safely transferred again to the steamer Fulda
which, owing lo the state of the tide, was obliged
to anchor at Sandy Hook at 0.25 p. m.
Captain
Cottyer was the last man to leave the ship.
'l'he tug boat Fletcher, which went down after
the Oregon's mail, arrived at Cunard pier at 11 45
who
p. m. W. U. Tway, United States inspector,
had charge of the mail, said he onlv succeeded in
recovering 69 out of more than 600 bags which
He
were on board when the collision occurred.
was able to learn little about the collision except
an
unknown
schooner.
that she was run into by
None of the baggage, he said, was saved.
ladles

with the order, are nuw raising
This fund
of §1 per capita.
is said to be
is to be sent to Texas and Louisiana, and is to be
used by a committee of twelve trusted Knights in
buying off the men who have gone to work on the
line in place of the strikers. This committee will
will pay
use persuasion with the men at
them a certain sum of money and initiate them
are
the
men
soon
as
into the order. As
Kuighis
they will be given a certificate that they were
working for Gould, but left at the request of the
strikers and joined the order. Tins certificate
will also commend them to the Master Workmen
of assemblies in ail parts of the country, and will
urge upon these Master Workmen that they find
As soon as the men leave the
the bearer work.
employ of tbe Texas & Pacific, they will be sent
The Knights claim that the
to eastern points.
road w ill be crippled, and with no trains running
“Wo
their chances ot success become brighter.
recognize the power of money,” said the Master
Workman, "and we think we know how to apply
It. Our trouble lias been that there were too many unskilled laborers idle, but we will provide for
them. The plan will be put in operation In a few

neglect,

last

a

war

Gen.

to be

AnnHv noiniuwl Olid lflU’Pl'Pfl

The Railroad Troubles.
Chicago, March 13.—A Fort Worth (Texas)
special published here says: The fact that the
Texas & Pacific road has reopened business
dong the entire line from New Orleans to LI Paso
and that Gov. Brown has won the fight so tar, is
very uusatisiactory to the strikers, and they w ill
now try another method of crippling the cornea
Tne plan is as follows: Kuighis ol Labor
ny
all over the country, but chiefly in the east, where
!he order has been aided by their southern broth-

equal the preaching.

_*lm

accepted

men

working for §1.85

Mrs. Gorman, mother of the Senator from Maryland, died tu this city touight of general debility
incident to advanced age. She was for many
years a live worker in the temperance cause.

,i

[THUtD DESPATCH.]
Yoke, March 14.—The German steamer
Fulda, Capt. llenjk, from Bremen, which
arrived at the bar at 5.25 p. m. today, reports she
stopped off Fire Island March 14, at 12.25 p. in.,
in order to take up the passengers and crew of
tlie Oregon, and anchored at the bar off Sandy
Hook on account of low water at 4.50 p. m. the
The saved of the Oregon are 180 first
same day.
cabin, 00 second cabin and 389 steerage passengers and the crew numbering 245, making 880
The steamer Oregon collided with
souls in all.
an unknown deep laden three-masted schooner on
tlie 14tli, at 4.20 a. m., when between Fire Island
The schooner struck tlie
light and Sliinuecook.
steamer on tlie port side, immediately under the
dining s; loon, tearing# large hole In her side under water. Capt. Cottyer was below and the chief
officer was in charge on the bridge.
One of the passengers states that tlie hole in
the Oregon was so large that one could drive a
horse and wagon through it; also that when the
vessels collided it sounded like the report of an
ordinary cannon. The boats were after some dlfNew

A Strike Ended.

Cincinnati, March 13.—The

in the Army.
Pope will be placed on the retired
list next Tuesday, and the prediction is made at
the War Department that Brig. Gen. Howard will
be nominated as his successor before the week is
out. It is stated that Gen. Terry who was confirmed as Major General last Thursday will be assigned to command of the Division of the Atlantic, with headquarters at Governor's Island, N.
V., and that the next Major General will be given
command ot tlie Division of tlie Pacific with beadquarters at San Francisco.

_,.

[SECOND DESPATCH.]
New Yoke. March 14.—A despatch from Sandy
Hook says the steamer Oregon was run into by a
schooner between 3 and 4 a. m. east of Fire Island, having two holes stove In her, and she commenced sinking at once. Part of the passengers
were transferred to a pilot boat and part to a
schooner, and it is believed they were all subsequently transferred to the Fulda. There are over
800 passengers and crew of the Oregon alone on
The Oregon was entirely
the steamer Fulda.
abandoned, and she sank at 1 p. m. today.

closed on about 700 hands. About a year ago the
girls employed in the card room received ten
cents a hank, bvt were cut down to 9Va cents.
Last week the price was raised to 9% cents a
hank, but the employes want the full 10 cents formerly received. The agent thought that by adding speed to the machinery they would be able to
make up the other quarter of a cent. About 30
girls, together with a few of the back boys, are
among the number who asked for the old wages.
A girl will average seven or eight hanks a day,
and the difference is but a few cents on a day's
work. They went out a week ago Friday noon,
and yesterday morning held a consultation with
Mr. Greene, agent of the mill. He informed them
that he had restored the last cut-down in the mill
all around, and could not nor would not grant?
them the advance asked for, and they returned to
their homes, refusing to work.
Mr. Greene says he is payiug them all he can
possibly afford, and further states that for the past
three years the mill has lost money; and that besides losing the wear and tear of the machinery
the interest on the invested capital, amounting to
several thousand dollars, has been sunk. The
cotton mills throughout the State, he says, are
losing money and are paying their help all they
But the card room employes were
can afford.
resolved, and as one room is dependent on the
other in a cotton mill, the whole establishment
But little interest
was forced to close its doors.
is manifested in the result among the town people, and the Knights of Labor are said to have
nothing whatever to do with the matter. About
four years ago a similar trouble occurred at this
mill, and the mill was shut down two days and a
half, the agent finally granting the rise.

Changes

Major

Coal

Brunswick, March 13.—Tlio trouble which has
been brewing in the Cabot mill for some time, culminated last night, when the doors of the mill

inattention or want of fidelity, honesty or efficiency cah he brought, and who have not turned
their attention to political labors during their service need have no fear of being disturbed as long
as they continue to render meritorious and faithful service.” This reads splendidly, but in view
of several removals which have taken place in the
State of Maine within the last twelve months of
men who in every way answered the description
given, men with whose efficiency your correspondent can speak from personal knowledge, having
been employed in a post office where their work
was daily witnessed, and who have been in the
service for years, the practice does not by any
seem

the

to

Out in Brunswick.

Postal Clerks.

whom

of

Fike Island, Mareli 14.—Tlie lookout at this
station this morning sighted a four-masted steamLater she turned
er moving veil' slow seaward.
southeast, and since then has been drifting in that
direction, being about fifteen miles southeast of
this point.
Only the tops of her masts can be
seen, but the observer thinks it is the British
At 11.25 a. in.
steamer Oregon, from Liverpool
At 4.30 p. m. the
she had drifted out of sight.
German steamer Fulda, from Bremen via Southampton, off this port, reports by signal that the
steamer Oregon is sunk, aud all of the passengers
of the Oregon are on board the Fulda. The Fulda
will probably reach quarantine at about 8 p. m.

Operatives Locked

Hundred

Seven

that the postal clerks of the third
division of the railway mail service, contemplated a strike, because of dissati-faction arising
from removals, having been circulated recently,
the clerks of that division held a meeting on
Wednesday last and sent to the Postmaster General a letter of denial of the rumor. The Postmaster General acknowledged the receipt of the
letter, stating that he had not believed the rumor,
and expressing his gratification at the denial.
He closed vith the statement that “railway postal clerks who have become efficient and valuable

against

in

Trade in Pennsylvania.

A statement

men.

Reaper Company
Boycotted.

Deplorable Condition

and Senator Frye had promised his (Chase’s)
friends that they would not take any action
against his confirmation, the Senator said he hardly considered it worth while to deny them, as
they had not even the slightest foundation to rest
upon. Neither of the Senators ever made anj
such promise to anybody.
Regarding Captain
Chase's complaint that lie was not used fairly, in
not being given time enough to present a defense
it is difficult to see what he could have expected.
He was here In the city for over a week before tlie
final action was taken, and had abundant opportunity to make his case known to his Democratic
friends in the Senate, and through them to the
Senate, and more than that he was given a personal hearing by the Finance Committee, a tiling
which has been granted to no other man, excepting Fillsbury, who was considered with Chase.
Tiie accounts given by Mr. Fillsbury of tile testimony before the committee, are also very far
from the truth. Senator Frye also denies having
made any such promises as Chase alleges.
The

The Passengers and Crew, Numbering 886, all Safe.

of U. S. Marshals.

be

Maine Sena-

cuaigca

Run

Now

The McCormick

tors.
Speaking with Senator Hale the other day
uie

Trains

the

Run Into and Sunk by an Unknown
Schooner.

New Scheme for Crippling the
Texas-Pacific,

Most of the

Washington, March 14.-Tlie debate in the
Senate upon the resolutions reported from the ju.
dietary will be pressed to a conclusion this week
to the exclusion of other business, Senator Edmunds having given notice to that effect last
week, saying he did not feel like doing so as long
It is
as one of their number was lying unburled.
expected that the most interesting speech to listen to, will be that of Senator Ingalls. He is
without doubt, the greatest master of invective
and sarcasm, at present, in either branch of Con.
gross, and he rarely rises on any subject wit hout
making abundant use of his power in this direction. He is a striking man in appearance, tall
and rather slim, with a ;narrow head, from ear to
ear, but long from chin to crown, surmounted
witli a full head of almost white hair. As an orator lie is very graceful and easy, with a magnificent voice, which penetrates every corner of the
chamber, and his words are as clear cut and sharp
When he rises to
as though shot from a gun.
speak, generally some oue has to “take it,” and
woe to the man who ventures to cross swords with
him in the running fire of debate. The men who
can stand before his ready tongue are few and far
between.
Tlie speecii of M r. Kenua on Friday was a much
of Senator
more powerful argument than that
Pugh on the same side, and he made several very
telling points, notably when he quoted Senator
Sherman’s letter refusing certain papers called
for by Senator Conkling, while Sherman was Secretary of the Treasury. It was Kenna’s second
Speech in the Senate, and entitles him to be ranked among the ablest debaters of the Democratic
side of that body.
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Postal

Important Changes to Take
Among Army Officers.

means

of

Washington.

Interesting Testimony by J. H. Rog-
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Voters Taken to Jail.
Biddkkobd, March 13.—Lawrence Charlton,
Edward Smith, Frederick GiUisand W. H. Smith,
of Portland, charged with illegal voting at the
election here Monday, were brought from Portland this afternoon and arraigned in the municiThey
pal court on tlie charge of conspiracy.
pleaded not guilty, waived examination and were
held in hail for 31000 each.
They were remanded to tlie Sac» jail.
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Falling Bridge.

Illegal

Wind

*
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Canton, March 13.—The middle span, 160 feet
long, of the toll bridge, broke down about eight
It caro’clock this morning, falling twenty feet.
ried with it Mr. H. A. Dexter of Wayne, two
horses and a load of wood. Mr. Dexter's leg was
broken, and lie received bad bruises on Ills body
The
and face, but his injuries are not fatal.
horses were hadly bruispd. The bridge was damaged in tlie Jauuary freshet and repaired temThe bridge was ordered closed until
porarily.
next Monday for repairs.

29.0
21.8
70.2

121.1

Coss Marine Iron Works.
At tlie annual meeting yesterday of stockholders of the Goss Marine Iron Works,J. II. Kimball,
Capt. John R. Kelley, Charles Davenport, G. C.
Goss. Clias. K. Moody, T. W. Hyde and Arthur
Sewall were re-elected directors.

Injuries.

29.741 29.79(5 29.913 30.007
30.1
10 6

the

A Sad Affair.
Richmond, March 14.—Charlie, aged 16 years,
son of Eben Tootliaker, was accidentally hit on
the head by a stick of wood thrown by a playmate yesterday, and died this morning from Ills

1880.

»T

P

W.

boiler of the tug John Markee in Boston harbor,
took place at North Bath today.
Delegations
from Winneslmmet Lodge. I. O. O. F., No. 24, of
Chelsea, and Lincoln Lodge of Bath, assisted by
Rev. E. I. Stackpolo of this city, conducted the
services, aHd beautiful floral offerings were presented by Winneslmmet Lodge.

Congress Street.
eod3«n
W

L.

MAINE.

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON,
feb25

J. E.
M. Maxev.
Dr.

Chief Engineer—Jason Hooper.
Assistant Engineers—F. C. Bean, T. Johnston.
School Supervisor—H. H. Burbank.
Park Commissioners—George F. Calef, Franklin, Nourse, Benjamin N. Goodalo.
Street Commissioner—Jere B. French, for District No. 4.
Marshal—Dorrance Littlefield.
»
School Agents—W. Bradford, for District No.
1; Fred McClair, District No. 2; Fred Boothby,
District No. 3.
The caucus lasted fiTe hours, and the Knights
of Labor took an active Interest. It is said that
several of the nominations are unpopular and the
slate will be smashed. The city marshal, tomorrow, will appoint the following policemen: For
the day force, W. S. Hasty; for night force, J. T.
Seavey, Charles Stewart.
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of
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Marquis

Salisbury.

Refuses to Levy a Customs

Tax on

Foreign

Wheat.

-resh Complications Piling Up About
the French Republic.

and are to be under control of the government at
Dublin Provision Is al30 made for the use of the
Imperial forces when needed for the security of
The government at Dublin
life and property.
will not have power to Impose duties on British
goods, to treat with foreign powers, to emoloy the
revenues of the country for the endorsement of
to impair
any religious body or to pass measures
the validity of contracts.

Skirmish With the Rebels

Shattered.

London, March 13.—Painful news comes
tonight from Cannes, where the Marquis of Salisbury is seeking a month’s rest to recruit his shatPrivate
health.
tered
despatches from his
friends at Cannes to their friends at the Carlton
Club say that the great Tory leader is getting
worse.
Lady Salisbury has telegraphed to Sir
William Jenner, her husband’s principal physihim if he could come to Cannes in
asking
cian,
case of urgent necessity, and Sir William has replied by telegraph that he will be ready to do so
It is
on receipt of a despatch from her ladyship.
known that Lord Salisbury left London in a most
despondent mood. Almost Ids last words here
were that he would never live to see another Tory
premier of Great Britain. This despondency has
increased almost to melancholy since his arrival
in France, and is the principal thing that baffles

physicians.

If Lord Salisbury breaks down now the Tory
party will go pieces for a time, and at least Mr.
Gladstone will lie able to push his home rule proposals through the Commons without any opposition winch lie will consider serious, and may even
lie able to manoeuvre it through the Lords. The
the
cx-premler proposed to return in time for the
Irish debates, which lie expected to come up
news
last week of tills month. In face of tonight’s
In his
from Cannes this is now hardly possible.
absence the Torv party in the debate will he
without guidance, and working cross purposes
which will be fatal to its only Hope—that of obfrom the Wldgs.
taining straggling votes
Mr. Gladstone is the equal as an orator of any
three men they can produce, and they have no
speaker who can compare with any one of a
dozen men who could be named In the Irish

phalanx.

The Murder of Captain
be

Crawford to

Thoroughly Investigated.

An American

Charged

with Murder

to Have a Second Trial.
El Paso, Tex., March 13.—The result of Gen.
Lorenzo Vega’s visit to the scene of the killing of
Captain Crawford is beginning to bear fruit. The
Mexican government has already taken action in
the matter, having summoned Col. Santa Ana
Perez, the officerVn command of the Mexican
troops at the time of the killing, and others having knowledge of the affair, to the City of Mexico,
where they will undergo a rigid examination in
all tiie details. The Mexican inhabitants in that
portion of the country where the killing of Crawlord took place are greatly excited, and interpret
Col Perez and his
the hasty summoning of
brother officers to the City of Mexico to indicate
alarm on the part of the Mexican federal governnt tim

mmiiihla

(itifivmiip

flip

linfnrfiiniitp

affair.

I.ast week an officer of the Mexican army visited the district and collected data as to the number and occupation of Americans residing in the
This is something never before done,
district.
and excites apprehensiou on the part of the
Americans, who feel that they aremarked as hostages or victims in case of international difficulties.
The belief is general all over northern Mexico
with the native population that the United States
only seeks a pretext to invade and annex several
Mexican States. The practice of allowing Americans to take arms and ammunition iuto Mexico
lias been abolished.

City of Mexico, March 13—via Galveston.—
For nearly two years an American named John
Kivers has been in prison at Zacatecas charged
Kivers was senwith the murder of a Mexican.
tenced in December to be shot, but the execution
was postponed by the exertions of a few friends,
aud Consul General Porcli has, by personal exertions, probably secured a reopening of the case.
Having become satisfied that Kivers acted in selfdefence, Consul Porch has found several importKivers is a Californian, aud was
ant witnesses.
at one time county commissioner of San Francisco.

CENERAL NEWS.
London, March 13.—There have been two or
hree occurrences In the parliamentary history of
I he past week which are calculated to send cold
<
hivers down the spines of those “flue old crusted
lories.” The first of the iconoclastic surprises
< ccurred on Tuesday, when Mr. L. Llewellyn
] lillwyn, a 'Welsh Kadical who sits for Swansea,
oldly moved to disestablish the church of Wales.
few years ago such a motion would have been
egarded as an act of rank blasphemy and would
ave condemned its author to social ostracism
Last Tuesday the
1 ! not to excommunication.
the House were evidently so
s ympatldes of
l trgely In favor of the motion that the government
\ ms forced to resort to a parliamentary I rick to
j revent its discussion. A meaningless motion was
ffered as a substitute for Mr. Dillwyn’s motion,
f nd the,amendment was necessarily put to a vote
f rst, and was adopted us a substitute by the close
ote of 241 to 229. Then the motion as amended
•as rejected by a large majority.
The second check to the patricians came on
liursday night, when that audacious Kadical,
1 iemy Laboucherr, moved to strike out of the
ivil service estimates the grant for the mainteance of parks belonging or used exclusively by
or the royal family.
This impudent propJ oyally
sition was actually passed by a vote of 131 to
14. The royal family only draws from the public
t reasury #2.H15,00l> annuities yearly. and out of
t ids pittance its members will now have to pay
t lieir own gardeners. Both Hyde Park and St
allies Park are the property of the crown, but
1 ave always been maintained and used by the
ublic.
Now the House has refused to pay for
1

Austin Flint, the well known New York
physician, died of apoplexy at ills residence, 418
Filth Avenue, Saturday at the age of 74 years.
The steamer Sau Pablo which sailed from New
York Saturday for China took 1200 Chinese. A
large number were aged and to these no return
certificates were issued.
Henry B. Courtney, a leading stockholder of the
Diamond Match Company whicli lias its headquarters in Wilmington, Del..and branch factories
in Michigan and Connecticut, died in Wilmington
Saturday night, aged about GO years.
A gang of horse thieves are operating in New
Hampshire. Saturday uiglit a valuable horse was
stolen from Daniel H. Norris of Westmoreland.
Mrs. W. H. Trowbridge, wife of one of the
prominent business men of South Farmington,
Mass., committed suicide yesterday by taking a
large dose of cobalt. She was in a condition of
mental derangement.
The Denipsey-LaBlanclie prize light came off
.•arly yesterday morning at Larchmont near New
Itochelle on Long Island Sound. Dempsey won
in the 13tli round. There were only 20 spectators
present, including three reporters.
Dr.

J

t ueir further maintenance, the crown will un( oubteuly refuse also, and Mr. Gladstone’s only
* ‘•sources will be ask to for a local tax to enable
1 icae great pleasure grouuus to ue itept open,
in this dilemma Mr. Labouchere comes to the
f rout today with a characteristic solution of tiie
( ifliculty.
He advises the Queen to give these
] arks to tiie people, who will see that tney are alv ays kept iu good order, but lie advises "the
peop le not to pay a farthing towards the mainter ance of parks which the Queen can shut iu tlielr
f ices tomorrow if she chooses to do so.
The new element introduced into the electoral
t ody of the uation by the franchise act of 1885
as lowered tiie new House to au extent which is
J ist beginning to be seen. Democracy is making
lore rapid strides than the majority of even publ. cists appreciate, and there is every prospect that
t lere will be more radical changes in the political
a ud seeial economies of Great Britain within the
11 ext decade than within the past century.

f
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The cabinet held a protracted meeting today,
^ lie sitting lasted fully three hours. It is stated
o n semi-official authority that most of
the time
v as occupied in discussing tiie various schemes
f ir tiie government of Ireland. All the members
v ere present.
London, March 14.—Tiie Observer says that
;1 t the cabinet council yesterday,
measures subI: litted by Mr. Gladstone for the home government
f Ireland were unfavorably received, aud that
le project if persisted in will lead to a disruption
o f tiie cabinet.
The Observer states that Gladstone’s draft, as
p rioted and handed the Cabinet, deals exclusively
v itli
expropriation, for which a colossal sum will
L e required. The administration of the fund Is to
t e entrusted to an Irish local body, the constitut on of which is left blank in the draft but which
t le ministers were informed would be of the
c taraeter of an Irish parliament.
Tiie Standard says it is supposed that Glads one's schemes lor the government of Ireland
p reposes the establishment of a single chamber
u f Parliament at Dublin, and embodies the prillc pie of
minority representation, and Ireland will
c mtlnue to send members to Westminster, not in
p roportion to her population, but in proportion to
Ii er contribution to the imperial revenue.
Under
ti its scheme there would be thirty Irish members
o : Parliament, and the police are to be disarmed

J1

BASE BALL.
NOTES.

Manager Murnane has signed eight men
tor the Boston New England League team,
;he last three being P. J. Hartnett, of last
season’s Portlands, for first base and cap;ain; W. H. Sullivan, of the John L. Whitng & Sons, second base; and Harry Taber,
the Saunders & Barrows nine of New Bedford, third base.
Sol Keene of Boston is mentioned for one
jf the New England League umpires.
John Kiley has signed with Lawrence. He
k ill be remembered as their left fielder last
fear, and a rattling good player.
The Globe says Haverhill's prospects appear a little cloudy just at present.
Murphy
s complaining of a lame wrist, and may not
His
je able to pitch until warm weather.
•atelier, Vadeboncoeur, is sick at Lawrence,
vhere he has been for some time.
Manager Sjjence writes that Hickman is in
nnguificent form. He is showing puzzling
•urves in practice.
Sc.ule, shortstop of last season’s Yarmouth
.earn, will enter Bowdoin College this spring
He will be a valuamd will join that club.
>le additiou to it.
TOWN

ELECTIONS.

Dayton.
Moderator—Thomas Meserve. Dem.
Clerk—J. Burton Roberts. Deiu.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of Poorlames K. Huntress. Rep.; ltufus A. Smith, Rep.;
lames N. Waterhouse, Dem.
Treasurer—Charles B. Cleaves, Rep.
Supervisor of Schools—George Sylvester, Dem.
Auditor—J. Burton Roberts, Dem.
Collector and Constable—Herbert Smith, Dem.
Health Officer—Dr. Geo. Sylvester.
Appropriations were made—ior schools. $(loo;
1 or highways and bridges, *1000; support of poor
; ,nd other town expenses. *400.
Hollis.
At the adjourned town meeting at Hollis, on
.fonday, Mareli 8th, a full board |of Democratic
1 iffleers were elected by a plurality of 38 in a vote
if 200.

the

Better Keeping of

the

Day.

We answer the first by saylug, that the First
day of the week commouly c .fled -The land’s
Day” is to Christians all that the Seventh day or

benefits and to whom?

Sabbath, was to tlie Jews, and more. The Seventh day celebrated the creation of the world
the First day its redemption.
(2) Our authority is the Apostles of Christ who
In accordance with the vote ol the Miniswere commissioned by Christ and fully empowterial Association, most of the clergymen of ered to act for Him with tlie assurance that their
Portland preached yesterday upon the better action would be ratified “In Heaven."
(3) The benefits are first and greatest to all
observance of Sunday.
We present the fol- who
are consciously Christian, and secondly to all
who
are unconsciously Christian. These blessings
lowing abstracts:
are innumerable and unspeakable to individuals
[Rev. Mr. Blanchard.]
and communities, to the young and the old. to
At the Congress Square Church, yesterday
parents and children, to the wise and the staple,
to the rich aud the pooi, hut specially to the poor
morning, the pastor, Rev. Ilenry Blanchard,
—to the laboring classes so-called who beyond
preached a sermon on “The Better Observance of doubt receive as much pay for six days work note,
as they would for seven if required to work seveu
the Sunday,” from the text, "Not forsaking the
in the week, and flity two weeks in the year.
assembling of ourselves together, as the custom of days
Tlie First day of tlie week Is sure to be obsome is”—the words being a part of the 26th
served, either as a Duly day, or a holiday; unless,
verse of the 10th chapter of Hebrew. Mr. Blan.
indeed, it becomes again as iu pagan countries a
working day, which Is equivalent to saying, that
chard first gave account of the way in which the
people who labor with their hands shall be comunited preaching on the part of all, or nearly all,
pelled to work seven days in a week for a living.
This is mere y a dry skeleton of the sermon,
of the pastors of the city on this Important theme
which tlie preacher filled out by enlarging upon
arose. He then said that he should confine his
God’s method of educating tlie Jews by way of
line of thought, because of this union, to one
accommodating heavenly tliiugs to tlieir carnal
apprehension; how ilie law came by Moses, hut
main point on which all of the clergy would agree.
grace ami truth by Jesus Christ, Won is the Lord,
It was likely that, in details of observance of Sunnot only of the Sabbath Day, but of every disciple;
day, different ministers would have different opin- how tlie Lord’s Day lias Commemorated His resions. They were heartily united, however, In as- j urrrctlon from tile first, and ever will bear witness to
liuw to Christians, it is the first and
serting strenuously the imperative need of as- best of It;
days, hallowed by innumerable sacred assembling in the sanctuary on some part of every I social Ions; bow it is tile poor man's friend In par
ticular, whom It shields iroin the av irice of corLord's day. He had outlined, two years ago,
porations and other capitalists; how it is a part
what he believed would be a good observance of
and an essential part of our iiauoual Hie and hisSunday, Probably some of his brethren would not tory ; aud bow, finally, it is God's chosen symbol
oi the rest above, which remained for us. a part
endorse all that he had said. He would not dwell
ofthe lnherlUttee which is
eternal, unde filed and
on controverted points—he wished to stand strong
will never fade away.
ly and fraternally with all who believed that pubDr. Basliford.]
[Rev.
lic worshlpis indispensable to national prosperity.
Dr. Basliford took as ills texts, Ex. xx: St
The following proposition, therefore, is what
“Remember the Sabbath day to keep It holy,” aiut
he would enforce upon all whom be could reach.
Markii: 27: "The Sabbath wa- made for man.”
He was profoundly grateful for the large hearing
Every great spiritual principal can be reached in
he received in his beloved church. He counted It
two ways, either as a deduction irom the Bible or
a great privilege to speak to visitors as well as to
as au induction from human experience.
The
his own people. He was deeply touched oftenprinciple we di-cuss to-day can be vindicated
times by the kind words spoken. But lie wished
from both these standpoints. In the first text it
that bis people should come to church every 81111day morning, not because they liked to, but beIs stated as a command of God; iu the second It is
cause they felt it to be their duty.
The purpose of
explained us arising from human uc^ds.
this sermon was to show this duty, and to gain coworkers In the advocacy of a better observance of
(If The history of the Sabbath snows that the
the Sunday, In this respect, than that which now
septenary division of time was known among
exists.
Semites, Egyptians and South American Indians,
The proposition, then, on which the sermon is
built, is tills- Man needs the services of the sancthat It is mentioned seven times in the Bible beIn
order
to
most
gain
tuary
fully nhvsical. intelfore the decalogue, tint Moses in Exodus IG: 23
lectual and spiritual development, because to gam
this development, he needs lo feel his dependence
clearly refers to a Sabbath previous to tlie foui lb
upon the Creator, and his immeasurable debt lo
coinmaudment. and tlie form of Hie command
the leadership of Jesus Christ, and to be reminded
itself implies some previous observance.
continually of his weakness and sinfulness, and
because the sanctuary will best produce these uei
(2) The ground of Lire Sabbath is given
essary feelings.
by Christ In the second text. This acMr. Blanchard here dwelt at length upon sonic
counts for Its observance in the Bible previous to
of the salient features of American communitie-.

SL'AKIM, March 14.—In a skirmish today between the British and rebels, 30 of the latter
were killed.
The Marquis of Salisbury’s Health
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servanceofh?6
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does “the Lord’s Day” susrela,l|n*“Sabbath?”
tain to “the Jewish
authorltv fur the religious ob-
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Stookholm. March 13.—The Swedish parliament has rejected by a majority of 17 votes a
proposal to levy a customs tax on foreign wheat
brought into the country.

Senor Jose Victoria Lasterria, one of the most
distinguished judges of the supreme court of
Chili, has been retired on a pension after 29
y jars of service._

Bythenia

In Their Sermons Upon the Observ-

served order.
A Socialist Scare at Lyons.
Lyons, Maicli 13.—The city was placarded last
night with posters invoking the people to rise up
armed on tno 18th nay of March aim pillage and
massacre the bourgeoise. A man named Pilare,
who Is described by the police as a dangerous anarchist, has been arrested. In his pockels were
found several revolvers and a number of dynamite cartridges.
Sweden Refuses to Tax Foreign

Uneasy France.
Pakis, March 13.—The situation in France is
exciting a high degree of uneasiness. The uneven
support which the municipality of Paris is offering to the I)e Cazeville strikers and the defiant
attitude of Deputies Asley and Camelinat has
created a feeling of alarm among theConservative
Republicans, without whom, In the words of
Tillers, “the republic cannot exist.” Certain
journals accuse M. Goblet of taking a livelier
interest in the support of an indifferent actress at
the Theatre Fraucaise than In the just administration of the religious budget.
Bishop Freppel. in a brilliant speech on Friday,
• in behaif of the vicars whose salary is in arrears,
alluded to last year's assembly as being happily
dead and buried.
A member of the Left interrupted him and angrily shouted, “You sat in that assemply!”
Yes,” the bishop replied, “Just as Daniel sat in
the lious’ den.”
The general financial and commercial uneasiness In France is partly due to the uncertain political situation and partly to the increasing deficit. in the revenue, and is aggravated in the
minds of thoughtful men by the shadow overhanging the gigantic Panama speculation of De Lesseps. The proposed banquet to De Lesseps of
The unfavorable report
course awaits his return.
of M. WaldecK Rousseau is loudly denied by the
The President of the Tribunal
best authorities.
of Commerce condemns the proposed lottery loan
to the Panama Canal Company, and the governWere Panama
ment hesitates to authorize it.
shares at par, the government might yield to the
M.
De
of
Lesseps, and the
prestige
On a
clamor
of
interested
spectators.
been
loan
had
that
the
rumoi
lottery
conceded. Panama shares rose from 460 to 485,
but they have since fallen. The whele matter is
very shakv and uncomfortable, although the faith
of the small investor In M. do Lesseps equals the
iaith of the English voter in Mr. Gladstone. The
cutting of the Panama canal, like the establishment of Irish independence, appears to be contingent upon the upsetting of the Psalmist’s
doctrines respecting human life and strength.

of It

Yesterday,

Parade of the Unemployed.
London, March 13.—A meeting of aunemployed
suburb of
men was held to-day at Hackney,
London, for the purpose of denouncing the government forftts apathy with regard to the wants ot
the wording classes.
Fully 3000 people were
red
present. Some of the participants carriedmotoi
nags, while banners containing all sorts
toes demanding aid were seen In profusion. A
number of Socialistic leaders delivered highly inflammatory addresses. A large body of police,
both on foot and mounted, was present and pre-

the

Clergymen Said

What Portland

CENTS.

of the week in the celebration of divine worship
and the Lord's Supper. References to this fac
are numerous both In the Acts of the
Apostles and
tlie Epistles, also in tlie “Fathers” the Acts of
Councils, and even heathen writers, as e. g. Pliny,
wnen Governor ol
recognizes and records in a well known letter
The questions for
us to consider are:

SABBATH.

THE

THREE

PRICE

»,,rln»

tliule

aliuiiPiitlnn ill Itiicinhca

thwir

anvil-

wvvai'jgiit.

ties; their weariness; their devouring of newspapers to the neglect of books; their Ignorance of
history, aud especially of the great story of Israel
aud the founding aud progress of the Christian
Church; their increasing secularization and con
sequent pride of power aud lack of the feeling of
uuwoithiness. Indolence, Ignorance, Selfishness,

three of the great enemies of man’s full deIt was these which largely kept men
away from church. He then proceeded to show
what the services of the sanctuary will do for men
physically, Intellectually and spiritually.
Physicians confirm his statement when he declares that the coming to church, with its incidental change of thougiits, is helpful to the body. Intellectually, man is helped by the great themes
treated in the pulpit. To follow the story of Abraham or Moses; to study the transformation of a
body of slaves into a body of freedmen through the
education of the wilderness; to know well the deeds
of the Judges, of Saul, of David, of Solomon; to
become familiar with the noble utterances of Ezekiel and Isaiah aud ihe Psalms; to learn of the
great Maccabeun revolt—its victory aud its final
are

velopment.

overthrow;

to

John the

see

Baptist,

as
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The Sabbath is the workingman’s friend—this Is

the phase of the subject which we will consider.
The Sabbath in its observance gives to the
workingman the bodily rest which he requires for
the preservation of his greatest physical vigur. It
is now knowu to science that the ordinary rest
our
constitution.
of sleep does not suffice for
It lias been proved by adequate induction that
men will do more work and do it better, if they rest
The labormgman's stock in
one day in seven.
trade as well as comfort, depends upon his physical health; if this is lost he or his family will suffer. In conceding the
necessity of one
day in seven for rest, while you may deny the reconcede
that which is a
ligious obligation, yet you
Man could
striking evidence of Divine
not have originated such a law. A French Social
ist, an able tliinker, has said that if the week were
diminished by a single day, there would not be
sufficient labor comparatively to require rest; if
extended by one day work would bocome excesThe
sive. How did Moses hit It so correctly?
social philosopher concedes a Divine revelation
of the law of work and rest.
The Sabbath brings intellectual repose. The
mind can not be continuously kept intent upon its
regular employment without exhaustion. The
of
waste is In proportion to capacity and
Not always the excitement of labor,
often the very absence of it, the monotony of daiThe thoughts need
ly tasks, wears upon a man.
to be jostled into new channels. The Sabbath for
this purpose is wholly unique. There Is nothing

physical

authority.

intensity

application.

like It under any other system.

It is more especially as a social and religious be
th it the Sabbath blesses the workingman. It
is his family day, his day for wife and children.
The bath, the cleau clothes, the family and home,
in Sunday army add to his self respect. The rest
Now Is an opportunity
brings higher thoughts.
The man can
to read the Bible and to worship.
sit down in church and feel the uplift of soul which
Maker.
with
his
comes from communion
Virtue and prosperity decline where the Sabbath loses its hold. The laborer should insist
with Divine rights to have his time protected, one
seventh for rest. The law of God should be the
law of state, and no grasping corporations, greedy
capitalists, money making enterprises, call them
what you will, should rob the workingman of his

ing,

Uod-glven right.

lu order to these desirable ends named, the
day must be kept holy. Yeu admit whatlias been
said, but question whether it must of necessity be
kept religiously. These propositions will hold:
When Sunday loses its sauctioii as a holy day it
necessarUfr becomes a holiday. Best might mean
for a few intellectual training, but as human nalure is, it means for the multitude amusement,
self indulgence and vice. It Is so now where the
irreligious

element

prevails,

rou

win

say

U1.1L

Juianksgivings. Memorial days aro not so bad.
And yet money making greed has set a travesty
upon these days witli all kinds of sport, game and
play. Would a weekly Fourth of July promote
public good? A weekly holy day does promote
public good-a weekly holiday never. If the Sabpath be simply a holiday many men must be deprived of their natural right of rest in order to
lontribute to the amusement of others. If Sunlay’s exercises, as is so often the case, when givm to irreligious things unfits one for Monday's
work, would he not better work every day?
To the workingmen, then, and we are about all
inch, the sacredness of the day measures its beueits to them. In this busy'country it does not rejiilre much invitation to set work going on the
Sabbath. It will complicate the labor question
itill more.
Proudhon, the French socialist,
'barges his countrymen to‘'restore and preserve
;lie solemnity of the Sabbath." Workingmen,
jur

emember:

The Sabbath is a divine provision

for your ln-

;erest.

liesist the encroachments of all business upon
t.

A void all pleasures which destroy needed rest.
Make the day one of religious exercises with
3od, His word, His people, in His bouse.

[Kev.

Dr.

Dalton’s.]

St. Matthew xii.,S: "The Son of Man is Lord
sven of the Sabbath Day.”
When the Jews reproached the disciples for viilating the Law of Moses in respect to the Sab
lath, Jesua answered them (1) by showing Jewsb precedents for similar action, and (2) by
ilalming to be above the Sabbath, as Lord of It as
if all things. The teaching of the text, then, Is
hat we as Christians are to learn from Christ and
Ils apostles how we are to regard both the Jewsh Sabbath and the Lord's Day, which Is derived
| rom It.
God commanded the Jews to remember the
seventh” day of the week to keep it holy. In the
I hue of Christ, they did thus observe it. and with
o many restrictions as to
bring themselves and
< 'tilers Into such
bondage as required reproof and
1 orrectlon from Him who came to be “Lord even
1 if the Sabbath."
After the resurrection of Christ,
1 he Apostles religiously observed the “First” day

•> nuia

nan

transformed every other day from a mere mecliauical keeping of rules imposed by an external
authority to the comprehension of a principle of
ihe Christian conscience.
(4) The method of observing the Lord’s day Is
not prescribed in the New Testament. In regard
te this, as every other principle of tbe gospel, outward
rules
must
not
be allowed to desdestroy spirituality. Upon the other hand no
progress is possible In business or in schools without system. In our intellectual and spiritual life
to-day we suffer far more from lack of system
than from outward restrictions. Realize the need
of physical rest and mental chauge upon one day
in seven, the need of communion with God, of
meditation upon heavenly thlugs, the need of developing the spiiitual faculties and strengthening
tlie moral nature and use the Lord's dav systematically and conscientiously for this purpose,
and you will know by experience that this Is a
divine institution. In conclusion, the speaker
thought that those parts of moral ami physical
science upon which all are agreed should be mure
fully dwelt upon in our public schools, leaving less
spiritual instruction to be crowded into the Lord's
day; that while the church ndght hold five or six
services on the Lord’s day to accommodate various classes, persons ought not to attend them all

neglect of rest and of family religion; opposed the Sunday newspapers, any Sunday sales
of medicines, Sunday pleasure travel, and
favored the payment of wages upon Monday, and
the early closing of stores upon Saturday. The
better observance of tbe Lord’s day is one reform
to the
save

upon which all sensible p"ople can unite—the

workiug people because the breaking down of
Sunday means the further degradation of labor;
corporations, because tbe breaking of the Lord’s
day, which gives temporary gains, means also the
breaking of moral business and putting all gains
in danger; teachers, scholars and
literary workers, who already arc overstrained; and all those
who believe that Christian principles are the only

salvation of the world.

[Rev. Dr. Hill.]
Hill began with a brief history of the origin
of tlie wfiek, of the manner in which it had already, through Jewish influences, beguu to be
recognized in Rome, and throughout the Empire,
belore tlie Christian Era. It had not supplanted
ihe classic divisions of Ihe mouth, which still ruled
all temporal affairs, being upheld by tlie goverumenfcand the the patricians. But it was beginning to be popular with tlie common people, and
was accompanied by a certain religious reverence
for the Seventh day, the Jewish Sabbath. There
Hr.

uo

light themselves in God’s holy day.

».

chauge.
(3) The change of Sabbath to the Lord’s day
was providential. Niue references to the beginning of that change are louml in the New Testament, the Epistles of Ignatius, Barnabas, Justin
Martyr and Irenaeus protest against Sabbath observances being forced up in tbe cburch as a Jewish ordinance. Tbe chauge of day made Christ
the central theme of the early meetings. The
G tspel transformed Sabbath observance Just as it

he stands

the ford of Jordan; to study the deep words of
Jesus Christ aud the epistles of the apostle Paul:
battle between
lo understand the tremendous
Christianity and Heathenism, aud the reasons for
of
former—these
and many
the final victory
the
another study of the Scriptures and history are
Intellectual
nature.
quickening to mail’s
To feel God's presence, as a people unite in
praveror hymn; to feel the greatness of Jesu
Christ as he is presented|in sermon: to be made to
teel how little is man. and how weak, in the midst
of this mysterious Universe; to be made tore
member the sins lie has committed aud the force
of temptations yet unmet—is to develop the spiritual nature.
•If a man's eye is on the Eternal, his intellect
will grow,” said Emerson. "To feel God as the
Ever Near is religion,” said F. W. Robertson
If,then, the proposition is sustained by the arguments presented, the question comes—“How
shall men assist the ministers in securing a better
observance of the Sunday?” That question Mr
Blanchard pressed streuously upon the minds ol
his hearers. He asked men to study this theme—
to rise above indolence and selfishness. He respected each man’s right to judge for lilmsclf. As
minister and friend, he only asked for earnest
thought. He could not help feeling that there
would be great unanimity of thought and feeling.
His proposition, he must believe, is sound: the
reasoning by which It is upheld, clear and cogent
He invoked
sympathetic hearing, thoughtful
Judgment, fraternal co-operation. The sermon
closed with a picture of what the world would be,
if the Lord’s Day were well observed.
[Rev. Mr. Daniels.]
Rev. Mr. Daniels took as ills text, Isaiah 58: 13,
14. This and kindred texts was aimed, not at the
abuse of the Sabbath by what is usually termed
pleasure, but at its prostitution to business. The
word “pleasure” lias iu’itthe proper idea of “business.” The prophet aimed at the avarice of the
people in exacting ol their servants labor on the
holy day. There is nothing in which human nature finds su much gratification as in the accumulation of money from business.
Covetousness, a
most deadly sin against God and man, was, witti
the Hebrews, aud is now witli us, a prolific source
of Sabbath desecration. The Sabbath newspaper,
excursions and postal service, after all excuses
and discussions, are but for business galus. It Is
the same spirit which oppresses the hireling lu
Ids wages, that seeks to rob the workingman oi
his Sabbath. The text invites the people to turn
at

at siainj uiat uiu

given by our Father tvitli reference to our needs
and not to display tho dlviue authority. Human
experience amply confirms Christ’s philosophy.
The French during the Revolution, English experience at Woolwich during times of national
exigency, the workingmen in France and Germany. ambitious college students workiug seven
days In a week, and even experiments with horses upon the Parisian horse-cars all demonstrate
the physical and mental necessity of rest ani
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Ized call upon the Gentiles to keep either the Sabbath or the Lord’s Day. But, on the contrary,
there were indignant protests from Paul against
their being required to Keep tlie Sabbath; the
Apostolic Council expressly declined to require
them; and Paul told us that the Chief apostles at
Jerusalem bade him go on preaching as lie had
done.
But just as the Gentiles accepted the Old Testament, without waiting to be asked, simply from
tlie inherent reasonableness of so doing; so they
imitated the Jewish custom of keeping a certain
ilay ill the week holy; because they had seeu how
reasonable and valuable a custom It was. Our
Lord had said the Sabbath was made for mau;
he Divine Wisdom whi. h commanded it
through
Moses, had known its adaptation lo human deeds.
Paul and the western churches had cousideied
hat command through Muses not binding on
Christians; the eastern churches afterwards came
l<> the same view; the Sabbath was dropped.
But the Divine wisdom which lights every man
iliowed them the reasonableness and excellence
If adopting tlie first day of the week as the Lord
Jesus’s day, and keeping It as a holy day of rest.
There were, the preacher said, two waysof error la the observance of the Lord's Day.
Those
ivlio disagreed wiili Paul, and thought tlie obligaion to keep it rested on the commandment from
Sinai, were apt to construe that commandment in
« strict sense; and thus make the
Lord’s Day a
lay of gloom and austerity; whereas the early
Christians were very emphatic in making it a day
if holy rejoicing. This had been tlie error of
ionic of tlie Puritan
preaching. But it had uow so
ar passed aw’ay that the
danger was altogether in
lie opposite direction; the danger
namely, of see
d.irizing the day, forgetting its religious uses,
aid devoting it to business or to frivolous
pleasure.

Nothing was

more earnestly
deprecated than any
tep which should lead t. ward this introduction
•f what was sometimes called the Continental Sunlay. It was better for the community in every'
1
ray, if we must err, to err a little on the
ide of Puritanism, than to eir by
lnjuri ng
tlie
high intellectual, mor.il and reIglous uses ot tlie Lord’s Day, and reducing it
1 o a mere holiday. All the highest Interests of the
omniuuity demanded that we should endeav r to
maintain the constant observance of the day In a
< heerful, religions, reverent and
grateful spirit,
t ince to allow it to fail from its Christ! in eliarac
I er would be as disastrous to tlie whole lutelleetu1. moral and social toue of our community, as to
i is religion.

Kev. Mr. Dunn too k as bis text Mark 2:27'The Sabbath was made for man.”
When Christ referred to the Sabbath, he reerred to it as existing ages before the days of
loses and God’s command to the Jews was sim>ly a reminder of the institution. From the beaming it lias been a law written in man’s constlution to observe one seventh of his time for a
eriod of rest and worship. The observance of
he Sabbath is a duty owed by man to
himself,
is fellowinan and God. The exact
day to be oberved lias been settled by tlie Apostolic church
1 its practice, anJ we should
keep holy ,the first
ayFour reasons may be given for the observance
f Sunday. The first is man’s physical need of a
abbath. His nature makes a dem.ind for a sevnth day of rest. This has been proved by the exerience of nations and individuals. After the
reneli Revolution one day in ten was set
apart
1 that country to be observed as
a day of rest and
l*'at man could not adapt himself to
Still instances may he cited
Jis opposttionment.
* u' necessity for this seventh day
f

necessity*’

The secoud reason for this observance is the
emand of man’s mental organization for rest
nee in seven days.
Tile third reason is found in the similar doland of mail’s moral nature, ami the fourtli is the
iemand of his religious nature. Man needs the
lioughtful contemplation of God lo lie gained by
lie Sabbath. The holy hush of the Lora’s day
las done much to make
American manhood
Giatitis. The Sabbath has answered the cry of
lumauity for all the centuries.
The Sabbath has never been perfectly kept,
ml ln•ml we are now suffering from great
reaslng violations of it. Among these violations
n he deprecated are labor on the Lorn s day as
aim
nw exacted of the employes of railroads
oil
Sab1 my other large corporations: trade
[hework
the
classed
be
head
,ath. under which
may
f publishing newspapers done oil tfi t iiay, and
lie trade of uikii he ary stores in clg rs, tobacco,
pli »si r. exiida. etc., and ti e prevalent sum
urslons, whether m tde ou ste lies ts and railcarriages.
ami
jad ears, or with horses
Mr. Dunn will further consider the Question if
le observance of the Sabbath next Sunday, under
le topic "Causes anti Remedies.1
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MONDAY MORNING, MARCH 15.
AVe do not read anonymous letters and communarc
cations. The name and address of tiie writer
for pubn all cases indispensable, not necessarily
faith.
lication but as a guarantee of good
or preserve
We cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used._

North American,

The fact that everybody is demanding and
getting better wages is a pretty strong indication that the times are better.
Milford (Mass.) Journal.
An exchange truly remarks that “the struggle to sell cheap goods and undersell competitors, more than any other cause, has
brought about the low price of wages.”
More solid truth never was compressed in
the same number of words.

Dalton, the Democratic clerk of Hamilton county, who refused to deliver the returns to the committee of the legislature lias
Dan

l-OOD

comedown, and on Friday meekly handed
them over to the House. TJie light cost him
$800 and a term in jail. Such distinguished
and ballotloyalty to the cause of Democracy
box stuffing ought to be rewarded with an apif
•pointment, and it undoubtedly would be
flic Ohio Democracy were running the administration.

protests against the Morrison
hill, are commended, as showing just where
protection protects. It was shown that Engtion with the

lish manufacturers
country at a little

can

furnish yarns to this

more

than 60 cents per

It costs American manufacturers
70 cents to produce the same. This difference is caused entirely by the difference between English and American wages. Mr.

pounds.

Morrison’s proposed reduction' of duty

sequently means a further cut
exclusively an English supply

con-

in wages or
of yams.

This is wortli the laborer’s consideration.
tit

Miccmiri

St.

resorting to force to prevent
the company from running its train. There
is no excuse whatever for this, and it is to
he hoped that the authorities will put a stop
Louis

are now

to it even if to do so it ho necessary to call
When strikers resort to
out the militia.
force they put themselves outside the pale
of public sympathy and should be treated
No doubt the leaders of the
as criminals.
strike do not countenance this sort of

warfare, but unless they take active measto stop it the public will hold them responsible. Until within a day or two, to
their credit be it said, the strikers’ behavior
has been admirable.
ures

The Argus objects to the appointment of
Mr. John H. Spring of Hiram as a trial
justice because some years ago he pleaded
ucdo contendere to a charge, of collecting illegal pension fees and paid a fine. Mr. Spring's
appointment lias not been confirmed, and

the Argus’s objection will he duly considered
by the Council. Mr. Spring being one of
the leaders of the Democracy in Oxford
county, it is natural that the Argus should
be more familiar with his career than Gov.

Robie, and it is very kind of it to give the
Executive the benefit of its (knowledge. If
our esteemed contemporary will continue to
show up the Democracy as they present themselves for office it will do the people a great
service.
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JAS. I*. WESTON, President,
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DEEBUVIJ, ME.

REFLECTION.

N. Y. Tribune.
doubt as to the feeling of
who paraded and held a
the
streets
in
the
yesterday. The inmeeting
that
scriptions on their banners declared
“British workingmen are starving that forlabor
and
“British
that
eigners may live,’’
is sacrificed in the interest of foreign labor;
and a committee was appointed to urge
changes in the free-trade policy of the government. Demands like this, as the outcome of England’s free-trade policy, ought to
furnish food for reflection to the opponents
of the protective system on this side of ttie
water.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION AND SALE OF

m

can be no
British seamen

FINE WATER COLORS
—BY—
F. K. M.

BEHN, OF INK W YORK,
—

CYRUS

AT

OAVIS’
610 Congress St.
odt£

OLD STORE

Transcript.
The principal leaders of the Knights of La
bor entertain wise opinions as to the folly of
carrying that movement into politics. It has
been the fate of labor uprisings into which
politicians have crept that they soon disappeared from sight. Professional labor agitators are easily managed by sharp politician* a circumstance which intellgent workmen

quickly perceive, and,

on

leave their former leaders to shift

selves, without

following.

a

knights of

for themWhen the

one more

Labor undertake to run the political affairs of this country from their secret meetings, the death knell of the association will be sounded.
THE

P. 3.---No

My Goods

25

will exceed anything offered this
There are
at the prices.

season

THE

BUTTONS
In

offer

large variety just received.

Feather Trimmings

Pa. “I have not found a case that it did not relieve at once.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.

Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

»“

Lameness, Hacking Cough, Pleurisy
and Chest pains cured by that new. orig-

many otiier goods at very low
prices at

/,

f

sparingly.

TIMER BROTHERS.

\\

e

using it in all

than it earns the inevitable result is its cesWorkingmen must have patience.
sation.
They must not act rashly. Before underto enforce a demand for increase of

taking
wages

they must be

sure

that their em-

ployer's business will permit him to pay
more. Cohesion and unity, which were never
so great amolig workingmen as now, have

in this

CO,

_nrindlv

marlO

Street.

255 Middle
W. O.
mart)

AIM:—To

eodtf

.

for the SPRING

TRADE is now
Gome and nee them.

H.J. BAILEY & CO.,
■

-m

We

dGt

“TEGHNIGON”

For sale rvrrjiv here.

application.
THOMSON, LANGDON & CO., New York.
on

eod3mnmi

marl 2

to

HealthFoods!

their technique.
References:
Herman Kotzsclimar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Wm. Mason.
—

HAND

SEWED

W

SAMUEL

TBURSTOX,

Home Canned Fruits in Glass Jars

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf
feb9
The only GENUINE ones made.
The most comfortable and durable

jtuk SAJLK uy

HttBir"

walking.

AGENTS

3IANQS.
THE UNIFORM
EXCELLENCE OF
THESE PIANOS
IN TONE .FINISH
ANO OURABILIff HAVE E3TABUSHEO A REPUTATION UNEOUALUO
BTAHY MAHUFACTURM-

WOf MUPT-B£RUB
t W NORCtH
NY
—

J.

on

Sole for

& T.

Name and Address of

flJ-UNG-BOSrON
ChRL ZER8AHN >«
—ANO HUN—
BltCOB OF OTHER
MUSICAL AUTHORITIE!

COUSINS,

NEW YORK.

M.R. PALMER,
sepl4

FOB

RfoSteck &Co’s.

ORGAK/^FWlO

Portland.
Agent foreodtfnrmcM

CO-

631 TREMONT ST.
.BOSTON.MASSSEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES-VF.NTIQN PAPER-

eodly

feb24

CO LUM BIA
AND

I

STEPHEN

$j>oolc} Job

omL

BERRY,

(qoaxI ffiwrdci,

No. 37 Plum Street.

OTHER

BICYCLES!
C. II. LAMSON,

i.Sole Agent,*01 Middle Stree t
Catalogues
-Portland, Me. New
and 2d-hand
lust out, call and get one free. New

Machines for sale- Come and see them.
mar6

a&wu

PORTLAND
6

s

a

Speoialty!

—

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf

Choice

jaul3

STEVENS,

F. «.

BROKER,
39

Exchange

one

YORK,

positively guarantee

We

C. E.

91 Preble St., oor. Lincoln St.,
POBTL4N»,nE.

dec4dtf

—

on the evenings of
MARCH IStli AND 19th.

There will be booths and characters In costume
Coffee, chocRussian tea will be served free of charge.
During the evening there will be music, from
professional and amateur performers.
Doors open at 6 o'clock.
Refreshments conserved.

THEATRE

PORTLAND

NIGHTS—Friday and Saturday,
March 19th aiid 20th.

TWO

appearance’In

Portland of the charming
Soubrette

“THE LITTLE ELECTRIC BATTERY,”

LIZZIE EVANS,

powerful Dramatic Company in the following Repertoire:
FRIDAY Nit;IIT—The popular American
Comedy Drama in four acts, entitled

and

a

EEf“bizzie Evans In her celebrated impersonation of “Chip," the Ferry Girl.
SATURDAY

NIGHT

The

—

Comedy Drama,

Songs,

Picturesque

&c.

Specialties,

Dances.

K.

A pleasant and perfectly
harmless anaesthetic for
of te6th.

DR. C. M.

NEW YORK.

uu.,
,,

aiq
islawM3m

30-DAYS MORE-30

CUTLERY
—

AT

aeaver to

A

REDUCE
Putil

MY STOCK.

April 1st, 1SS6, goods almost

On

u

Orchestra of 15 Musicians!

BUSINESS

CARDS.

STROUT,

Counsellor and

Attorney at Law,
SLOCK,

CENTENNIAL

Portland,

STREET,

of foi

mer

office.

Ira S. Lockk.
UU

Herbert O. Briggs,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
ja^All business relating to Fateuts promptly
jul2dtf
faitbfiujy executed.

ana

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOCRAPHER,

180

Street,

Middle
near corner

of Exchange St.

ISAAC W.

We guarantee finest of work, both In Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain

feblTdtf

lo

the

Wise i. Nullicient.’’

HEHR,

DYER,

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

jan22

BOSTON,

&

CO.
LEE, HICCINSON
Quotations constantly displayed.

Fb^k 0. CbS-kk™' } Portland'

L'h.'SS. ( New York.

eodtt

d3m

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

Uli

CREEN & BATEMAN.

decl

PRICES,.
eodtf

secure

PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.,

Portland.

Me.

LOCKE,

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

Private Wire to New York and Boston.

Photographs.

Stone

Musical Director, Mr. F. W. Zaulig.
Tickets, including reserved seats, reduced to 50
and 75 cents. Admission 35 cents. Matinee, 35
Sold at
and 50 cents.
Admission 25 cents.
Stockbridge's,Saturday morning, March 13th, at
f» o’clock. Numbers given out at 7 o’clock. Half
fare ami special trains oil tile Maine Central,
Grand Trunk, and Portland and Rochester Railmarlldtd
roads.

At Your

Price rather than move them.

NO.33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Members of the New York Stook Exchange.

CONGRESS_ST.,

Miss Auxes

to

jel»

Photographer,
I

(wards

Ko-Ko.) ) Miss Mamie CbrbI
KATISHA, in Love with NankiMiss Alice Carle
Poo,
Chorus of School Girls, Nobles, Guards and
Coolies.

still further

Bankers and Brokers,

514

)

PEEP-BOO.

—

Lower Prices Than Ever.
Having arranged to defer my departure I shall en-

TALBOT,

SPECIAL MEETING of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held In the Library Room, Mechanic Building, on THURSDAY
EVENING, March 18th. at 7.30 o’clock, to take
action on the proposed change of the building.
SPENCER ROGERS, Pres.
maflldtd
R. B. SWIFT, Secretary.

PITTI-SING,!

Three doors west

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENTS,

M. C. M. Association.

THE UNEXCELLED CAST.
THE MIKADO OF JAPAN. Mr. N. S. Burnham
NANKI-POO, his Son, (disguised
as a wandering minstrel, and in
Mr. Hoy Staixtox
love with Yum-Yum
KO-KO, Lord High Executioner of
Mr. J. W. Herbert
Titipee
POO-BAH, Lord High Everything
Mr. Harry Alley
Else
PISH-TASH, a Noble Lord, Mb. Loves J. Mobico
YUM YUM, ) 8 Sisters, 1 Miss Mary Bf.ebe

Joseph A. Locke.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

Junction of Free and Middle Street**, Portland, Me._d3m
marl 1

Composer’s Original Orchestration.
Author’s Original Stage Business.
Scenery from Original Models.

have removed to

06

feb2

#

i

MIKADO.

Authorized Performance.

180 MIDDLE

263 Middle St., Portland.

Vegetable Vapor!

in the State of D’Oyley Carte’s Opera
Company, under the management of Mr. John
Stetson, presenting Mr. w. s. Gilbert's aud
Sir Arthur Sullivan's Japanese Comic Opera
ance

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

**“*•*-*-

j

24.

Stetson's Number One Company. Only Appear-

IVUA •

P

“A Word

DR. MAYO’S

Wednesday Matinee,
JVIARCH 23 AID

LOCKE A

Our goods are sold by all
Wall
first-class Dealers in
Paper, and Decorators in Portland and all other cities in the
United States.

some

WHITNEY,

“JAHR MARKT,”
AT THE

feb23_dim

bargains, for such an opportunity happens but once In a life-time.

EXAMINE MY STOCK.

I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the De9t of work.

—

Office connected with that of Clarence Hale.

stances.

WHITTIER,

Be Beat!

WILL GIVE

—

93 Exchange Street,

all

Wall Papers manufactured by
us, and bearing our Registered
Trade Mark as shown nere. to
be absolutely free from Arsenic
and all other poisonous sub-

Odor!
Flame Large

Sleigh (or $65.00, That Can't

of High Street Church,

A. A.
WALTON,

THIS IS THE LAST GALL!

I Invite people wanting a flrst-clasa Sleigh to call
and

Business

mu LL

LAUIL9

iUtmi

—

which was awarded the OOLD TIED-]
A1. at the International HEALTH
Exhibition, London.

j

SLEIGHS.
Light Fancy

JLlftJb

FINE WALL PAPER

No

Trotting Sleighs at Reasonable Prices
and a good

Ticket. 30 cent. each. To be obtalued of
the Executive Committee and at the stores of C. J.
Farrington, F. R. Farrington, Owen, Moore & Co..
Geo. C. Shaw & Co., W. 8. Banks. McLeBan,
Mosher & Co., and at the door.
marl2dlw

Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters of

hundred dozen line quality plain

621 Congress Street.
mar8
eod2w*

I have

charge

MUSIC BY CHANDLER

Grand Chorus!

FR. BECK & CO.,
YEW

Please call and examine. Selling agents wanted
for Cumberland County.

WIWI. II.

Street.

Stocks, Grain and Petroleum

CHAS.

Steady!

Refrc«huienftM iu Reception Hall in
of ('augrc«» Square Union.

New Scenery,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Chimney!
Positively Non Explosive!
and

Cougress Square Sociables.

Tickets 75, 50 and 35 cents. Sale of seats commarl5dtd
mences Wednesday, March 17.

Lamp !

No Noioke!

MEN,

PLORBTTE !

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

WM.H.WfflTTlER^iu««“EHs?£T- j
No

AGED

.

FOR MALE BV

Come and

Ideal

;

Perfect fit.. .No wrinkles. .Easy as an
old shoe.. .Always retain the shape.
Will not tire the feet in long walks.
Made in 11 widths and all sizes.
Look

<ltt

Corset Covers, tucked and trimmed, 36 cents.
Clil dren’s Night Dresses 25, 33, 41 and 49 cts.
Children’s Drawers 17 cts.; large sizes 25 cts.
Sale of Writing Paper all this week.
Bargains all over the store.

wCPPO*ITOBIE*,

—

for

WARE, Manager.

25 cents.

The superior preparations by the Cold Blast
Process from the celebrated Health Food Company. Peeled Wheat Flour, Granulated
Wheat. Oats, Barley, &e., Wheateua Infants’ Food, Brain Food, Gluten Flour,
the only allowable bread flour for the diabetic,
also GLIJTFN
a cure
for Files and Constipation. Call or send for circulars.

GEN. AGENT,

shape

St., Portland, Me.

Lace, in widths from 1-4
to 3-4 yard, to be sold at 10 to 50 cts. per yard.
Our Annual Sale of MendedGloves will continue
during this week. New stock is being put out
every day, so that late comers stand just as
good a chance as those who bought Monday.
The Corset Department will be made interesting
as we still have some styles to close out at very
* low
prices. They are good shapes and all right
only we are changing styles and wish to sell
off all the old ones.
In Muslin Underwear we shall place on sale today Plain Corset Covers 13 cts.
Corset Covers, neck trimmed with Hamburg,

eoil3m

feb2(t

18,1880,

Fogg’s Ferry!

CHILDREN’S SUITS. BANKERS

A small lot of Oriental

LORING, SHORT k HARION.

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
aid to ARTISTS
in perfecting

J. & T. COUSINS'

■

SMALL SIZES.

sale.

make estiprepared
mates on all kinds of above work.
We have competent workmen
and would advise all contemplating work of this kind to call cariy, before the rush of Spring business commences.

lTllUUie 91.

marlO

While scores of patents have been found worthless. the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.
Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
not prove as
on examination, these Corsets do
Catalogue free

SPECIALTY.

are

FOR

HOME

I?Iar.

AID OF THE

$1.50. Large lot men’s all wool

White pure Linen Handkerchiefs with ha andsome double hemstitched border; they would
be cheap at a quarter, but we propose to sell
ten dozen each day at 14 cts. each, which is

Douse, Office and Store Decorations

Orleans.

represented.

CITY OF

SPECIALTIES THIS WEEK.
We have

i

A

AT

—

First

spnug

less than we would sell the whole lot at whole-

■ VU illlU

So. 218 Middle Street.

Each day this week we shall sell twenty-five
pieces wide Hamburg at 14 cts. per yard.

DECORATIONS.

complete.

Promenade Concert

Admission 50 cents. Tickets to be obtained at
boring. Short & Harmon’s and at the door,
dtd
marls

BANKERS,

—

and

auspices of the

Admission, gentlemen 25 cents; ladles 16 cents;
marl6dUt*
supper 10 cents.

stantly

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

AND
MM KI STA

ANATOL I!INT-A. vmwsi*

ABE NTILE TBIIMPHAAT.
For fifteen years, they have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to wear twice as long
as ordinary Corsets. We have lately introduced
the G and It—Hgrades with Extra Long Waist,
and we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from all the World's great
Fairs. The last medal received is for First Degree
uf Merit, from the late Exposition held at New

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelo

Issued, available in all the Prinof Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
jan31

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

CASHMERE
We have in stock the above named Rugs and
should be pleased to show them to anyone wishing
to see them. Our stock of

under the

LADIE’S AID SOCIETY,
at Good Templar's Hall, Wednesday Evening, Mar. 17.

olate and

CASH SETTLEMENTS.

PECK,

Please.

SUPPER AND DANCE

| representing different nationalities.

Orders by mall or telegraph promptly executed.
dec23
eod3m

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
dec2

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

cipal Cities

Preble House.

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience in all branches of the Art.

BOKHARA

Plain Purpose.
35. Box sheet ope*
mariodlw

A

—

Bought, sold and "carried on margin of one per
cent, and upwards. Quotations constantly received.
Private Wires to Boston and New Vork.
Parties buying or soiling 10 shares of stock have
the same advantages as those dealing In 100 or
1000 shares.

a

DAO HISTAN

Pointed Plot.

THE

Credit

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,

Congress St.,

MR. J. M.

A

Popular Prices, 76, 60 and
Saturday, March 13th.

City, County

marked down from
men’s Black Worsted Frock Suits only $10.00 ;
$15.00 and $17.00. Small sizes.

Tills new and beautiful Studio has Just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, ar.d possesses probably the largest and finest
skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

Foreign Rugs !

Carpetings, Wall Papers
Draperies

at

GREAT BARGAINS IN BOYS' AND

Photograph Studio,

d3t

marl3

eodtf

BOYS’ SHIRT WAISTS, 50 cent quality, at ouly 35 cents each.

NEW BRANCH

Opp.

EMERY,

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

FOR SALE BY ALL CROCERS

Grey Pauts

VESTS MARKED DOWN TO ONLY $1.00 EACH.

d2w

478 1-2

Dramatized by THOA. ADDISON.
.Haute b, CH4R. D. BLAKE.

Original

H, M.PAYSON&CO,
HALL, PORTLAND.
Men’s and Young Men’s Pants and Vests. rtl,;,32 Exchange St.eM11 CITY and
Tuesday Wednesday Evenings, and

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Morning.

Aphrodite Company,

CHARLES ATKINSON,
Manager.
In the New Laughing Actuation,

VESTRY OF THE CHURCH,

ioj

made in
orbsliops and in the best possible manner ; these
goods we can recommend as being first-class in every way, all wool
material, durable linings and trimmings, and superior workmanship,
fit and finish; sizes from 39 to 44 breast measure, and prices ranging
We cordially invite your attention to these
from $S.oo to $33.00.
goods, feeling confident that all tastes can be satisfied.
We offer about 50 EIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS carried from
last Fall at from $3.00 to $8.00 EAGER REGEEAR PRICES. These
bargains can last but a few days. Special Bargains in

All Wool Canada

We have received another lot of
Spring Dress GoojJs, comprising
all the latest novelties in combination and plain materials, in
elegant varieties. All of which
will he ready for sale Monday

H.

—

First National Rank Building.

Pantings, Suit*

mie line oi

Atkinson's

u*der the auspices of the

TRUST COMPANY,

1880.

IN-

very

«SO.”

“UEBE’S A JOLLY

—

PORTLAND

our own v

city.

AND

mails

BARGAINS

iiouse u

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Tuesday Evening;, iYlarcIi Kith.

IN

in Capital Stock oC each
Company, $500,000.00.

GENTLEMEN, YOUNG MEN and BOYS,

You are Cordially Invited to Visit

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
BICHABD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’75 to ’83.

Paid

Overcoats for

Estimates given and competent
workmen iTirnislied.

inar4

cellence.

Domestic Woolens,

We nave received irom our wnoiesaie

Papers

Midtile

and

FOR SALK BY

WILLIAM

SPRING OVERCOATS!

—

ever seen

190 and 192

—

—

II. J. BAILEY &

Tlic Standard of Purity and Ex-

Foreign and

—

CEILING DECORATIONS A SPECIALTY.

NEW SPRING

FOR

KNQWLTON. Manager

H.

decimltf_C.

—ON—

„„
atf

ings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock.

CHOICE

tf

marC

f linen

wish we could say that they
cases discreetly. But we
fear this is not the fact.
Undoubtedly some
industries have revived sufficiently to allow
In such cases coman advance in wages.
bined action to compel what employers should
grant voluntarily is justifiable. But a good
To
many industries are still at a low ebb.
compel such to advance wages is a mistake, which eventually must recoil upon the
workingmen. The ability ol any industry to
to earn
pay wages depends upon its abilty
If it is compelled to pay out more
them.
were

OF

Room
of all grades

versy, are affected.
.+

g

LARGEST AND FINEST STDGK
—

nitely postponed.

r,,.,

All grades of

These are very desirable goods and can
last but a few days. It will pay you to
see them while the assortment is good.
We are now opening Spring Patterns
and shall show the

50c. Corsets at 25c.

inal and elegant ant idote to pain and inflammation
the Ccticuka Anti-Pain Plaster. Especially
adapted to ladies by reason of its delicate odor and
gentle medicinal action. At druggists, 25c.; five
for gl.oo. Mailed free by Potter Drug and
marl SM&Tb&w2w
Chemical Co.. Boston.

CHANGE

Less than Manufacturers’ Prices.

in 15 new shades, 33 1-3 per cent
less thanformcr prices. One lot of

GIVE UP, I cannot bear
this pain, I ache all over and nothing I
me
does
try
any good.” Back-ache
weakness, Uterine pains, Soreness,
/ MUST

AT

MAINE.

9

10 cents.

Thursday Evening,

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

City Hntel,

Near

.10 cents.

P. S.-Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games

Seven per cent. First mortgage Coupon

—

I aiu pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a cutter,
and for the last five years as cutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased the old stand
I shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line of
will
be an object for
Woolens as can be found in Maine, and can make prices that
my city friends to examine.

large variety of

—

■

;?mUnion:

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

CO.,

PORTLAND,

GILT AND MEDIUM PAPERS

we

suffering.”—Rev. Ur. Wiggln, Poston. “After a
long struggle with Catarrh, the Eadical Cure
has conquered.”—Rev. S. W. Munroe, Lewisburg,

To nothing is the average Democratic heart
more sensitive than to the federal patronage,
and this Presidential prerogative controversy was felt to he a grand opportunity for
Mr. Cleveland to become the leader of a unit-

THlrt

a

&

5SS8 (Skat«3.10 cects-

Afternoon

u3m*

Bonds,

MR. GEO. H. YORK. TAILOR.

Successors to Marrett, Bailey & Co.

hailed with delight in many quarters on
ground that it would have a tendency to
re-unite and solidify the Democratic party.

strikes is due undoubtedly in great measure
to the strength which the Knights of Labor
have attained.
Having discovered their
power the workingmen are using it un-

A

H. J. BAILEY & CO,

_

we know of.” Med.
only absolute specific
have found in a life-time of

Potter

marlO

eoatf

REDUCED PRICES.

was

there being apparently no complaint against
the road except for doing business with the
Taxas and Pacific on which the employes
recently si ruck because of the discharge of
Estimating the average wages
a workman.
of the strikers at $1.50 a day each there is a
loss of $75,000 a day to laboring men in
The
strikes.
wages on account of these
loss to capital it is imjiossible to estimate.
In some cases it is considerable, while in
other business has been so poor that the suspension has been, as far as dollars and cents
In some of
are concerned, a positive gain.
tiie strikes, notably those on the railroad, a
great many people not parties to the contro-

7

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

188 Middle Street, Portland, Mr.

565 Congress Street, under G. A. R. Hall,

all New and First-

are

fifty beautiful patterns.

Complete Treatment with Inhaler, $1.
"The best

MORRfSON^

HANGINGS

that

cents

the

imposing fines
protest against the practice
for soiling cloth. The strike on the Missouri
Pacific is in the nature of a boycott

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

More
by the Nhowalier Mortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks In New Hampshire,
Vermont and Khode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in tills class of securities. Call or
address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

Six Per Cent Debenture Bonds,

PAPER

two Job

To-day

lots at 12 1-2 and

Great Balsamic Distillation of Witch-Hazel, American Pine, Canada
Fir, Marigold, Clover Blossoms, etc., called Maul'orit’ii
Bmlicnl Cure, for the Immediate relief and permanent cure of every form of
Catarrh, from a simple Cold
in the Head to Doss of Smell,
Taste and Hearing, Cough
and Catarrhal Consumption.
Complete treatment, consisting of one bottle Badical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Improved Inhaler, in one package, may now. be had of
all Druggists for §1.00. Ask for Sanford's Hadical Cure.

Times.

Stock.

Class.

Wc shall open

CATARRH

“The

Bankrupt

HAMBURGS.

from the Democratic press hut even
from Democratic Congressmen who, next to
the office seekers and office holders are supposed to stick to the President closer than
all others. And so when this controversy between tlie Executive and the Senate arose it

of

194 MIDDLE NTBEET, Portland.
lanldtf
January 1,1884.

Call and register your name for presents to be given away, free of charge.
New and Elegant Designs in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware at lowest possible prices.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and Experience. No apprentices employed.

I am giving more Paper and En velopes fo
week.
the money than any store in Portland.

matf.0

only

THE STRIKES.
Bradstreet’S Commercial Agency lias just
issued an interesting review of the labor
situation which shows a very large increase
in the number of strikes and strikers cornpared with former years. Not since 1877,
the year of the great strike, have so many
men and women been out of employment on
Last year the
account of labor troubles.
number of strikers at this time was only 17,000 while this year it reaches 51,000. The
the
troubles are confined principally to
eastern and central sections of the country,
the Northwest and Soutli being comparatively free. The coal industry is more affected
than any other, there being twenty-one
thousand strikers in the coal regions of
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Kentucky.
In the east the strikers are confined very
largely to the boot and shoe and metal industries, though several factories, notably
The
the Bates at Lewiston, are shut down.
strikers on the Gould system of railroad in
The
the Southwest number about !i,000.
cause of the great majority of the strikes is
dissatisfaction at the rate of wages. Two
are due to the discharge of workmen for
joining the Knights of Labor, and one is a

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

AT MORRISON & CO’S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.

PEACH-BLOW VASE.
Springfield Union.
There is a moral to the episode of Mrs.
Morgan’s peach-blow vase, which is now
The
worth more than its weight in gold.
materials of which it was made were wortli
with
the
almost nothing compared
$18,000
which it brought at auction. It was knowledge, skill, taste and labor that enhanced
the value of the materials so prodigiously.
A little canvas and paint, comparatively
worthless in themselves, become, under the
hands of Meissonier an article of almost
priceless value. Let the men of labor learn
to put brains into their work, if tliev would
defy competition. It is in this direction that
the great hope of industrial education lies.
OF

TIIE MORAL

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R....6S

No.

-AJSTD-

STATIONERY

Sldies::::

25—NUMBERS ORIGINAL MlSIC-25

BO ND S!
Rockland.68 & 4a
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Ajisoq.4a

JESWBLRY FREE,

perceiving,

dtf

marG
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_

ed Democracy. This hope, however, is-desThe New
tined to a sad disappointment.
York Sun thus voices the sentiments of a
large portion of tiie party:
Tnc dispute between the President and the Republican majority of the Senate sinks iuto^nsiglilficance when compared with the differences between the President and the party to whose generous support he owes his present importance.
that
the causes of disagreement
The hope
might be reconciled, and a better understanding
be established, has been seriously modified by
spontaneous declarations in the recent message.
If the President had confined himself to the issue
as to the pmver of removal, his hand would have
been greatly strengthened iu the controversy by
of the Democrats.
the united voice and votes
There was an anxious desire to find some commeans o
mon ground of harmonious action, by
which difficulties that have obstructed confidence
it has
But
on both sides might be removed.
pleased the President to shut the door In a way
in
the
that admits of no satisfactory explanation,
face of the party which elected him, while rebuking the opposition that .so nearly compassed his
defeat.
Union and harmony continue to be indefi-

Bankers, Boston,

AWAY !

GIVEN

of

Si..

janll

Boston

The, harshest criticisms and the strongest
denunciations of the Democratic administration have come from Democratic sources#
not

PRESENTS

Evening Admiavioit:

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO., APHRODITE
mass.

once.

d3teodtf

mar5

I SHALL CONTINUE MY SPECIAL SALE

THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR AND POLITICS.

Cor. Middle and Exchange

180-MIDDLE STREET-182.

-

news

the day will be bulletined at the office oY Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.

B.—Special Brices Mean Casli.

1ST.

—

F.

marlFine Art Rooms,

v.
changes.
The quotations and the current stock

at prices
which will
my
also a full line of Business Suits in Sacks and Frocks, which I shall
offer at greatly reduced prices during this Special Sale. Those Children's Suits in sizes 5 to lO years, as advertised last week, at Five
Hollars each are a special bargain and only a few more left. Hon't
forget that you can save money in buying a Fine Winter Overcoat
now and laying it aside for next winter.

SPRING TERM WILL BEGIN MONDAY, MARCH 22d.

Baltimore

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased for Cash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago. Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

and Children’s Fine All Wool Suitings!
Men’s, beYouths’
I have
sold
that will clean
stock

FEMALE COLLEGE.

There

■

~_etaltf

Chicago, Philadelphia or

ton. New York

Federal Street.

BljoaSkutlug Parlor,

gSSi::::

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt In on the Bos-

will be continued a few days longer only. In advertising this sale
I wish to call particular attention to several broken lines of

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

SOLID TRUTH.

Portland

correspondents.

CLOTHING

WINTER

__dtf

dec29

our

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

thoroughly Instructed In Stenography
PUPILS
and type-writing in the briefest time consistent with thoroughness: speed gained with each
lesson. Lessons given day and evening.
MISS A. L. S A WYE It,
537 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.

SIGN.

A PRETTY STRONG

We have established at the offce of

a

STREET.

BOl'O

7

STOCKS.”

O N’S

Semi-Annual Clearance Sale oft*

COLCORD,

W.

Jan24

CLEVELAND’S OPI’OETULYTY.
Philadelphia Press.
Self denial and sacrifice are the order for
Lent. It is a good time for President Cleveland to give up Mr. Garland.

have one’s expenses paid across the continent and back is the Democratic idea of serving the country.

Some statements presented to the Ways
and Means committee last week in connec-

J.

MB.

More than hall of the Democrats in the
House asked Speaker Carlisle for places on
the committee^ to accompany the remains of
the late Senator Miller to California. To

We present elsewhere abstracts of a considerable number of the sermons preached in
the city yesterday ou the observance of Sunday. We should have been glad, bad it been
practicable, to have reported all the sermons
What
on the subject, and at greater length.
we publish, however, we hope will be sufficient to arouse public interest in this important subject and arrest the tendency which
lias been growing of late years to secularize
the Sabbath. The ground is so thoroughly
covered by these addresses as to make it
ijuite impossible to add anything to what is
so well said in them.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

CURRENT COMMENT.

"There are more Republicans than Democrats who are friendly to reform,” says Harper’s Weekly. Is this why Mr. Curtis supported the Democracy ?

c7~J. FARRINCT

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS1CAL STUDIES

AJIL'NE.VIENTM.

FINANCIAL.

KlflSOELLANEOPS,

EDUCATIONAL..

So long
clothed them with great power.
they uso it discreetly they will have a
large measure of the public
sympathy.
Their danger lies in its misuse.
When the
Labor
of
organization becomes a tyKnights
rant its days are numbered.

PBESS.

DEALERS IN

—

Granite lor Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St,

PORTLAND,

ME.

Geo. E. Hawkes,
Melvin J. Hawker.
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
decl8
d6m
George F. Holmes.

Franklin C. Patson

HOLMES & PAYSON,

Counsellors

at

Law,

NO. 188 MIDDLE STREET,
(Canal Bank Building)
Vlnanc.
Portland,
febl8

dim

*«• CAUSES and CUKE, by
one who was deaf twenty-eight
Treated by most ol the noted specialists of tlie day with no benefit. Cured himself
In three months, and since then hundreds of others by same process. A plain, simple and successful home treatment. Address T. 8. PAGE, 128
feb23eodl2w*
East 26th St., New York City.

UllllilW

DPlEWPtii!
years.

Hannibal & St. Jo.
do preferred...

PRESS.

THCE

Central Pacific Ists .HiL,
Denver & R. Gr. late.\\-/f
Kansas ists. Den div.Ho,*

H0ID1T MOBJrtSG, MARCH 15.

I,ehTgli

Wlikesbarre.
Union Pacific 1st
.H'7»
do Land Grants
.}?o ^

WIT AND WISDOM.
“A while ago.” said a well known Buffalonlun
yesterday. “I hod a lawsuitin Chicago. Just after the cas# was called my lawyer ealled me out
aud asked If I knew the mau who sat near me In
the courtroom. I said I did not: never saw him
before. -Well,’ said the lawyer, do you want him
fora witness?’ ’No; f answered. ‘What do I want
him for? I never saw him before In my life. Who
Is he?' ‘He’s a professional perjurer,’ the lawyer
replied, aad will swear to anj thing you tell him
to. 1 didn't think you wanted him. out I thought
I’d let vou know.’ The case went to trial without
the perjurer, and I lost it”
Mrs. Joseph Heap, the wife of Constable Heap,
of this city, was troubled with rheumatism for
fire years and could not use her arms. Four doses
of the Athlophoros cured her. D. R. Smith, druggist, 135 South Main St., Fall River Mass.
Little Nellie was put to bed at a very early hour
day for some inlsdemennor.and forgot to take
with her her dearly loved.doll, Elizabeth, who usually shared her couch. Presently she called:
••Mamma! 1 want Elizabeth. Please bring Elizabeth up to me."
This was denied; but the demand was repeated,
until finally her mother said, “Nellie I am afraid I
shall have to come up aud punish you.” Quick
came the response:
“Well, when you oome up, please bring Elizabeth!”
one

do

Andrew Hannon

was a

well known Maine sol-

dier. He fought as well as he could and came out
of the service broken down, and Is now a pensionHe came into the postoftice one day with an
er.
ordinary letter covered with six or eight postage

Andrew," exclaimed the postmaster,
^“Why,
don’t need all those stamps. One Is enough.”
‘you

‘"You mind your business,” said Andrew. "The
to use
government has used me well and I'm going
the government well.”

U. L. Scranton, Pa., Blair, Aluerman 5th Ward,
stated Nov. 9,’83: He had used Dr. Thomas’
Belectrlc Oil for sprains, hums, cuts, bruises and
rhoumatlsm. Cured every time.

Funds.H?

Sinking

Erie 2ds
.10*
Missouri'Paclflc.
!?§,4
Morris & Essex..13°,,
Northern Pacific. 26%
do pref.
Oregon Nav.102 %
Oreeon Transoon. 31 y«
Reading. 29
Richmond & Danville. 78%
St Louis Si San Fran. 2014
do pref. *3%

pref.102
St Paul & Omaha. 39%
do pref.102%
1st

64%
D. s. Express.
Wells. Fargo Express.118

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK.Mch. 1*. 1886.—The|followlng are
closing quotations for rnlalng stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.26 00
& Yu. 2 25
Ontario.29 00

Con. Cal.

6 00
00
1 60
175
3 25

Quicksilver.
do

preferred.32

Rodle.

Father do Smet.
Horn Silver.

IVs
Standard.
Savage. 1 20

SAN FRANCISCO.Mch. 13 1886.-Tbe following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day:

Best A Belcher. 1%
Bodle Con. JV2
Savage .I. IVs
Con. Cal. & Va. 2%
Hale & Norcross. 2%
1

Crown Point.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Mcb. 13.1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 09®13 25; short cuts 13 00
13 60;backs 13 25®13 60; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at $13®13 25;
prime mess at $12 00@12 60; extra prime at 9 15
®$10 00; mess, old, at 10 76@11 00; do new at
$12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 76@11 76.
Lard at 6%@6%c 1? lb in tierces;7@7%c In 10tb palls ;7%@7%c In 6-fb pails; 7%@7%c 111 3-tb

pails.

Hams 9%®10c p lb, according to size and
smoked slioulderB 7@7%c; pressed hams

cure;

The Pioneer, bound for Vinalhaven lay at the
end of Tillson wharf. Another small steamer lay
alongside tho wharf, hauled up for an indeflutte
period of time. Two runner of the same variety,
hound for Vinalhaven, boarded the wrong boat.
The mau In charge acostod them as they stepped
<*n board, with:
“Where are you going?”
“Oh, we’re going as far as the boat goes.
The conversation ended here for the time, and
the runners made themselves comfortable and
sucked away at their cigars. Iu a short time tlie
Pioneer steamed away from the wharf.
•■Where is that boat going?” asked one runner.

“She’s

going

answered the

Vinalhaven,"

to

man.

"Where’s this boat golpg?”
Solng. She's hauled up.”
Tableau.
Quick curtain. Deck-hand right.
Runners left—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
"She ain't

Always call for Colgan’s Taffy Tolu.
weak and
My friend, look here! you know
nervous your wife Is, and you know that Carter’s
Iron Tills, will relieve her. now wiiy not be fair
how

it and buy her

about

box?

a

The peasant Indians of Central America hold
curious superstitions, of which the following
SVheu a child is ill the mother
are examples:
takes a drake, singes Its tail feathers, and, muttering certain words, passes it over the patient.
A worn in feeds a parrot with a few pieces of tortilla amt gives the child the crumbs which fall
from the beak, as they will mike it talk! Colic is
due to tlie evil eye: In order to get rid of the disturbing Influence the woman breaks four duck's
eggs into a basin, and, having mixed them with
rue. places ttic whole under the child’s bed; if the
compound be ;cmailed in the morning the spirit
has departed.
cases of

Vegetlne has cared many
by its action as a blood purifier.

rheumatism

A farmer coming Into town wearing a coonskin overcoat, was asked:
•Who don’t yon wear the hairy side in instead
of out?”
,’j
‘•I reckon the Boon knew which side was the
warmest when he wore it, didn't lie?” replied the
farmer.

_

FINANCIAL ANQ COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

POKTLANl),March 13, 188C.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain. Provisions, Sit.

:

Grain.

I<i«ar.
Buperfine and

High Mixed Coru.61 @52
low grades.3 25@3 60 Corn, hag lots....04*o6
Meal, bag lots. ..63*64
X Spring and
XXSpring..6 00*6 25 Oats, cur ots....42*4.i
Oats, bag lots—43*46
Patent Spring
6 00*6 25 Cotton Seed.
Wheats
car iots ..23 00*24 00
Mich, straight
do bag... 24 00*2o 00
roller .5 25*5 50
clear do....5 00*5 25 Saek’dBr’u
....

stone ground. 4
Si Louis st’gt
.6
roller
clear do....5

76*5

50*5

25*5

lots. .20
do hag. .21
75 Middlings, 20
60 do bag lots,21
00

car

00*21

00*22

00*23
00*24

00
00
00
00

Provisions.
76*6 001 Pork—
Backs ...14 00*14
Clear —13 00*13
Cod, Wqtl—
Mess.11 60*12
Large Hhore3 25A3 50
Large Ba«k3 00*3 25 Mess Beet. 9 50*10
Ex Mess. 10 00*10
00
a.u.al.2 75«3
Plate —10 60*11
Pollock.2 26*3 25
Ex Plate. 11 26*11
00
Haddock.1 50*2
Hake.1 76*2 25 Lard—
Winter Wheat

Patents.... 5
grisb.

60

50
00
00
60
00

75

Tubs

Herring_
Scaled P
N* 1.

hx..14;*18c

......

12* 15c

Tierces.... 6Vg*6%c
Pails.6%*7%c

Hams Plb.....81M,1iloic
Mackerel f> bbl—
do covered!OVi*l 1 l/a
Sliore Is. 19 00*21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00* 8 00
Kerosene00
6
Med. 3s. 5 00*
Port. Kef. Pet. t.-Si
small.
(is
Water White. 9>/*
Produce?
13
I Pratt’sAstT.lhhbl.

Cranberries—

Cod’

60*0 601 Llgonia.10%
Pea Beaus .1 70*1 86 Silver White. 0%
86ICentennial.,.10%
Medfum ".I 76*1 751
Kaiaius.
German mdl C5*l
60
Caoe

.6

40*1 «5lMuscatei.... 2 50,ad
00*70 London Lay-r 3 16*3 26
00*4 25 OnduraLay. 12%*13
Onions.3 76*4 00 Valencia.7 @10%

Yellow Eves. 1
Irish Potatoes
4
S»Potatoes

granulated*4* lb.0%*
^urlcovs^*A»dl7
.Eltra0
Top
m* ~y

«ee«ie’..“

«2Va@$2 %

®15

Ducks

NOo8py.PP;.i’50®eo0iVerHioiiC,.ee«
gll
Jf.Y.factory
25*1
60
TaHman SwUl
Nol Baldwlusl 60*1 76
1 26*1 5 0 Cream, ry
Greenings

9

24®25

m

£fc-;;“§§g

Evaporated ip lb 8*llc Choice...
Good.
Lvmomt.
Florida.4 00@4 25 Store.......10*12
60
*3
K*jp»Messina.
Malagers.2 00*2 50 Eastern extras...
Western..
Florida.3 60*4 60 Island.
Limed..
00
3
Valencia
50*6
Gan &

Oranges*

•••

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Met. 13.1880.
Received by Maine Central Railroad-* or I ort
conand 29 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
merchannecting roads 100 cars miscellaneous
dise.

__

Foreign Exports.
HAVANA. Sehr Grace Davis-227,000 feet
llo4 box

lumber 678 Shooks 934 prs

ShBT

heads

Bark Volant—1000 bush oats

JOHN, NF.

1600 bbls

flour._
Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

received
The following quotations of stocks are
dailv:
93
Fe
Railroad.
Alch., Topeka and Santa
Eastern Railroad..............
-30
/a
Railroad.
New York and New England
■•••

do

•

pref

,,

Mexican Central ..
Mexican Central R 7s
Finn. A Pere Marquette Railroad coin.
..

<lo

10% c.

hogs, city, 6%c p tb; country
Western 5%c: Uve hogs 4%c.
Butter—Eastern fresh made creamery at 31 a
33c; Northern fall made creamery, good to choice
nominal. 28®30c; fair to good at 22@25c; New
York fall made dairy 20@22e: Vermont do 20 a
22c; fresh selections at28®30c; fair to good 16
@20c; winter made dairies 15®18c, as to quality;
extra Western fresh made creamery at 33®34c:
good to choice at 25230c; choice Western held
creamery 15 222; Western ladle packed, fancy
selected, 26@26; good to choice, 18 g22c; do fan
at 8212c; strictly imitation ereamry, extra, 2(>,ci
20c. Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than these
Quotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at lOSjlO^c: lower
at

Dressed

eraaesaccoruingi.oqua.uiy;

western

ai

5%c;

pref.

Bell Telephone..
Wisconsin Central 2d.
Boston Water Power Co.

2*

,■?

8%

°%
Boston Laud Company
Boston 4i Albany Railroad....187
2
Boston & Maine R. 7s. 1893.12
Portland City Os. 1887.....D'2%
Eastern Railroad Os. 1900.......128%
Portland. Baco it Portsmouth H.124%

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK. March 13 1880.—Money on call
2.
continues easv at 1%@2 percent., closing at
Prime mercantile paper 4*5 per cent. Exchange
rates at 4 87 *
actual
and
steady;
dull
continues
Governfor 60-day bills and 4 89% for demand.
Railroad bonds
ment bonds are dull and steady.
_■
'Dm utrifk market after 2 16 D

13C
Seans—Choice small N Yhand picked peal Go o
160 i> bush; choloe New York large hand picked
do 1 40a 1 45; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 76(a)l 85.
Apples-Clioice Massachusetts Baldwins. 1 25 a;
1 60; faney 1 75; faney Maine Baldwins 1 75@$2;
1 60@1 76; No 1 New York State
No 1
apples 1 50; No 2 apples 75c@l 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 008820: fair to
good at $17@$18; choice Eastern ^lne $15@$17;
fair to good do at *14@$16; poor to ordinary $13
Rye straw, choice,
@$14: east swale $10@$ll.
$20 00820 50; oat straw ?10g$ll V ton.
a 30 ;do Hehrou 80c:
potatoes—Houltou rose
N H Rose 65@70c; Me Central at 65870c; Burbank seedlings 65@70c; N Y Hebrons 55:@60c;
do Rose 65@60c; do proliflcs 60@65c.
—

The Wool Market.

BOSTON, March 13. 1888.—The following
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX.37
Choice XX.34
32
FiueX.
Medium.36
Coarse.*0

@35
a

33

@38

@32
@ 31 Vi

31
Extra and XX.
Pine.30
Medium.34
Common.29
Other Westerna“
Fine and X.
..

a

@ 38

Michigan-

Medium

is

@ 31
@35

@30

'"'3

@
@

33

Common.28
Pulled—Extra.27

2
35
30
33

@
@40
@ 25

Kupernne.25
NoT.18
Compute ana delaine—
Fine and No 1 comping....36
Fine delaine.34
Low and course....29
Medium unwashed.27
Low unwashed.*.25
California.14
Texas.15
Canada pulled.25
I)o Combing..
Smyrna washed.18

@ 38

@58

Q 34
@ 29
@ 27

@25
8 25

8

33

@20

Unwashed.10 @ 15
Buenor Ayres.20 @ 28
Montevideo.27 @30
Cape Good Hope.25 m 27
Australian.32 @40
Donskoi.20 @ 23
The Wool market is dull with no change of eonsequence to note in quotations.

Chicago

Cattle Market.

By Telegrapli.j
CHICAGO, Mch. 13, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 1.800; shipments 900; shipping steers 3 90S5 60:
Stockers and teeders 3
mixed 1 00@4 25.

00@4 35; cows, bulls and

Hogs—Receiptsll.OOO; shipments 6500: roue!
and shipping at
and mixed at 3 85@4 10 ;
4 10@4 40: light 3 70@4 25;sklps 3 00@3 65.

packing

Sheep—Receipts 1300; shipments 900; common
lower; natives 2 30@5 85. Lambs U head —.

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER. Mch. 13,1886.—The print cloth
market is iirm. Production for the week 175,000
pieces; deliveries, 179,000 pieces; stock 53,000
pieces; last week's stock 67,000 pieces;'sales
119,000 spot 63,000 pieces; futures 56,000 pieces ; price—3 3-16c, less Va per cent for 64s; 2%e
nominal for C0x5Gs._
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKK, March 13.188G.—Flour quiet and
ratlier weak; sales 10,600 bbls; State 2 90®5 50;
Ohio at 3 30®5 25; Western at 2 90:a5 50; Southern 3 40,$5 40.
Wheat !/8®%e higher, and fairly active ; No 1
White nominal; sales 1G,000 bush No 2 Ked for
April at 95% ®96%c; 1,216,000 bush do for May
at 9G 13 10®97%c; 872,000 do June at 97 7-10®
9734c; 80,000 do Dec 1 02® 1 02% ; receipts 0,000 bush.
Corn a shade better; Mixed Western spot 44®
49c; do full-re 46%®47%CJ sales 12,000 bush;
receipts 222,000 bush.
Oats dull; State 39®45c; Western at 38®44c;
sales 15,000 bush, Including No 2 for April 37%;
receipts 48,400 bush.
Beef unchanged. Fork steady; new mess 11 00
®11 60; old do 10 00®10 2o. I-ard quiet; steam
rendered 0 32%. Butter steady; Western 10,®
30c; State 10®32c. Sugar quiet. Molasses dull.
Petroleum steady. CSffee steady. Freights dull.
Sririts Turpentine steady at 60c. Tallow at quiet
4%c.
CHICAGO,Meh 13,1880.—Flour market steady;
Winter Wheat 4 40®5 85; Wiscouslu at 4 o u
4 05; Michigan at 4 60@4 70; soft Spring Wheat
3 70®4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50®4 60; patenis
4 60®5 00; low grades 2 00®3 05; liye Flour ai
Wheat—March 80%@81%c; closeu
3 30®3 60.
at 81c; No 2 Spring at 80%®81%c. Corn dull
Kye dull
at 37%® 3734c. Oats quiet at 29%c.
Pork
No 2 at 68%c. Barley quiet; No 2 at 60.
quiet at 9 95®10 00. Lard quiet at 5 95®5 97%.
00
3
at
shoulders
;shori
meats
90®4
Boxed
quiet
ribs 5 30®5 32%; short clear 6 60@5 66.
Keeeipts—Flour, 1,000 bbls; wheat. 22,000
bush; corn. 16,000 bush; oats,108,000 bus; rye,
0,000 bush; barley, 00,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 1,000 bbls; wheat, 13,000
bush: corn, 54,000 bush; oats, 93,000 bush; rye,
0,000 bush; barley, 00,000 bush.
ST. LOU IS,March 13.1886.—Flour steady; XXX
3 00®3 16; family at 3 25®3 36; choice 3 80®
4 90; fancy at 4 30®4 40: extra fancy at 4 00®
4 90; patents at 6 lu®5 40. Wheat steauy; No 2
lied at 92c. Corn is Tower; No 2 Mixed at 36c.
Oats dull; No 2 Mixed 3o%c. Lard steady 5 85
Beceipts—Flour, 2000 bbls; wheat, 7,000 bu:
corn. 104,000 bush; oats, 23,000bush; rye, ,00u
bush, barley 3,000 bush.
Shipments—Fleur, 3,000 bbls; wheat 3.000 bu,
corn, 9,000 bushmais 1,000 bush;rye, 1,000 bush;
barley 0,000 bush.
DKTltOlT, Mch 13,1880.—Wheat—No 1 White
91c; No 3 Bed 86c bid.
Beceipts, 13,700 bush.
Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, March 13.—hugar-The market durI he tone
ing the week has continued inactive.
tenwas weak and prices showed a downward
and
is
warm
very dry.
dency. The weather
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
$2 12%®2 25 gold per quintal.
IUUSUUViIUU,

iau

fcVV

Centrifugal

--

|jwu

2 31% per quintal.

sugar, 92 to 98

degrees polarization,

in hlids, bags and boxes, at 2 81%@2 87% per
and
"'stocks in warehouses at Havana
and 9300

Matanzas

,T

The following New York stock market Is reFu len, Crocker
emveddaHy,
by private wire, by
Me,
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland,
Chicago &

Alton...••••••••.}12

Chicago, Burlington

*

Quincy.106/3

^preferred-v:;:::::::::::::::::::::::",^
Michigan Central.
Now Jersey Central..

Northwestern..
Northwestern preferred.
New York ..
Kook island.

ZniJt

..,22/4
Union Aclfic. fl™
Union Telegraph.

/8

Western
Adams Express.

AUoU d» Terre Haute.
do

pref,--.-.,“k

American Express.
Boston Air Line-...■■■■ ::. 1 ,.2
C5
Burlington & Cedar Kapids.
Canada Southern..,,.
Canton.

Central Iowa.
Central Pacific....

JJen &KloGrande..
iff. Xenix. V. A ..
do

Exchange linn.

-■.__

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, March 13, 1888,-U. S. 4s

at

129%;

4%s, 114%,

LONDON,March 13,1886.—[Beerbohm’s report

to Chamber ot Conuuerece.l Cargoes off the coast,
wueat strong; corn,none offered. Cargoes on tne
passage and for Shipment, wheat turn dearer;
corn quiet.
At Liverpool spot wheat firmly held;
corn slow. Weather m England frosty.

LIVKKPOOL, Mch. 13.1888.—Cotton market—
dulljuplands at4%d; Orleans 415-16d; sales 8,bales; speculation and export 500 bales.;
LIVKKPOOL, March 13,1888.—Winter Wheat
7s®7s 3d; spring wheat 7 s a7s 3d; California av
erage 8s 7d©6s 9d; club 6s10digi7s; corn, mixed
at 4s

3d; peas at 6s 8d. Provisions,
&c.—Pork,prime Eastern mess at 61s; bacon 29s
for short clear and 28s 3d for lung clear; cheese
48sfur American; lard, prime Western 3ls8d;
tallow 24s for American.
Western,

new

fkum

17

ii
’fj,

£/g

uref..., r.n

ikon Wayne. 7Co.
Bake Erie & West
Houston & Texas.

SoauisugDfddfcoSr——.

SAILING GAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
4

.

qV
Long Island...
Lou&riUe& Nasn.., Jl'*
Manhattan Elevated——.•—..
Metropolitan El...,,.,180

PORT OF

WANTED.—Everybody
LIE®

neater}||8
I::: I«
••••

Druggists

NEWS.

MARINE

by

child
nil!
G.

it’s

run

York..Liverpool....Men 18
Philadelphia.New lora.-Laguayra. ..Meh 17
York.
.Hayti.Mch 11
Albanu ..New
.New York..Kingston... Mch 17
Aleue
York..Bremen
....Mch 17
.New
Fulda
Mch 17
St Germain.New York Havre
Kheatia .New York..Hamburg...Mch 17
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool. ..Mch IS
Vancouver.Portland... Liverpool... Mch 18
City Alexandria.-New York.. Hav&V Cruz Meh 18
Cueassiau.Portland ...Liverpool...Mch 18
18
Santiago.New Yurk.-Ciculuegos .Mch 20
Niagara.New Yurk Havana.....Mch
Oregon.New York.-Liverpoo ..Mch 20
20
Ciiyof Chester...New York..Liverpool. ..Meh
Mch 20
Elbe.New York.. Bremen

Wyoming.New

Belgenhuid.New York..Antwerp....Mch 20

for

care

a

home
AODly at 228% MIDDLE S'T. over M.
PALMER’S
MRS.
store,
at

Office.^

Boots at very low prices. Alsizes to be fitted at half price.

___13-1

will invest $2000 in a satIsfactoiy business with services. Address
G., 161 Federal St._13 1
coatmakers. L. C. YOUNG,
4«6% Congress St._11-1

WANTED—Party

..

Sch Howard W Middleton, Smith, North Booth-

WANTED—Good

villi’

Cleared.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J B
Steamship Dominion, (Br) Turner. Bristol, E,
via Liverpool—D Torrance & Co.
Steamer Kehrweider. (Ger) Spheidt, Loudon—

NTE D—Situation; housekeeping, writing,
sewing, by a widow lady 33 years of age,
well recommended. A. K.‘ H. W, No. 20 Park
H I
St, Portland. Me.

for “Tlie Child’s Bible,” IntroOne woman
one young man
S314..r>0
and Si>9
one
worth
day
woo started Jan. 1st, *8B
worth another; one six copies or over *26 worth
&
CASSELL
terms.
for
Send
a day last week.
822 Broadway, New York,
CO.,

Limited,

TT7AN TED—Some active business, flour, grain
YY or baking business preferred; also good
house 8 rooms, modern improvements, with stable Address W. W, Lock Box 1517._,11-1

Pure,

Absolutely

young man as clerk in a store.
8-1
A. K. P. LORD. West Buxton, Me.

WANTED—A
good pant maker, at
W. GROSSTUCK, 200 Middle St.
WANTED—A

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
streugth and wholesomeness. More economical
than tine ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cam
Koyal Baking Powdbk Co., 166 Wall St., N.\

\ATANTED—Piano; anyone having

BiNTet %V ANTE D—To sell the best selllarge
ing household articles yet Invented; address
profits and sure to sell. For particulars
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine._22-tt

Ac;

money in It;

mar7__dly

good

a

3-*

City._

gentleman who wants
old overcoat or suit repaired or cleansedio
look like new, at a reasonable price, to go to
8-1
FRED W. GROSSTUCK. 200 Middle St.

WANTED-Every

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

LUBEC, Marcii 12-Ar, sch Mary F Pike.Mitchell, Calais for New York.
Passed by, sells Charlotte Buck, and Fannie
Butler, for St John. NB; Clara Dinsmore, Chase,
for Calais.

117 ANTED—For cash, very cheap,
Gutter. Address, stating price,

YY

J. P.

Portland
this oflice

a

MARQUAND._Ski

man and wife want board;
please state price. Address BOARD, this
oflice.3-1

WANTED—Young

Tile coasting schooner in the yard of T M Hagan
& Co, Bath, lias been purchased by parties on the
Kennebec for the lumber trade. She is about 160
tons and is to be commanded by Capt George W

article
stamp.

an

—Agents;
enclose
AGENTS
very popular with ladies;
BARDWELL, Paxton, Mass.
J.

22-4

C.

BUSINESS CHANCES.
SAGE—A good store business heart of
Boston; goods a monopoly paying nolbOpcr
expericent profit; large sales; light expenses;
until tliorence necessary; will stay with party
unusual
an
500,
ouglily established; price SI
year.
chance, will nav S1500 clear profit perBoston.
FOND &
330 WashingtonSt„

FOB

llRlTTAN,

rooms can

It It Vs HOT EC—Some

now

LET-1The spacious chambers over B. B.
Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars ap21-tf
ply to WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.

IlO

WANTED—A capable girl to do general
\\ housework. Inquire at 120 Brackett SI.
91

and

or on
a gold

thimble highly prized by tlie owner as a gift. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving at
THIS OFFICE.__13 1

ing

St„ between

gold
Congress
LOST—A
Exchange and Oak. Initials J. H. S. and H.
Tlie tinder will
reon

E. W. on tlie inside.
please
turn it to GRAY’S BUSINESS COLLEGE, corner
Exchange and Congress Sts.13-1

Portland Theatre. Monday evening.
a pair of Pearl Opera Glasses in an old gold
plusli case. The finder will be suitably rewarded
bv leaving the same at 237 Middle St. A. L.
Merry, Hatter.
_12-1

LOsT—At

India. New-

glove, probably
Commercial St. The findLOST—A
bury. Franklin
leave It at MOTLEY & CO.’S. 237
will
oil

fur

or

please
Commercial St._

between 10

Sell Geerge Moulton. Jr, of Bath, Capt Landerkin, is credited with making tlie quickest trip on
record betwen Pascagoula and Aspiuwall, for a
sailing vessel,—eleven days. The best record for
steamers is nine days.

the shell read,
9.
bright
WANTED_Gentlemen
orders
portraits. Smart agents can make
red lining of
LOST—February
sleigh. Finder will be rewardweek. Reliable parties will be fur$20 to $4o
HOLLAND’S STABLE, No.

Sell Clias Woolsey, 197 ions, built at Deep River
Conn, in 1805. and overhauled in 1880, has been
sold to Capt E Lowe, of Deer Isle.
San Francisco, Marcii 6—Sliip St Mark, whicli
cleared for Avonmouth 4th, takes out 60,903 ctls
wheat valued at S89.044.
Sliip Eiwell, for Cape
Towe, CGH, takes out 45,086 ctls wheat valued
at 60,867. Ship Harvester, which cleared for Sydney 5;li takes a full cargo valued at $31,240.
FROM

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

and 2

p.

m.

and Ladies to take

a

8-1

ANTED—10 young men who wear number
6, ti aud 7, A & AA to buy French call
hand-sewed Congress Boot-s at $2.50, (former
price $7.50). Also 50 ladies to buy small sized
narrow French Kid Slippers at half price. M. G.

Ur

PALMER-;0-1

l ED—Canvassers to handle the “Cyclopedia of Practical Information,” published
by D. Appleton & Co, one volume, large octavo,
over 1000 pages; exclusive territory aud liberal

WAN

i.i'iiK i, in,,ii

of aliilit.v

and

"mill

address.

For

J. E. MILLER, Supt, of Agencies ior Maine ami N. H„ 40 Exchange St., Port-

particulars cal!

Pinkham, Barbadoes; loth, barque J W Dresser,
Parker, do; Nellie Smith, Wallace, do.
At Ponce Feb 16, brig F 1 Merriman. Dunn, for

on

_6-1

land.

New York 28th.
Sid fin Port Darwin Dee 24tli, barque Florence
Treat. Spring, Puget Sound.
Ar at Havana Mcli 12. brig Osseo, Hix, Phila-

117ANTED—Customers for the New Acorn
T T
Range, the best range i the market: sold
Sole agent, GEO. A. ULMER.
nn installments.

Sid fm Itio Janeiro Feb 10th, barque Ada Gray,
Plummer. Pernambuco
Passed Beacliy Head Mcli 12. ship Austria, Dexter, from New York for Loudon.

A Jour.
lit ANTE I* IMMEDIATELY
» V
Tailor and a vest maker at 249 Middle St.
Steadv work and good pay to the right parties.
0-1
CORNISH BROTHERS.

Memoranda.
Sell Lottie, Creighton, which arrived at this port
23th from Perth Amboy, reports having been off
Cape Elizabeth Feb 27. when she look a violent
gale and blown off to the Gulf stream; had decks
swept, lost boat, davits, and stove bulwarks. Was

buy 31,000
WAN
furniture, Ssc., ol all kinds.

0-1

delphia.

hove to live

days.

Sch Annie Lord, Kendall, from Cardenas for
Philadelphia, with molasses, put into Sniithville.
NC. 12th inst, with loss of most of her sails and
decks swept. Tlie mate and two men were lost
overboard 5th.

Sch Vineyard, ltosebrook, which arrived at New
York 12th from Aquin. reports, wliem between
Absecom and Barnegatr, Feb 26, tooiwa violent
gale lastiug nine days, seven of which was hove
to. Was blown SE over 300 miles.
Sch Jas It Talbot. Crocker, at New York from
Matanzas, reports, Feb 25, between Barnegat and
Absecom. took a severe hurricane from NW with
heavy seas, and was liove to five days; lost main
s;iil and staysail, broke foreboom, and bad everything movable washed from the decks.
Sell Helen. Bunker, from So Amboy for Rockland, carrier! away jibboom 11th by contact with
sclir Kate E Rich.
The Ashing sclir Brunette put into Rockland
Uth with cabin and deuk damaged by fire.
EIF* See general news columns.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 4th, ship St Mark,Nichols. Avonmouth.
Sid 4:tli,ships America. Harriman, Liverpool;
Santa Clara, Dunn, New York.
Sid I'.tli, ship Elwell, Barstow. Cape Town.
Cld 12th, ship Parainita, Prescott, Queenstown.
ASTORIA, O—Ar 4th, ship Cheesehrouah, Ericson, Accapuico.
MOBILE—Cld 12tli, sch Harry Prescott, Turner

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

P»AVTTV 1.'XICg*

A »•

1 Ofli

uplu

X!,,Tv.no

Tfnliln-

New York.

BOOTHBAY—Ar 11th, sell Eva C Yrates, Yates,
Boston, to load for New York.
Ar 12th, schs Neponset, Oram, Portland, to load
for New York; Geo P Trigg, Hilliard, Eastport
for New York; Fannie Flint, Warren, Portland
for St John, NB; Senator Grimes, Warr, do for
Eastport. (lost foretopmast.)
At Horse Island 12th, sell W Abrahams, Snow,
Boston.

Foreign Ports.
Melbourne Jan 27tli. ship Bonanza, Leach,
and Paul Jones, Winn, unc; barques Estella. Avcry, and Gerard C Tobey, Baker, unc; Georges
llomer. Peary, from Gothenburg.
At Sydney, NSW, Jan 27, snips Will A Campbell, llathorn. and Austria, Delano, for Sail Francisco; Richard III, McIntyre, do.
Ar at Batavia Mch (i, barque J II Bowers, Plum,

of

ED-Every lady about to marry,
or gentleman iutendiiig to
journey, to provide themselves with a
•Steel Lined Leatherolo Trunk” and have their
Send for
apparel taken safely without mussing.
LEATHEK01D
illustrated circular to the
febl5-3m
MANUF’G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

WANT
every lady
on a

go

one to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
maufuaetured by the LEATHER01U MANUFACTURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks in the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemoc; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated cir-

WANTED—Every

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
M&Fnrmly

Sotah^ Cough

Wanted.
CAPABLE gl' l to do general housework, ref
V ereuees required. Apply at No. 65 CARLE
TON STREET, between 4 and 6 p. m.
dtf
marl
A

</ AK.C.8.

There is no need of tearing your
lungs to pieces coughing, when a few
drops of Adamson’s Cough Balsam will

gj
H

d
relieve you. We have tried it and have
found n< >thing like it.
W. T. GILMAN, Hcuiton, Me.
Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam
is constantly gaining favor us a speedy relief ■
and permanent cure ior coughs, colds and kin- 9
n
A. II. LEW Id, East Boston,
drea diseases.
liTTbe astonishing success of
9
Adamson’s Botanic Cougn B learn, and
R
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient eviof its sui>eriority over ajl other
H
remodios for coughs, colds, asthma and
all lung complaints.
—N. 3T. Christian Advocate.
One of tho most efficacious of cures H
for coughs, colds and consumption is Adam- ■
son's ii tanic Balsam.
Several parties with B
whom wo are acquainted, among them em- JH
ployesof our own office, have used it with ex- £f
ceedingly beneiicial results.—Boston Pilot.
Q
G
“My Husbard lirdacold on
n
big 11!sins and oxter using Adamson’s
Balsam lie was relieved and finally
cured. No one should bo without it, for
its curative properties are certainly wenderful.”
Mrs. H. C. Somers, Hotel
Effingham, 1,435 Broadway, New York.
2 regard Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam tho best made.
W. W. PERRY, Camden, Mo.
I consider Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam the very best thing in tho
market for colds, c >ughs, etc. My long
experience in dealing in medicine proves
it to be so. BEN J. SMITH, Bingham, Me.
Betcareqf imitations! See that tho name of m
F. W. KINSMAN is blown in tho glass of the m
F. W. KINSMAN & CO., #

gj

gj

A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. A., Press Office.

|
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\bottle.

^^343

___

WANTED.
Two first-class coat makers, ladies; to
first-class workman I will give steady
work and fjood pay.
Apply at once to
(JEO. H. YOKK, Tailor, Woodfords, Me.
dlw*

marll

LET.

TO

llll LET—A good rent for a small family in a
JL pleasant location on Fore SI., between Atlantic and St. Lawrence St. Enquire at 7 FORE
ST.13-1
f

riiO LET—A desirable lower rent of fi rooms
A
at 07 Hanover St.
Apply to WM. M.
MARKS, 97% Exchange St.

M

Druggists, Proprietors,
Price, 10c., 35c., 75o

_dtf

feb4

4th AV., N.Y.

_12-1

1 lower rent;
dollars.
Inquire at 1091
BURNHAM.11-2
6

ml yG

feb5

DR. HAM’S

AROMATIC

IM1GORATOR.

flat; Sebago; rent ten
Congress St.. G. VV.

I.ET—Two nice convenient sunny rents
'|IO
North street.
1
new bouse on Sumner

SUBE CUBE FOB

r«lO LET A nice tenement of 5 rooms, consist
JL mg of front room, kitchen and 3 chambers,
ill on second floor, at No. 11 Vine St., rent moderate, .1. DUNPHY, 2 York St.5-1

Dyspepsia.
aggravated
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements of
cases of

of all
terms.

description on
the most favorable
Also single and
louble teams at short notice.
Hacking promptly
ittetided to. KASTMAN & GOODWIN, Robiii28-4
ron’s stable, 35 Green street.

11©

tlie Stomach and Bowels, in from four or five minutes to Twenty-Four hours.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble, nervous, and sickly to health, strength and vigor.
NIGHTLY DISSIPATION—Persons who, from
dissipating too much over night, feel the evil effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches.

I.ET—Party Sleighs

LET—Joiner’s shop with three good benchInes, mortise machine and circular saw.
piire of A. lv. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial
.tr.'i’t.
4tf

It©

Sickness at Stomach,Weakness.Giddineifs. etc.,will
find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.
Ladies of weak and sickly constitution should take
the In viookatok three tunes per day; it will make
you strong, healibyand happy.
For sale by II. H. Hay A Son. Cook. EveIV.
rett A Feuuell. Johu U. Perkins ACo
tV. Whipple A Co., E, I.. Stuuwood A Co.,
■>. H. HA « A CO.,
lieo. C. Frye A Co.
54 it road street. BOSTON, MAS*.
feh!7
\V,SSiMly

tiOR

11-1

Wy-

lsi,mf?-F.assaliu>

Feb 14, in Crooked
man, Torrey, from Hayti for BiiSHjnFeb 20, off F'ortuue island, sell
Farnham. from St Marc for New York.

,..

Cyrus~TTt?J*Pwu>

There are a Few Druggist*
who care more to make a large profit on a worthless article than to wait for the prosperity that
ultimately results from honest dealing. These are
the men who, when asked for a Benson’s Capcine
Plaster, will recommend some cheap and trashy
substitute or imitation, saying it is ‘‘just as good.’’
Sometimes they will do up and sell the miserable
imitation without remark, allowing the customer
If the valueless
to suppose lie lias Benson’s.
plaster is returned, Cheap Jolm will say be made
a mistake;—if not, he has done a good stroke of
business. The public are cautioned against John
and all his ilk. Buy of respectable druggists only.
Tiie genuine Benson’s plaster lias the “Three
Seals” trade mark and the word “Capcine” cut in
mar 13SM<&Wnrm 1 w
the centre.

IVOR SALE—Two pairs of clamp roller
A
S3 per pail-; size 9 and 10. Address
bis office.

Medical Rooms 592

and

Botanic Physician,

Portland, Me

Congress St.,

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. I flud
about four-lifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-eent stamp and *2.00. Examination at the

letter,

office *1, and consultation free.
OiVce Hour*—9 o. m. to 9. p.

m.

uovlOdtf

skates,
X. K.,

_9-1

MALE—Store,
tiOR
ut millinery located

JAS. T. FUKBER, Geu'l Manager.

jau6

26th February.
nth March.
25th March.

Oregon

4th February
Vancouver
18th February I
Toronto
4th March
KKISIOI 8RRVICR:
Por Avonmomb Dock ^Direct).

I

Couiuiciiciug

™su~

1

1

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

Kebruary.
Montreal
|3d March.
Dominion
i
Bairs of Piuwage:
and *160
Cabin.$50 and $80. Return.. *60
..Return $t>0
lntermediate$30
..Return at lowest rates
Steerage. .$20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
Foot of India Street.
decSdtf

I.§Btln

I

23d January.
11th February

fixtures and a small stock
in the rapidly growing

splendid opportunity. Apply
MERRILL, 407 Congress St., Portland.
ow;

WINES

E.

to

S.

_8-1

JOB MAI.E_A desirable 2Vs story wooden
4 house, situated in the western part of the
on Hill street; heated by furnace, with Seba:ity,un/1
eirrlitlv oiwl nloocilllt ill irillid
r. ■

I ill P O It T E !>

and

a

nr*i c

leigliborhood; nice stable. Inquire

LIQUORS

on

premises.

BY

SAI.E— Several small lots of Boots,
Shoes and Slippers for Men, Women and
Jhildren that we are determined to close out be:ore Spring sales begin.
The most of these are
hie quality but are broken lots and will be sold
or lmlf
M. G.

R. STANLEY & SON,

SAI.K—Johnson’s liair dressing room,
opposite Owen; Moore & Co.; this is a cbauco
seldom offered, as it Is a nice shop, good custom,

FOR

OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOK SALE

gold hunter
rewarded by
8-1

to obtain great
bargains in our clearance sale of Boots. Shoes
and Slippers, as some lots have been entirely
closed out. We have added other and better lots
and will continue our half price sale several days

LOST—Several

opportunities

M. G. PALMER.

longer.

__8-1

1JOUND—A first-class store anxious to close
out sample pairs, misnis, auu uuu» auu cuus,
K
before Spring trade begins. These Boots, Shoes
and Slippers for Men, Women and Children, are
sold at hall price, at 541 Congress street, by M. G.
PALMER.
___
372
Fore and 284 Congress Si., a linen cuff with
gold button attached. The finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving the same at 272 Fore Street.
5-1
ALFRED HASKELL.

Wednesday afternoon,

LO«

between

FACTS.
The question often asked—how does Murdock’s
Liquid Food compare with other foods and tonics?
We refer to Dr. S. W. Abbott’s report for 1880.
He is the State inspector of foods for Massachu-

setts.

I

■

>
CO

Murdock’s Liquid Food. 14.10 i.97 10.45 0.42
Liebig’s.Not any. 54.87 62.1« 23.74
Valentine’s.do. 28.07 22.02 11.09
Johnston’s. do. 20.13 47.16 3.30
56.12 60.60 19.24
Delaere’s. do.
Murdock’s Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen ; ail the other foods do not contain any.
Common food does not contain over one per cent,
that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 16.85; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 00.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
per cent.
The other
Iu alcoholic extract* 1.97.
preparations are all TONICS, as they contain
from 20.13 to 50.13 per cent.
These facts show why Murdock’s Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing tna system of disease.

*nd best location in

nice brown cocker spaniel
about three months
Address M. H. KANS400.
>ld,
sale; price
LETT, Rockland, .Me..4-1
KALE—A

for

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATEF,
UARKIMON.

and half house In fleerof land. Apply to FRED
St.20-4

nai.E-A story
ing with three acres
IIJNHA M, 12 Excliange

FiOR

MAINE

UNITED

SALE OR TO EET-House No. 2511
Brackett SI., Cor. Carlton. Inquired JUI1N
HOBBS, 3 0,Market St._1-tf

l/OK

F

STATES

t\

For Sale.
”'T

DR.

last 5

Portland aud Worcester Line.
Od and after *1 a *■«!«> Oct*
l*
irams will leav*
P«rllHiitl
7.;iO n. u»., <>n«l
Vm
"ll1
""1.05 p. m., arming at WorccM.er
at 2.16 p. m. aiui 7.27 p. ui. Upturning, leave
IJuioD Depot, Worcester, at M.oj a. in. ana 11.16
a. in., arriving at Portlautl <»t 1.25 p. ni. and 6.45

ARRANGEMENT

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

in.
rot

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspluwall ou
tlie 1st. 10th aud 20th of each month, carrying
passengers aud freight lor all the above named
10th does not connect for Sau F'ran-

188<».

Portland Service.
Liverpool
From Liverpool! STEAMfeKqtvi uw
i From Portland
via Halifax. I
[ via Halifax.
and

THURSDAY,
Jan. 14
21
28
Feb. 11
"
26

Caspian.

LARGEST HOMES FOR THE INTEMPERATE
in the United States.

TO CLEANSE OR PURIFY TIIE BLOOD
Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Murdock’s Liquid
Food will make new blood faster than all foods or
preparations known. A tablespoonful four times
daily will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.

On and after TIJESDA V. Dec. 1st,
ld8S, Fus»«‘iif;«T Trains Leave

Poi'tlaiid

Circassian^“

~

BOSTOX

ill‘irdock’* Liquid Food will nwi-i all
clange* of chronic cage*. It in the only Raw
It i* free of iiaolii*
Food iu the world.
ble matter aud cuu alway* be retained by
the Ntomach, aud when given for INfJbt’T*
IONS it i* equally valuable anil can always be retained.
or tho«e Bufa broken limb, can be restored
health aud Mtrrugth bi the u»e of Jlartlot k’it Liquid Food.

Ncrofnla, Abwceaaes, Ulcer*,

fering from

to

thrown from a car
riage six years ago; the breast bone, two lower
ribs and the hip were injured, which developed 20
abscesses, whiqh had been running 6% years prior
to taking Liquid Food, discharging pieces of bone
and matter. The patient says:
We have a patient who

** 1

1

i-rml that f

was

/lPftiVP

tnna

Farmington. IHonmouth, Winthrop,
North Anson, 1.20 p. m.,
via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.25 p. m.
m. ;

Oakland and

Farmington

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
£The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowheganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.
ocltf

beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.

Trains arw due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. ni.;
Lewiston, 8.5o a. m.: the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.; the afterBatli.
noou trains from Waterville,
Augusta,
Rockland aud Lewiston at 6.45 p. m.; tiie night
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. in.
Limited Ticket*. dr*l aud *ccoud cla*n, for
all point* iu the Province* on *ulc at reduced

International

Kr.iimptiou of — ervire.
Steamer CITV OF KICK aOitl) will reservice on the route let ween Portland and
Maclituspurt on Friday. March 12th, leaving 1*. 11laud at 11 p. m.. aud leaving Macblasport every
Monday at 4 a. m., m king one trip per week until April 2d, when two irips pn week will t,e
made; from Portland, Tuesdays aud Fridays,

—

sume

EASTPORT, CALAIS. ST. JOHN N. 8., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AXl» ALL PARTS OK

—

New KniUkwii k. Nora Mcotia,.Priac«‘ Edward* l*l»ud, and Cap? Br?tou.

Maclda-poit. M udays „nd lhursdavs.
FAYSON TLCkFU, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY,Geu l Pass.aud Ticket Agt.
noSOdtl
Portland. March H. lS^n.

and from

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of tills Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
aud THURSDAY at. 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination.
Freight, received! npto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets aud Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or ior other information at Company's Office. Uailroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. Jit..
ot State street.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Mondaj. Oct. 5. 1885.

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 u.< iu., foi
Fabyno*. RHhli'ht ui. Littleton, Lanra**
ter, Woodnville, .VftoutprI tor, *t. John*bury. Newport. Rurliugtoii, Mnnnton,
OgdeuMburg, and all points on connecting

I

taken the first bottle, ami have taken it for five
mouths. For the first 5Va years I was treated hj
the best medical talent that money could command, but with no relief, and the most of them
told me on their first visit that there was no relief
for me, and the results confirmed all they said, as
I continued to grow worse daily, and at the time I
commenced taking your Liquid Food I could hardly walk, and was unable to stand erect. Now 1
am my former self, as 1 am restored to health and
usefulness, and 1 am happy, as I never expected
to enjoy such a blessing.

p.

From Long Wharf, Bosiou, 3
m.
From Blue Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. in.

".. insurance one-half the rate of
'"li1"';' vessel.
Freights for the West hy the Penn. K. K., and
South by connecting Hues, forwarded free of commission.
Koun.l Trip il.S.
HiiMMage $10.00.
.Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to
K. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Ijoug Wharf, Boston.
sidtf
1Mi

CHA\OE or TIME.

DEPARTURE*.

('ouMiiltation
from 9a.

m. to

M p.

m>

ilfiue reinaind(j|SPasture

First-class storage for Flour,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. HOUHtASS, Agent,
I»l4dtf

(Vo.

!i9M Commercial 'Orel.

Dt?I) may be found on file at Geo.
Alio JL iA A Hi Up. Kowell&Co’a Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where advertls*
hut contracts -nay be made for It IN SiiW YORHu
T>
TPTTTCl
A

A

OtoSsofhav
nay, 76k“lt

so ions sir

J ontaming

to

and "'"od bind;

two
trt'es’
ftory
barns, carriage

ASK FORTHE

W. L. DOUGLAS
Best material, perfect fit, equals any L~5 or 16 shoe;
every pair warranted. Take none unless stamped
“W. L. Douglas’ fS.00
Shoe, warranted.** Congress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

I

A
(

10 rooms,

HEALTHY

information
jV},1,,

marO

jan 14•
ESTABUS11KD

stantaneous!

appointment,

Ko dis-

no

ridic-

ulous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory oirculare
Kent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
p per. Sold by all druggists. Applied by experts at BATCHE-

d6mos

The well known Bath Hotel, in Bath,
lainc, is for sale upon favorable terms,
apply to
J. H. HUMPHREYS, Treas.,
Hath Savings Inst., Bath, Me.

j ■'or further information

dim

1831.

Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! In-

HOTEL FOR SALE.
mar4

eod3ni

BATCHELOR'S CELECRA1 tii HAIR DYE

PLAOe;
OriJI

Cottage Lots for sale on
Fliebeague Island.

For

35

Exchange St.,

and

Oapot Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago. Blilwnuk
Cincinnati, *t. Loui*. Ouinbn, Mugiuuw
Nt. PhuI, Null l.uke City,
Deliver, Nun Franciwo,
and all poiuts in the

C'unnduj,

WOLFE’S

ilUIIMHCM,

nrsi

mill

swmuncat,

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage,
WM. ElKiAK, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
ocl2dtf

SCHNAPPS.

Ruiuford Falls and Buekfield Railroad

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 80 years
poses.
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists aud Drocers.

Winter Arrangement, In Effect Oct. 12.1885.
Connections

via

(.rand

Trnnk

Railway.

Mixed traiu leaves Mechanic Falls JutrctioD
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buekfleld at 11.46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m„ arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Cauton at 4.25 p.

ni.

Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 8 10
a. m„ connecting lor Lewiston, Portland and Bos-

j

ton.
Stage connections dally wltli passenger train at
West Minot tor Hebron Academy; at Buekfield tor
West Sumner, Chase’s Mills anu Turner; at Canton (or Peru. Dixfletd, Mexico and Rumlord Falls
also for Brettun's Mills,
octodtf
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

Iii
Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for tlieCouuty ol Cumberland,
State of Maine.
March 6, A. D. 188C.
In case ol AUGUSTUS DAY, Insolvent Debtor
Is to give notice, that ou the sixth
NEW YORK.
day
ot March, A. D.
mar 10
1886, a Warrant m lnsolveucy was issued by Henry C. Peabody. Judge of
the Court of
Insolvency for said Countv of Cumberland, against the estate of said
STOVE EN AM EL, and you will use
AUGUSTUS DAY, of Westbrook,
ao other Polish. Polish your Stoves and
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Ranges twice a vear.the toponce a w»ek an< t
ol saiu Debtor, wiiieb petition was filed on the
sixth day of March, A. D. 188W. to which date
you will have them beautifully enameled:
interest on claims is to he computed.
an ornament to any room. Ask yonr grocer
That the payment of any debts to or by said
or stove dealer for It. Circulars, chrorno 1
Debtor, and the transier and delivery of any propand price list sent on receipt of 10 cents. ;
erty by him are forbidden by law.
PARLOR PH11>E MMi.CO.,
That a meeting ol the Creditors of said Debtor,
86 FI LTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.
to prove their debts and choose one or more asa Court
of
jam
signees ol ins estate, will lie held at
F&M311I
Insolvency to lie holdeu at Probate Court Room In
A.
D.
1886,
said Portland, on the tilth day ol April
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date Bret aU>ve writIced water ruins digestion
11. K. SAKC,e.> r.
ten.
Dirigo water im
C urt of Init; is always palatable, refreshing and
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger oi the
proves
nea'thful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
ol Cumberland.
for
said
County
solvency
1
from the spring.
mar8Xlj>
Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 3d to 48 uours; use of «-ans free
ui
rue
on
water per gallon lo cents.
t»
aUtuleltjtllK

18 BEAVER STREET,

____(By
“PARLOR PRIDE”

11UIS

LADIEsTtry

cuts

bouse
house,

tm^.,1
j.-f,
shop and other out bioor
call 01
ca‘l
-Vi
and post office. Further
; iddress
G. W. MkMe
1 Bu’
le'
W. Cumbv
niarlld3t&w3w*
vork
tore

Jaul5dtf

Fish,

Chelsea, Vt.

in.

Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.
From l.ewintou and Auburn, 8.25 a. in.
12.06, 3.15 and 5.60 n. in.
From Gorham. 0.40 a. m. and 7.00 l». H.
mixed.
From Chicago aud .VI out real, 12.05 p. Hi.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. hi
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train ui
Parlor cars on day tram be! ween Portland pit
Montrea.
TICKET OFFICES

CUKES

as well.
We both wish
you, the makers of it. Godspeed.
JOSEPH LANDON,

|*N,?,

For Auburn nud LrwiMon, 7.05 a. in.,{1.15
and 5.20 p. in.
ForOorhnm, 7.20 a.ni. amt 4. nop. m.,mixed.
For l.orham. Montreal nud Chicago,l.80

of Back.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Weary, Aching Bancs.
Burdock Blood Bitters
Dyspepsia.

kidney troubles

and intermediate

au<i after MONDAY. Oct
14,
train* will run nit follow*:

Ou

That Ache in Snail

Hie It •st medicine I ever took. Lsuffered
two or three
years from stomacli troubles
and dyspepsias well as from liver and
kidney complaint. I was not able to attend to my business. My wife was afflicted
in much the same way. We read of your
Bitters in the papers and made up our
minds that we would try them. The result
is,my wife and T began to improve at ouce,
and 1 am now able to do more hard work
than before iu ten years. It. relieved my

Hurtiett

GRAM TKOk KAIl.itAV OF 1AAA0A

m

p.

Gents:—I feel it my duty to sny respecting Burdock Blood Bitters, that it is

for

iu.,

ARRIVAL*.
10.10 n. in., fjom Bartlett and wav stations.
•3.55 p. ui., front Nw union, Burlington an
all points on through line,
J. HAMILTON, Snot.
oc8dtf
October 3.1885.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

..

We had a case who was unable to feed herself,
We kepi
and she had no control of her limbs.
her on the Liquid Food three months and at tin
was
of
the
disease
of
time
no
trace
that
expiration
visible.
AH nervous diseases will show good results when
o^ir Liquid Food is taken.
Jan 13SM&Wtf

lines.
3.00 p.

USE.

stations.

\

ST. VITUS’ DANCE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

Geu'l Manager.

uov20dtf

rate*.

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

STEAMSHtf CO.,
YOK

follows:

p.m.; Rockland aud Knox and Lincoln
B. R., 7. 10 a. in., 1.26 p. m.; Ankara and
Lewfoton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Levviston via Brunnw'ick, 7.10 a. IU., £11.15 p.

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

—

as

For Bangor, Fll*worth, Alt. Denert Ferry,
Vunci boro, Mt. John, Halifax, and the
Province*!, Ml. Mtepheu aud Aroostook
County, 1.20 p ui.. via Lewimon, 1*26 and
£11.15 p. ill., via Auguithi; aud lor Bar Harbor, and Bangor A Pi*rntaqiii* R. R..
£11.15 p. in., for Mkowhegan, Bclfn-i nntl
Dexter, 1.20, 1.26, £11.16 p. in.; Waterville,
7.10 a. in., 1.20, 1.25, £11.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 5.16 p. 111.; for Angu*ta, Hallowell, Gardiner and Bruu*wrick, 7.10 a.
ill., 1.25, 5.15, £11.15 p. ill.; Bath, 7.10 a. in..
l. 26. 6.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
850 to $80; intermediate, $80; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. HcUOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
uov28

SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

i,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

THURSDAY,
4
F'eh.
"
11
18
March 4
18

Sarmatian.
Peruvian.
Polynesian.

iii ihmii

jiini uiin.

Ayer

("Steamer Maryland Route") foi Philadelphia.
Baltimore. Wn*hingtou. and the Month, and
with Bontou A Albany R. R. for tin Went.
Close counection made al W'e*tbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. K.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, witii through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and 8outb
may be liau of 8. H. Hcllen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS. Sunt.
octl2dtf

ALLAN LINE.
Winter Arrangements.

IIUIUU.

arriving

Steaniers sail from Sau Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Saudwleli Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists aud further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADA JIM A CD.,
IIS Slate Street, Cor. Broad Mi., Boston.
dll
feb«

1885.

I

Nu*hua. Lowell, lViadkaau au«l Kp|»iug
Hi 7 .3© a. ui. .mi] 1.03 |i. ni.
For .VlaurheMier, Concord, aud points North
at 1.03 p. ui.
For RochCMlcr, Mpriugvale, Alfred, Waterboro and ttaco River. ;.:lO u. iu., 1.03
Returning,
p. ui. aud iiinxed) al ©••»© p. n>.
leave Rochester at (mixed) *1.46 a. m.. 11.30 a.
at Portland (mixed)
ui. aud 3.4o n. ui..
P.40 a. ni. 1.25 p. ni. and ».45 p. m.
For Gorham, Maccaruppa. Cumberland
.flilla. %lc*l brook and \\ oodford’* at 7.30
a. ui., 1.06, 0.20, and mtxed al *o.3o p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayr
J unci, witli Hoo-a« l uuuel Route for the
West, and at IJuaon Depot. Worcester, for
New York vi.. Norwich Line and nil rail,
via Mpriugficld. also with N. Y. 3t N. K. B. R

California,
Japan, China

Steamer of

OF TRAINS.

p.

To

ports.

Rochester R. R.

\

,—.... ,,M-a.

will

direct

the

dtt

i,e to

For NEW YORK.

FARE $1.00

I
on

6.56

PERKY, Supt.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdaj
and Saturdays at B p. in. Returning, leave run
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY Lb, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

acres

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated lbseases and
those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
an<l
Examination tr«f

of 05 acres in Cumberland,

6.46
8.20

Portland

By the use of Murdock’s Liquid Food. IT STOPS
THE CRAVING, AND THAT STOPS THE DE-

l
';om Fortlaud to Gray, three miles from
t_
in
lunntnha taisdSUes from Portland; 60

WILSON,

F.

3.00
4.46

HALVE STEAMSHIP COSIPAVY

INTEMPERANCE CAN BE CURED

Portland.__6-1

tjiOR
male-pup, full blooded,

General Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

FROM

PALMER._6-1

W
G. T. A

J. A. BENNETT,

STEAMERS.

t^OR

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also

price.

Oct. 5, 1885.

Leave Portland (P. & O. K. K.).O.iki
Bridgtou Junction.10.35
Brldgton, arrive.11.35
7.56
Leave Briilgton..
Portland, arrive...10.40

fl VRIIADNia.

nunufacturiug village of Saccarappa; store suficiently large to add dry and fancy goods; rent

STORAGE.

DR. E. B. REED,
Clairvoyant

ttSST

i

8TEAMER8'

RELIEVES

FtOR

Bridgeport

Spoken.
Jaul(>“’J2J2 SJon 32. ship Robert L Belknap,
Staples, from Phiiau?.*ffbiaHlogo. sell J 1

MALE—A

MAI.E—Farms, of various sizes and descriptions in Cumberland Com ty, varying in
trice from $1100 to $7000.
Inquire of M. P.
11-2
PRANK, 199 Middle St, Portland, Me.

Plll't-

:
Lottie, freight, n Perth
Portland.
Meli
Bermuda
9, barque Jas G Pen ileton,
Coleord,from Cebu for Boston, repg, ...igsCastalia. Jackson, Matanzas fordo; sells l.dw Johnson, Warren, Cieufuegos for Boston, repg; Maynard Sunnier. Dyer, Jacksonville for New York,
do; Wm Frederick, Paterson, Sagua for do; Cnas
E Morrison, Smith, New Bedford for Port ltoy.il.
Ar at St John, NB, 12th, sells Alton,Odell, Portland; llobt Dority, Low, Castine; Maggie Mulvey,
Randlett, and Win Flint, Dodge, Belfast; Charles
Death, Pendletuo, do.
Cld 12th, sch Yreka. Falkingliam, New York.

land for

j

1

11-1

first-class safe with combination lock; anyone deslrng a good safe will
lnd this a rare chance; also nearly new. roll toplesk. Address at once, J. P. STONE, Post Office.

Cld
Cobb,
2Utli, ship
Greeubank, Liverpool, (having repaired.)
Ar at Nassau, NP, Mch 4, sch Wm Tice, Kingsbury, Brunswick for Frontera.
In port, schs Gardner G Deering, fm Baltimore
for
Amboy
At

..

via. Moville and Halifax.

tvOR

Martha

fm

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,

MALE—30,000 pounds of wheat for
poultry at $1.40 per hundred, also ground
reef scraps, poultry bone, oyster shells, nest eggs.
;tc. Parlies wishing to see chickens hatched
with an incubator, can seetbem now coming out
C. B. DALTON & CO.
it our office, 27 Preble St.

Woodbury. Portland, (and sld 27th for Jamaica.)

NJiplfpisnn

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and tw.oo a. m., tl.00 aud
Returning Leave Boston al 7.80
16.00 p. ill
and 0.IK) a. 111. aud 12.30 aud 7.00 p. m. For
Biddet'erd at 2.IK) and 9.00 a. in.. 1.00 and 6.00
For Portsmouth aud Ncwburyport at
p ni
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
Auresbury 9.00a. 111.and 6.00 p.m. Forttnlem
aud I-inn al 2.00 ind 9.10 a. in., 1.00 and 6.u0
PULLHAN CA Bs* on above trains.
n m
tTlie 9.00 a. m. and l.oc p. m. trains connect
with Kail Lines to South and west.
{Tlie 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Portland Depot Ticket OIBcce,
and at I'uion Ticket Otflcc, IO Kxchnngv
Sttreet.
D. J. FLANDERS. Gen. P. A T. A

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

LWerpool

in.

SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston l.Oo. 4.15 p. ni.; arrive 5.30,8.46 p.m.

Edit MALE.

disg.

Arlpiaiflp

in

7
Court,
rooms, 812.60 and §15.00 per month. Apply to
II. H. SHAW. 154 Middle street.6-1

Low Spirits. Dyspepsia, Nervousness, Heartburn,
Colic Pains, Wind in the Stomach or Pains in the
Bowels. Headache, Drowsiness, Kidney
Complaints, Melancholy, Delirium Tremens and INTEMPEBANCE.
As a Medicine it Is quick and effectual; curing the
worst and most

rooms on

rpo I.ET-Desk room and one-half of office,
L No. 24 Plum St ; vault and steam Included.
9-1
Apply at once. Room 1, No. 24 Plum St,

Miragoane

M:im

Feb. 23d. a
Tlie finder will be

city,

tlie PRESS OFFICE.

SIRE.
This fact is confirmed by its use for the
years daily in some of the

WAITED.

1.00 p.

1885-8-WINTER A R RAN OEM ENTN-1885‘6

janl5d3m

cular.

New York.
Aral Guantanamo Feb 27tli, barque Clara E
McU livery, Griffin, St Jago.
Ar at Cayenne previous to Mch 1, sch Frank M
Noyes, CoUamore, Boston.
Feb 18, brig Carrie Puringtou,
At
Knoebel, lor Boston 8 days.
At Mayaguez Feb 2U, sell Eva May, McDuffie,
from Portland,
At Ponce Pit, Feb 19, brig F I Merriman, Dunn
lor New York 28th.
Aral Turks Island Feb 24th, sell Fred Gray,

for Riidtiin

at

un-

At

at Bermuda Feb

case

43

18-4

the market.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, steamer Berks, 1m
Portland; barques Ocean Pearl, Hardy, Sagua;

York; Mary. McGee, Hoboken.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 12th. schs John Douglas,
Jordan, New York; Erl, Truwortliy, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 12lh, sells Lady Ellen. Clark, anil Flora Rogers, Bradford, Weenawken for Boston: Jas Young, Linuekin, Hoboken
lor do; Lettie Wells, Bunker, Ellzabetbport for
do; Edw A DeHart, Brewster,New York for Eastport; Olive Elizabeth, Berry, New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 6tb, sell Helen, Bunker, So
Amboy for Rockland.
HYANN1S—Ar 12lh, sell A S Conant, fill Horse
Island for Norfolk, (and proceeded.)
BOSTON—Ar 12th, barque Payson Tucker,
Tucker. Cardenas 15 days; schs Win Jones, Collins, Brunswick; Mary E Amsden, Clark, Philadelphia.'
Cld 12tli, barques Ralph M Hayward. Baxter,
Adelaide; C D Bryan;, Colcord, Philadelphia.
Sid 12th, sch Hattie Turner.
Ar 14tb, schs Win Jones, Collins, Brunswick;
Lavinia Campbell. Vail, Hoboken.
SALEM—Ar 12tli, sch Nellie T Morse, Baker,
New York,
Returned 12th, sch Florida.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, sch Mary L Allen,
Goldthwaite, Brunswick, Ga.
Below 12th, schs Iowa, Tracy, Boston for Winlerport; Frank O Nelson, Thompson. Boston for
Eastport ; D Sawyer, Kelley, St John, NB, for

man

legal forms, correspondence. &c., with twenty years clerical experience;
eleven years as Clerk of United States Court, desires a position suitable to liis abilities with manufacturing or wholesale house. Satisfactory ref
ereuees. Address ACCOUNTANT, This Office.

Used by Her Royal Highness the^Prinecss of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping. Hough ness. $1.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla, Is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

BALTIMORE—Ar 12tli, sell Maggie Andrews,

son, New

this

LOsT—In
watcli.

leaving

Highest

a

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,

Boston.

Addie Wessels, Gross, Rockland; Gen
Banks, Cole, Providence.
Ar 13tli, sell Hannah F Carlton, Bryant, Nuevitas; Maud, Robinson, Matanzas.
Alsoar 13th, barque Kate,Crowley, Montevideo.
Cld 12th, brig Wauban, Welsh, Port Spain; J H
Crowley. Lord. Boston.
Passed the Gate 12th. sells Lizzie Wilson, Chadwick, from Philadelphia for Boston; AC Stubbs,
Norfolk for New Haven.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 11th, sch A J York, Wallace. New York.

leaving ll at
Silver street.11-1

B*
D.—A

South;

Froiu Boston on Wednesday.
OREGON. April 21, May 19, June 16, July 14.
GALLIA, May 5, June 2, June HO, July 28.
•BOTHNIA, May 12, June 9, July 7, August 4.
SCYTHIA, April 28, May 26, Juuc 23, July 21
Boston being 180 miles nearer Liverpool than
New York, the "Oregon” is expected to make the
passage under six days. For passage or freight,
apply to P. 11. DU VEKNET, Agent, 99 Stale St.,
fel)27d3m
Boston.

nil

years
good address,
of age,
WANTE
good penman and accountant,
derstands business and

Sherry.”

New Orleans.

ins, and

ed
11

or

t r ANTED- Every gentleman who has apiece
* >
of doth, or intends to buy such, to he made
Into a nice spring suit, overcoat or pants, at a reasonable price, to go to EKED W. GROSSTUCK,
10-1
Tailor, 26<! Middle St.

Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
HEB MAJESTY’S FAVOBITE COSMETIO CLYCEBINE.

dec7

call

LEVY, 97 Middle

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University;
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Croton ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella » Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, <£c., &c.% says:
«LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trathy
cure oil8*
It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya. which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

Sid 18th, sell Ella M Watts,
SAVANNAH
Smith. Annapolis, Md.
NORLOLK—Ar 12th,barque Jessie Macgregor,
McFadden. Boston, (and cld for Havana.)
PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, sell Edw P Avery, from

Eleanor, Poole, Feruaudiua: Standard, Oram,
do; CharlotteT Sibley, Bartlett. Wilmington; Lizzie Wilson, Chadwick, Philadelphia lor Boston;
sea Spray, Matthews. Eastport; Brigadier, Cous-

oast off clothing
cash
address immediately, MR. S.
6-1
st., Portland, Me.

TED—To

Boston.

Eyvor, Atkins, Havana; brig A J Petteugill, Bersell Lizzie Dewey, Peters, Matanry, Matanzas;
zas; Jennie S Hall, Hall, Pensacola; W S Jordan,
Crowell, Boothbay; Appliia & Amelia, Willard.
Portland.
Below 12th, sell Herald, Gray, from Havana.
Cld 12th, barque Naversink, Hall, Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, barque Louise Adelaide,
Orr, Cardenas 14 days; Jose E Moore, Carlisle,
Matanzas; Daisy Reed, Mitchell, Sagua 21 days;
^clis Lewis L King, Bunker, Mayaguez 40 days;

a

—

price paid;

assage
Intermediate
ing to accommodation.
Ireland.
$35. Drafts on Great Britain and

a

Call or write to
nished with complete outfit
REED4b GO., 12 Market Square, Portland, Maine.

SAVES LABOR, TIME ami SOAP AMAZ
INGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor-should bo without it
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ABE of Imitations
Srell designed to mislead. PEARLENE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Jlways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAME3 PY1LE. NEW YORK.

12-1

oil

ior

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT CR COLD WATER.

IA....V. April 3,SAMARIA..

0^',3^

er

Stacy.

a. m.

.March 20
April 17
CABIN PASSAGE, $00, 880 and $100, accord
I

PA VON

SAILING! DATES:

High St.,
Oak,

New

High

n

FROM

Steerage passage at Low Kates.

COST AND FOUND.
on

m.
For Boston at «.16,*8.40». Ul.,*12.30,3.30 p.
P‘'U
Boston lor Portland 8.30 a.
)
®-40
a.
6.1&.
nn,
Stcurboro aud Pine Point
»**•» B.dde3.3<), 6.45 p. ni. 01.1 Orchard,
fordaml Rrnsrliuuli 6.16. 8.40 a. “'•.12.30
Wells Bench ''.15, 8.40 Tju.,
3.30, 6.45 p. ill
3s30 p. m, North Berwick, ©rent Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, latwrence
l. owell, 8.16, 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.
Rochester, Farmington and Alton Hal
8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. in., Manchester and
Concord (via Nuwinaraet Junction) 6.16 a.m.,
3.80 p. m.; via Lawreuce, 8.40 a. uu
•Tlie 8.40 a. m. aud 12.30 p. m. connects with
Bali Lines to points West and
the 12.00
with Sound Lines for New York
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8.46 ft.
m. and 12.30 p. m„ and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and

DOMINION LINE.

good
rates;
Pi: be secured at Perry's at reasonable
9-1
also table boarders accommodated.

t2tli,
LOST—March
Congress, between

WESTERS DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE POBTLAB#

ox IA

fat a

TO LET.

BOOHS

in

Boston to Liverpool every Saturday
Ilarbar.
•ailing nt Queen«l»»»n, Cork

9-1

ano to

n

SAILING

I BAINf SERVICE,
et'iecl iSundny, October II, ISU,

PAMNENGEB

EAST EXPRESS SERVICE.
DIRECT

AND MAINE R. R.

BOSTON

CUN AR D LINE.
STEAMSHIPS

FRED

sell or rent on reasonable terms,
please address OSGOOD SMITH, 105 Slate St.,

YY

eoaji

marls

WA

POWDER

D Torrance & Co.

Soli Stella Lee, Hamilton, Rockland—Oriental
Powder Co.
SUNDAY, March 14.
Arrived.
Brig Mary C Morlner, Wharton, Perth Amboy—
coal to H L Paine. Vessel to B Webster.
Sells Elizabetli W Smith, and Margaret S Smith,
Boothbay, bound south.
SAILED—Steamer Dominion, and the fleet
whicli put in lor a harbor.

or

M. G. PALMER.

bay for Philadelphia.

Sell Grace Davis, Dyer, Havana, (cargo ex R F
Hart)—Isaac Emery.
Sch Y’olant, (Br) Emberly. St John, NB— F

young girl

smart

a

ton Boots and Lace
so 100 babies of all

„T

..

a

Rtll.ltO IDS.

mAMBBi.__

duction by Dr. J. H. Vincent.
CANVASSER
worth In February;
sold

TT7ANTED—60 boys from 5 to 12 years old
W to be fitted to Bals, Congress Boots, But-

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Dallas. (0 8) Barr, coastwise.
Sch Lottie, Creighton. Berth Amboy—coal to C
H O’Brlon.
Sch A J Pabens, Peck, Clark’s Cove, with guano
to N O Cram.
Sch Herbert E, Fisber, Boothbay for New York.
Scb American Team, Handy, North Boothbay

Philadelphia.

in

to
is a

PALMlSi’S

Marcii 13.

Arrived.

for

^d af

private family
WANTED.—Situation
assist
good plain cook, would stay

PORTLAND.

Saturday,

as

Y._marlSdlawMlm

15.

—

hogsheads;
13,500 boxes, 390,000 bags
and irregular.
m was dull, closing active, feverish
receipts during the past week, 1,860 boxes, 99,The transactions at the Stock h.xchaugc aggie000 bags and 3,500 bbds; exports during the
«ai«d 415.683 shares.
week 112 boxes, 24,000 bag6 and 2,300 hhds, ol
of GovernlOLiowuig are to-day’s quotations
which 20,600 bags and all hhds were to the
:
securities
ment
United States.
inni/o
United States bonds, 3s...
Freights quiet: loading at Havana to United
New4^8, reg
•States
per hhd Of sugar. S2 00®2 50 gold.
New 4y»s, coup.41,*7x. -From pons on the north coast, outside ports, to
New 4s,
theTiWtpd States, at 82 2u$2 75.

reg.J2?™

lunaetes3::::::::::::l:5f
Moo^a^.::::1^

a

their representative In his own
month. ReferState
Salary to begin $7® Per
AM. Manufacturing House,
ences exacted.
14 Barclay
St,_Nto use DR.
LESwill posiConstitutional Remedy,
tivelv cure Catarrh. Salt Rheum and Neuralgia,
iu 30 minutes
cures Neuralgia or Sick Headache
ifTiled accmilme to directions. For sale by all
the oflice 206% Middle Street.

.^Mch26

ALMANAC.MARCH

for

llshed firm

Germanic. New York. .Livelyool.
Westphalia.New York.. Hamburg

01^0*74.

Job lots M*c higher.
Eggs—Neai by nrmlnal i7c; Eastern extras at
16c; Southern choice extra at 16@15Vbc: New
York and Vermont lGVfe@16c; West choice 15(a
1 G*/ic; held stock nominal, limed nominal at 12 a

greenings

some

W

..

M1N1ATDRE

honest \oung man
an old estabpermanent position, with

utaivtfd-an

....

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

_

If there ever was a specific for any complaint,
then Carter’s Little Liver Pills are a specific for
sick headache, and every woman should know
Mils. Only one pill a dose.

&

WANTED.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Arizona.New York..LiAerpcol...Moh 23
Em*.New York..Bremen.....Meh24
24
Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro Mch 24
St Laurent.New York..Havre......-Me
Me
.Liverpoo
Peruvian.Portland.
25
.Mch §6

—-

x

IP..

AGENTS WANTED.

LOR’S Wig Factory,30
East 10th St.^.Y city.

mayli

eodnrmlyJ

Dirigo Mineral

Water.

~

■

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
Je23

*13

IMrwt.

jug

II* W> AY

*•

*T

aKUta

THE

“THE

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, MARCH 16.

PORTLAND

AND VICiNITY.
TO-DAY*

NEW-

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Lizzie Evans.
Young Ladies’ Circle-High

Tile

Slipper “la Dance-Ladies’

Street Church.
Aid Society.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Young Man.
Wanted—Ladies to Know.
Wanted—Customers.
Wanted—An Experienced Woman.

To Let—Furnished Rooms.
Convenient Tenement.
To Let—A First-Class Rent.
For Sate—Brahma Cockerels.
N otiee—Copai t nersliip.
The Copartnership Heretofore Existing.
Millett & Little—3.
Dress Goods—Rlnes Brothers.
To Let—A

the residence of S. W. Huntington
a
Hallowell, but was discovered to be
swindler and driven out of the county. His
real name was discovered at that time to be
of
Orrin Longfellow and his proper place
residence is in Palermo. Maine.

purchase
in

_

WINSLOW’S
Advice to Mothers.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children arc cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasIt soothes the child, softens the
ant to taste.
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates tlic
bowels, aud is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or oilier
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle.

ill at Newton, Mass.
Mr. Luther Robinson, who died at Cape
Elizabeth last week, was a member of the
Citizen’s Relief.
Henry Hooper, who was blown up in the
explosion at Gambo Thursday, died of his

injuries Friday night at midnight.
Rev. Mr. LeLacheur,pastor of the Vaughan
street Methodist church, leaves for Florida
for his health this week, to be absent until

MW&S&w

Mrs. Ciias. Smith of Jimes, Ohio, writes: I have
used every remedy for Sick Headache I could
hear of for the past fifteen years, hut Carter’s Little Liver Pills did me more good than all the restd&wlw
inch 9

about the middle of May.
E. C. Allen, Augusta; E. J. Taggard, New
York; L. N. Tyron, Westfield; J. S. McLeilan, Montreal; C. A. Roberts, Fargo, D.

_

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor tie the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been received by N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress street.

were among the guests at the Falmouth
Hotel last night.
The funeral of Patrick H. Scanlan occurred
Saturday at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception, Father M. C. McDonough officiating. There was a lartre number nresent

T-,

COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

and the

floral offerings were very pretty.
Among them were a handsome wreath of
flowers from the Press office, and a pillow
of flowers from the Athletic base ball club,of
which he was a member.
Mr. Andrew Larkin, one of the first Irish

Saturday—George Parker, Patrick Murpliy,
Thomas Kilby, Chailes Pulsiler,
Frank Winter. Joint Frazier, intoxication; each
10 days in county Jail.
George Priuu, intoxication; 30 days in county
Jail. Appealed.
Jeremiah Dugan,intoxication; 15 days in county
James Kiley.

_

J
Monaltau, common drunkard; 3 months iu
county jail.
Charles Clark; larceny; three months In county

lJolin

■*ajuhn Nagle, cruelty

to

settlers of the city, died last night at his
He recently sufresidence on Clark street.
fered a severe surgical operation, from the
effects of which he gradually failed and died
Mr. Larkin was well known as
as above.
one of the best ship carpenters and mechanics
He learned his trade with and
in the city.
worked many years for Capt. Clias. Dyer in
his yard at the foot of State street. He

animals; fined $2 and

Kate McDermott, infanticide; bound over
grand jury in sum of S30O. Committed.
Thomas Shclvey, fornication; bound over
grand jury in sum of $100. Committed.

to

the

to the

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

There

were

leaves two sons and one daughter.
Mrs. Bethiah A. Bearce, whose death occurred on Friday last, belonged to a family
that consisted of twelve brothers and sisters
—five males and seven females—the children
of Moses and Rebecca Fitts, who came to

50 arrests last week of which

41 were for drunkenness.
The pension office has been established in

Brown’s Block.
D. E. McCann’s horse ran away
and smashed his double seated carriage.

Saturday

Maine from Gloucester, Mass.
Every child
born to the family reached an advanced age,
and at a family reunion held in Auburn a
number of years ago, on the 50th year of the
youngest, every member was present, the

Bosworth Relief Corps will give a necktie
party at Mechanic flail to-morrow evening.
Thatcher Post, G. A. R., will have a camp
fire to-night.
Radishes, cucumbers, greens and new

Their united age was
oldest there being 75.
rhubarb were in the market Saturday.
748 years and 8
It was the Souther that was damaged in
James O’Donnell.
the race from Matanzas, not the Norena.
James O’Donnell, Esq., a well-known lawA side bar on a Maine Central locomotive i
yer of this city, died Saturday at his resibroke Saturday and other slight damage to
He arose from his
dence on Pine street.
the engine was done.
bed, sat down in a chair, and commenced
Dr. Devoll will be unable to deliver the
reading a newspaper. His daughter came
last lecture in her course to-day as expected.
into the room soon after and sat down.
It will therefore be postponed one week.
Hearing a rustling of the paper she glanced
severe
laden
whose
coal
Schooner Lottie,
around at her father and noticed his eyes
experience has been reported arrived here
were closed, arid on going up to him found
from Perth Amboy Saturday morning.
The total value of foreign exports for the that he was dead.
Mr. O’Donnell was born in New York
past week was $210,721.40, including 228,102
Sept. 23,1817, and removed to this city when
feet of lumber.
He attended the public schools and
a lad.
There is great interest manifested in the
later in life read law in the office of RanBoard of Trade and Merchants Exchange
dolph Codman, and was admitted to the
dinner to come off at the Falmouth Hotel
Cumberland Bar in 1842. He then removed
event.
Saturday. It will be a decided
to Gray and commenced the practice of law,
The regular meeting of the Young Woman’s
there about eight years and havChristian Temperance Union will be held at remaining
ing quite an extended practiced In 1850, howthe Y. M. C. A. rooms on Monday afternoon
ever, he returned to this city and opened a
at 3 o’clock.
law office, where he kept up his practice
the

months._

Already $3,000 have been expended by
in the work of trimming the trees damaged by the ice storm and the trees are not
all cared for yet.
Owing to the prompt action of Marshal

till about two years ago, when failing health
compelled him to retire. Mr. O’Donnell was
He
a well-read lawyer and good debater.

city

Hawkes, to whom the complaint against
Kate McDermott, for infanticide, was made,
the evidence was worked up and the woman
waived examination in Court Saturday.
Messrs. A. A. Strout and James Smith are
each talking of building handsome steam
yachts, which will be added to the yacht

club’s fleet. Mr. L. G. Downing, Concord, If.
H., will add his fine steam yacht.
Rev. Mr. Crosley -preached yesterday at
the Church of the Messiah upon the observance of Sunday, taking his text from
Genesis ii; 2, 3. In the evening there was a
Sunday School concert.
Bosworth Post is talking of purchasing the
Beal lot on the corner of Free and Cotton
streets, and erecting a fine building to be
used for a Grand Army hall and other pur-

poses.

Major Smith, supervising engineer,

has

awarded the contract for the removal of the
wrecked schooner Waldemar from Belfast
harbor, to the lowest bidder, S. S. Andrews
of Biddeford.
Tho usual Lenten services will be observed
at the Cathedral and St. Dominic’s on the
following evenings: At the Cathedral on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings; at St
Dominic’s on Wednesdays and Fridays.
Several Portland vessels have nearly finished fitting out for the early South mackerel
fishing. The fleet engaged in the business
from this port will not be as large as in
former years.
The office of

the City Marshal has been
newly carpeted and a handsome hat rack
procured for it. An entire new set of chairs
lias also been purchased for the policemen’s
room.

Capt. C. A. Jackson of Boston will deliver
his illustrated war lecture, “Experience of a

Private,” under the auspices
Light Infantry in Portland on Monday
ning, April 5th.

of the Portland
eve-

The forty hours adoration of the blessed
sacrament opened at the Cathedral yesterday
morning, and will close to-morrow morning
of
a solemn high mass and procession

with
the blessed sacrament.
his 78th year,
Mr. Samuel Cobb, now iu
raised and built the
says his grandfather
in
firsthouse (out of square) ever erected
Portland. It was called the “Tyng House,”
street on
and stood near the foot of Franklin
Middle.
foi
The Dominion liner Dominion sailed
_mnrninff

Slip.

and
took a large cargo, including 314 cattle
184 sheep. The Peruvian of the Allan line,
from Liverpool via Halifax, is due here tomorrow', and the Toronto of the Dominion
line, from Liverpool direct, is due here

Wednesday.

At the Portland Business College Debating
was
Club meeting Saturday night there
music by Messrs. Dunlap, Cameron, Cummings, Burnham and Baine, followed by
reading of a paper by Miss Berry. The
question “Should Capital Punishment be

Abolished” was ably discussed by Messrs.
Folson, Reed and others and was decided in
tiie negative.
A lawyer found a

large quantity of valuable historical matter, Saturday, in the basement under the Clerk of Courts office including a line plan of that part of the city between High and Centre streets from Congress
to the w ater front. This plan was traced by
Lothrop Lewis in 1807 for use in the case of
vs. Mussey in the Court of Com-

Grecnleaf
mon

Pleas.

comArrangements are being made by a
of the 12th
mittee of Lewiston members
in other
Maine Regiment and by members
re-union of the
sections of the State, for a

date. All
12th Maine in Portland, at an early
to send tlieir
the members are requested

the address of
names and address, and also
comrade to A. M. True, Secretary,
any

Bethel, Me.

THE MIKADO.

The advance sale of tickets to the Mikado,
to be produced by Stetson at City Hall,
March 23d and 24th, and Wednesday matinee has been large. The indications are that
the opera will be largely patronized. Mist
Alice Carle, of this city, will take the part oi
Katisha, and the “three little maids from
school” will be Misses Mary Beebe, Agnes
Stone and Mamie Cerbi. The rest of the
cast will be found in our amusement column.
A grand chorus and orchestra are with the
company, the latter under the direction ol
Mr. F. w. Zautig.

ladies’ orchestra.
At a regular meeting of the Portland Ladies’ Orchestra Saturday afternoon, the fol-

was

always honorable and just in his deal-

ings and gave much time and money to charitable objects. He was the Democratic can-

I

j
|

didate for county attorney in 1852, but failed
of an election as his party was in the minority. He also wrote many able articles on
political topics and a necrology of the Cumberland Bar. He leaves three daughters and
two sons, all residents of this

city.

Accidents,

Friday afternoon, a lad by the name of
Barker, aged about 15 years, who is employed at the Eagle Hotel, crushed one of his
hands in a portable cider mill. Drs. Ordway
and Morrill were called, and found it necessary to amputate two of his fingers.
Mr. W. F. Hussey, who resides at No. 8G
State street, met with a serious accident the
other night. He fell on the icy sidewalk
near his house,striking on his head with such
force that he was unconscious for two days.
Yesterday he was able to sit up a little while
He broke the drum of one ear, and the blood
poured from the ear (profusely.
St. Patrick’s

Day.

Next Wednesday will be St. Patrick’s Day.
The festival will be appropriately observed
in this city. At the Cathedral masses will be
celebrated every hour from G to 9 o’clock, at
which time there will be a solemn high
mass.
The preacher will be the Rev. Father
Ronan, S. J., President of the Irish MissionIn
ary College, Couflty Limerick, Ireland.
the evening the usual concert at City Hall
will attract a large audience.
Rev. Father Harrington of Rockland will
deliver a lecture in City Hall Lewiston, Wed-

nesday evening.
The Indian Association.
A board meeting of the Indian Association was held at the residence of Mrs. Chas.
E. Webster, on Free street, Saturday afterIt was decided to pack and send the
noon.
goods to the Indians Tuesday, March 16th.
Articles in preparation for this society by
the ladies of the various churches, should be
sent on or before that time to the office of J.
J. Frye, Nos. 21 and 23 Preble street. Con-

tributions of combs, brushes, thread, needles,
buttons, soap, cotton cloth, prints, toweling,
etc., will be acceptable.

Retail Boot and Shoe Dealers.
A meeting of the Portland Retail Boot and
Shoe Dealers’ Association W'as held Satur-

day forenoon in M. G. Palmer’s store, Henry
P. Cox

presiding.

The

by-laws

of the asso-

ciation were so amended as to allow dealers
ill the immediate suburban towns being admitted. F. H. Loveitt and T. R. Cartland
were appointed as an executive committee
on the matter of an entertainment, which
will be given some time next month.
John W. Pillsbury.
Mr. John W. Pillsbury, of Turner’s Island,
died of consumption Saturday morning, at
Mr. Pillsbury was a
the age of 27 years.
all who knew him,
beloved
by
man
young
the cause of
and his early death will be
He was
sorrow to a large circle of friend*.
the Eastern Difireman
upon
a
as
employed
and
vision of the Boston & Maine railroad,
The funeral
a wife and one child.
leaves
his
will take place Tuesday afternoon from
late residence at Turner’s Island,

W. B. Fuller.
A request has been received at the police
station for information in regard to Col. W.
B. Fuller, who died Thursday night, in a hotel in Scdalia, Mo. He is said to belong here
and the proprietors of the hotel in which he
died, Licher & Doyle, are anxious to hear
from the family of Col. Fuller.

The young people connected with the New
Jerusalem church are requested to meet this
evening at 7.30 o’clock at Mrs. J. W. Stockwell’s, 118 Brackett street.

were

elected:

President—Miss M. Ella Thaxter.
Secretary—Miss Emma V. Young.
Treasurer—Miss Eva B. Montgomery.
Business Agent—Mr. D. H. Young.
Conductor—Frank L. Collins.

RAILROAD MATTERS.

j

The whole number of deaths in this city
for last week was 14, from the following
,-WABDS1 2 3 4 5 0 7 Total.
1-1-1-3
1
Convulsions.
1
1
Heart.
1
1
2
Infantile..
1
Lung fever.1----- 1
1
Old Age
1
2
Pneumonia. I
r
1
1
Spinal disease.
[
hernia. 1
1
1
Tumor.

Diseases:

...

..

----—

—

~

—

—

—

5-31212

Total.

14

New

Rev. Dr. Hill will deliver a lecture this
hour, before the
at the usual
Natural History Society, on the probability
that the classification of animals and plants
is governed by natural laws.

50

Tricots,

Society.

Natural History

cents,

$1.00

75 cents and

per

yard.

BLACK GOODS DEPARTMENT.

evening,

- - -,0 "e “*

d
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SUBURBAN NEWS.
CAPE

ELIZABETH.

There Is considerable dissatisfaction among
many of the prominent citizens of Cape
Elizabeth with the action taken by the town
on several articles in the warrant, at the
annual town meeting, and efforts are being
made to have another meeting called to reconsider the votes taken on these articles.
Among the articles talked about are the fol-

lowing :

Article 22. To see if the town will raise the
of $1,500 to he expended for the rebuilding
of the ferry slip at Ferry village.
Article 24. To see what action the town will
tak- In relation to reimbursing Mr. Leonard Dyer
for the loss of his horse in the village of Knightville, August 20. 1883, by reason of an obstruction in the highway.
Article 30. To see if the town will vote to accept and open II street, in Knightville village, as
per Thomas' plan, said street running easterly
from Cottage road.
Article 22d was passed, and $75 was voted
to Mr. Dyer in Article 24th. Article 30th was
passed as it reads. A warrant will probably
be issued for a town meeting, to be held
Wednesday, March 24th, when strong efforts
will be made by the friends and enemies of
these matters to carry their points.

THE SHORE

LINE RAILWAY.

Thursday evening of last week Colone]
Greene addressed a meeting of citizens of
Calais concerning the proposed Shore Line
Railroad. He asked of the city $43,000, under proper guarantees that the through line
from Calais to Bangor should be completed
On
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SARSAPARILLA
and It helped him more than anything he ever has
When he went to sea a few days ago he bought a
large supply and said he should come home a well

*jlKS.

^fef^TS.
Ft^N,--jJ’JJfg

within two years front the time cf commencing work. The result of the debate which
followed was the appointment of a committee, consisting of Messrs. E. B. Harvey, Geo.
A. Lowell, C. B. Rounds, J. S. Clark and W.
A.

Murchie,

ported at

proposition to be readjourned meeting. An expres-

to draft a

an
the sense

of the meeting with refersion of
to the railroad was then taken, and the
vote was declared unanimous in favor of aiding the road.
The adjourned meeting was held Tuesday
evening, when the report ef the committee
The commitwas submitted by Mr. Harvey.
tee advised three propositions, from which
Col. Greene might take his choice. The first
was that the city should subsidize the Shore
Line to the extent of $20,000, if the line was
connected witli the St. Croix and Penobscot
1 he
above the upper bridge at Milltown.
second proposition would give $50,000 when
the road is completed, and connected with
the New Brunswick railroads by a bridge
across the river at any point below the Union
Mills dam. According to the third the rail
road would receive $50,000 if the line should
connect with the St. Croix* and Penobscot
road at its terminus in Calais, the location of
the bridge in that case not being considered
of importance. A minority report was offered bv Mr. Clark, proposing to give a subsidy of '$25,000 if the bridge crossed within
half a mile of the Milltown depot; and $50,uOO if the bridge across the river came below
the Union Mills.
After considerable debate, it was voted to
recommit the reports, to see if the committee
could not agree upon a single proposition,
which Colonel Greene would accept and
which the city council could be instructed to
submit to a vote of the people.
The meeting then
adjourned to next
Thursday evening, March 18th.
ence

EASTERN RAILROAD.

contemporary hears a rumor “that
the gross earnings of the Boston and MaineEastern Railroads for the month of February show an increase of about $42,000 over
February, 1885,” and adds: “If this is true,
we stand bj our prophecy, that the gross
A

the combined roads for the present fiscal year will amount to fully $7,000,000, and $7,000,000 gross means handsome
dividends for Eastern stockholders.” The
rumor may be correct, but gross earnings of
$7,000,000 for the present fiscal year does nut
dividends for Eastern
mean “handsome
stockholders,” that is, not yet. If the company could pay dividends at all, which it
a mint, there might be logic in the remark.—

earnings of

Boston Herald.

NOTES.

President Lord of the -Boston and Maine
Railroad Company is seriously ill of pneumonia at his residence in Newton.
A party of International Railway engineers have gone to Greenville to locate a line
from the terminus of the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad at West Cove to the point
where their road will cross Moosehead Lake.
Twelve new hand cars have arrived in
Bangor for the Maine Central. They will
be distributed along the Eastern division of
the road.
The-railroad commissioners will make an
inspection of the Maine Central and its
branches this week, beginning Tuesday.
Tuesday and Wednesday will be occupied in
western part of the
an examination of the
line. Thursday and Friday will be devoted
to an inspection of the Belfast, Dexter and
Bucksport branches, the Mount Desert
A.
divisbranch and the E. and N.
ion to Vanceboro. The commissioners will
be accompanied by General Manager Tucker
and the heads of the road's various departments.

The citizens of Gorham

Fast

Day.

muiees win

a question of time and
to whether Fast Day should be
For my part I should dislike to
given up.
lose the opportunity of preaching on Fast
On that day I always preach a purely
Day.
religious discourse, and always have a fairsized congregation.
Still, wherever Fast
Day lias become a day of jollity and sports I
tliihk it would be better to discontinue it. 1
do not object to the holiday, but do object to
the governor of the Stale calling for religious
observance on that day, and then having it
observed as a mere holiday.
Rev. Henry Blanchard said he too would
like to use the day for religious worship. He
said that lie for one was resolved always to
maintain religious services on Thanksgiving
Day, whether 500 people or only one person
attended "But considering that the tendency
to misuse the day is so great, to check which
seems to me to be beyond the power of the
clergy, I am reluctantly in favor,” said Mr.
Blanchard, “of abolishing Fast Day.”

place

Maple Lodge.
regular meeting of Maple Lodge
at Allen’s Corner, Tuesday evening, eight
candidates were admitted to membership.
The lodge is in a very flourishing condition.
The following resolution, offered by Mr.
Hart, w'as unanimously adopted:
Ilesolicd, That in the appointment of Brother
Ezra Hawkes, the head of the order of Good Templars in Cumberland county, to the office of Marshal of Portland, we find abundant reason for rejoicing iu the assurance thereby given us that the
Maine law will be honestly enforced, and that no
effort will be wanting on the part of the police
authorities to prevent, so far as possible, the sale
of intoxicating liquors, and we hereby pledge
Brother Hawkes our sympathy and our earnest
desire for his success.
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be furnished to Brother Hawkes and the newspapers.

At a lqeeting of the District Lodge Council held last week, it was voted to inaugurate
an active campaign in the interest of the
cause, thereby doing much of the needed

work throughout the district.
Rev. Q. H. Shinn, the newly elected District Counsellor, will take the field, and by
personal effort and lecturing do much in the
way of assisting the weak lodges, and in instituting
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IalNorth Va'rmouth-Arriel. D. Hayes
Burnham, Jr., et al to Anui^
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S. Leavitt to Daniel P. Leavitt,

$600
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of the host, all of which were rendered in a
very pleasing manner. The choir also favored the company with some good selections,
Mrs. B. F. Dunn presiding at the pianc.
Thus the evening rapidly passed and at a
late hour the company dispersed in the best
of humor, having been so hospitably entertained by Mr. Hawkes and family.

MARRIACES.
this city, March II, at the Salvation Army
Barracks, by Rev. J. W. Bashford, Capt. Robert
McGinnis and Capt. Elizabeth Franks, botli of the
Salvation Army.
In Hallowell, Feb. 28, Albert M. Gay of Augusta and Miss Mary A. Emery of Hallowell.
At Tenant's Harbor, Feb. 14, Newton A. Hall
and Bertha M. Carr.
In Union. March 2, Fred H. Burkett of Union
and Miss Lina Upham of North Union.
In

VD.\ SARSAPARILLA
BROWNS

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer on Pickering
Square, Bangor. “I have had," said Mr. Johnson,
“a canker or humor about me for a long time,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as general ability. Have tried many remedies, and at
last bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla. I am free to
say that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best thing for purifying the blood known."
#
If you have any disease arising from impure
blood, no matter how serious, you may be sure
that Brown’s Sarsaparilla will cure you. If notd
monev will be refunded.

marls
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BROWNS

Millett& Little.

Tuesday at 2.30 o’clock,
residence. No. 40 Pine street. Bu-

[Funeral

service

days.
In this city, the 13th Inst., Mary M., only child
of Henry Q. and Mary A. Hay, aged 7 months.
V Funeral this afternoon at 3 o’clock, from No.
mouths 12

03 Danforth street.
In this city March|14, Andrew Larkin, aged G7
years 7 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
At Turner’s Island. Me., March 13th, Jonn W.
Pillsbury, aged 27 years and 7 months.
[Fuueral services Tuesday, Mar. 16 at 2 p. m.
In Phlpshurg, March 12, James H. Berry, aged
27 years 8 mouths.

In Scarboro, March 14th, Elbridge G. Libby,
aged 75 years, 4 months.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 p. m. from the
Freewill Baptist Church.

March

April May

the months in which to purify yonr blood, and
for this purpose there Is no medicine equal to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It purifies, vitalizes and enriches the bload, removing all trace of scrofula or
other disease. It creates an appetite, and imparts
It is
new strength and vigor to the whole body.
the ideal spring medicine. Try it this season.
Are

■

■
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•‘I take Hood’s Sarsaparilla for a spring medicine, and 1 find it just the tiling. It tones up my
svstem and makes me feel like a different man.
My wife takes it for dyspepsia, and slie derives
great benefit from it. She says it is the best medicine she ever took.” Frank C. Turner, Hook
& Ladder No. 1, Friend Street, Boston, Mass.
“When I began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla I
was dizzy in the morning, had a headache, and
no appetite; but now I can hardly get enough
cooked to eat.” Emma Shetaro, 1 Coral Street,
Worcester, Mass.

Purifies the Blood
“Last spring my whole family took Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The result Is that all have been cured
of scrofula, my little boy being entirely free from
sores, and all four of my childreen look bright and
healthy as possibly can be. I have found Hood’s
Sarsaparilla also good for catarrh, with which I
have been troubled since the war. Notliingdid me
WM. B.
so much good as Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
Atherton, Passaic City, N. ,J.

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

las and Ulcers
Arc diseases in which Vegetivb
performs more permanent cures
than any other medicine known.
Ro combination of plants, roots,
and herbs that are known as
blood-purifying agents can
be more perfect than Is found in
Vegetlne, and no medicine can be
prepared with greater care. Its
Immense success In the cure of
blood diseases is the best evidence of its real merit. When
a medicine will cure cases of
Scrofula of twenty years
standing, there can be little
doubt of its medicinal power.
This has been done by Vegetlne
repeatedly. When you find a
remedy that will renew the acid condition of the blood
and drive rheumatic pain from the system, you
should have confidence in it. You have such a remedy
in Vegetlne, and we can ftirnish abundant evidence to
prove the truth of this statement.

Headache, Sideache, Biliousness,Coated Tongue, Bad Taste in the Mouth. Nogriping
pains, no calomel. 25 cents; 5 boxes, $1.00. By all
Druggists and by Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 80 Hanover St., Boston*

Cure
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Trade Mark

Registered.

Every one has heard of
the wonderful effects of the
Spruces and the Pines In
cases of Lung Disease. The
Rev. Mr. Murray, in his book
on tho Adirondocks, lately
published, relates the case of
a consumptive young man
who was entirely cured by
months’ camping
a three
out among the pines. In
France the physicians regularly send their consumptive patients to the pine
woods, and order them to
drink a tea made from the
spruce tops.
ORAY’S SYRUP Is a sclentific combniation of the gum
which exudes from the Red
Spruce tree. In this preparation the gum never sepivand balsamic

properties

are

preserved.
For Coughs, Colds, HoarseThroat Affections, &o.,

ness,

PRICE 25 Cents, it acts like a charm.

KERRY, WATSON & CO.,
Wholesale Druggists, Montreal.
Factory: Rouses Point.
Street, Boston.

220 State

Wholesale

Warehousej^^

by
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They also relieve Die*
tress from Dyspepsia*
I nd igeetlon and Too*
Ueartv Eating. A per*
£ecl remedy lor
ness, Nausea,
UC8S»Bjwi.Tnsto in

Dizzi-gg

Browsi-gS
tb-ga

Month, Coated Tongue *
Pain In the Side, &elB
Jjgt
regulate the Bow-M
They
'-js.'vtpj
Consti*
_lelB and prevent
to
■Son and Piles. TlmemaUcBtand easiest take.®
Only ono plli a dose. 40 in avia,, Purely Tee-®
itabie. P. ice 26 cents. 6 vials by mail tor It.CKj.gj
CARTER MEDICINE CO., Prop’rs, New York, ft
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March 1,1880.

Copartnership

Notice.

rilHE Undersigned have lids day formed a copartnership under the firm —name and style of
Foss, Peering & Baker.
MAYHEW C. FOSS.
JAMES H. PEERING.
CHARLES W. BAKER.
1880.m,.r15dtf
March 1,

Range will Wonderfully

heretofore existing,between
name of Emery &
Furbisli is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The affairs of the late firm will be settled at its
former place of business, head of Union Wharf.
JOHN A. EMERY.
H. FRANK FURBISH.
undersigned have this day formed a coArm name of John A.
the
uuder
partnership
Emery & Brother, and will continue the business
& Furbish.
conducted
Emery
by
formerly
JOHN A. EMERY.
HANN1BAL.H. EMERY.
marl5d3t
Portland, March 15, 1880.

THE

EMBROIDERED

Mi!lett& Little.
We invite our patrons and all others
interested to inspect the Embroidered
Chainbray Robes displayed in our window that we shall offer at

MILLETT & LITTLE.
d3t

mai'15

know that Mrs. Dr
South street,
corns, outgrowing joints and ina specialty.
nails.
joints
growing
Outgrowing
Will call at residence if desired without extra
16-1
charge. Corns removed for 26 cents.
to

WANTED—Ladies
Sherman still remains at 42
in treatment of
LET-Four

furnished

rooms

convenient

children who would like
TOfor familyawithout
few months, May tst to Oct. 31st;

housekeeping
new

house near the Park, comer of one of the
streets. None need apply w ithout good

principal

reference. Address F„ Press

Office._15-1

I.ET-A first class modern upstairs rent of
7 rooms, No. 372 Cumberland street, $275 a
vear: family without small children, ready about
Office
April 1st. Apply to CHAS. L. WILLIAMS. 15-1
No. 16 Calioon Block._

TO

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
to the Massachusetts standard, and of 8793,400.06 by the New
York standard.
UNION MUTUAL recognizing Its mumost liberal company In Its

THE
tuality, is the
with Its
dealings

[TS

misconception.

ITS

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 00,
or any number of days.

Mohair Plush
Hair Cloth Parlor Suits for $35 and upwards.
Parlor Suits and 20x28 Marble Top Table $50.00,
are attractions on this floor.

ISSUES POLICIES
[T plans,
and Its

DONNEiLL

to A. S.

FULLER,

none

—AND—

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

LANCASTER BUILDING,

470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREBEE HOUSE.
d6“
novl2

plan

other.

ADVANTAGES of thi* Company are
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

Cad or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.

SINKINSON,

JAMES

Store, 827

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,
mar 4

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

Goods Sold for Cash

or on

-

Our

Special Contract System.

at

Suffering
n

Sea.

Thrilling Experience

on

oar

Winter.

The steamer Franconia of the Portland and New
York line makes weekly trips between the above
named ports the year round. Capt. Bennett, the
commander, has followed tile sea for many years,
and enjoys the highest respect of all who know
him both as a skilful navigator and a man whose
integrity is beyond question. He makes the following voluntary statement of an experience dur-

ing

recent passage.
‘‘On my last trip from New Y'ork to Portland
one of my men sent for me after being sick thirty
hours. I feared he had a fatal case of dyphtheria.
His throat was inflamed and covered with white
patches. He could hardly breathe, and to get
breath he vomited bloody matter. I commenced
using Baker’s Great American Specific, and after
using two bottles he was entirely cured and at
work about the ship. Had not the Specific been on
hoard ready for use I don’t think he could have
a

lived till the vessel reached port
JOHN BENNETT,
Master Steamer Franconia.
1
State of Maine.
County of Cumberland, j
On tills twentieth day of January, 1880, at Portland, personally appeared John Bennett, Master
of Str. Franconia, and made oath that tho above
statement by him signed is true, before me,
LEWIS B. SMITH, Notary Public.

All Druggists.

Price,

50 cents.

69 Cents.
We are selling a new lot of Ladies' 5 Button Embroidered Back
Kid Gloves at only

69 CENTS PER PAIR.
The

SPECIAL.

iltf

marl 5

Of

new

Tan Shades in these
excellent.

are

BROTHERS.
RINES
12__ddt
mar

buy

the

—

RANCE,

REFLEX

CRATE.

NEW MODEL
PATENT
—

WITH ITS

SOLD ONfeY BY

TENNEY
nimmi st„

&

—

DUNHAM,

Portland^.

eodtf

Manager.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
OPEN EVERY EVENINC.
All orders through the mail will receive prompt attention.

A TERRIBLE TALE

and

company

Portland, Maine.

—

HASKELL & JONES,

approved

THE
AGE,
CIAL

CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND.

js.y

96 Elm

nil

premium

are

BUILDING,

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture ami Carpet
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

on

Adjusted
NON FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
and Issued by
ssecial features ol this

We take great pleasure in informing all the people that
repairs will be all completed by April
1st, when we shall show one of the largest and best selected stocks of Furniture, Carpets, 8toves and
Ilanges ever exhibited in Maine, which we shall oiler at prices that will move the goods. Look out for
Onr store now is not in condition to show goods
our opening notice, which will be given in this paper.
trifle
as we should like, but we arc making up for the discomfort you may suffer in selling goods a
above cost for this week.

OOOLIr^tT.,,".'

Ap
TOJ^—'-^ro.e.it sunny tenement.
St.
15-1

INCONTESTAHLE

(T

DALE-Pure Light Brahma Coejfgj.pi,
E.

POLICIES ARE

After three years for any cause except fraud.

WASTED— Customers for new spring suits,
W overcoats or pants, good work and a fit
prices. M. M. NANguaranteed at the lowestand
Congress St. 16-1
SEN, Tailor, Cor. North

Cuiiilicrlaiid^nfn,

policy-holders.

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all Its terms and no chance for

gress street, between 6 and 10 a. m., 2 and 3 p.
m., or in the evening..15-1

R

year ol

HAS

YITAIVTEO—Ah experienced woman to take
VV care of a vming baby. Apply at 676 Con-

1
IXO
Inquire of CHARLES
Corner, Peering. P. O.

DOL-

THOUSAND

[T 8466,006.00 according

Bleak Coatl in

We warrant the material perfectly
fast colors and equal to any $5.00 Robe
that has ever been otfored.

dol-

PRESENT ASSETS ARE 86,1199,while its liabilities are only 83,•99,376.30.

Detail, of

$3,25 PER PATTERN.

to

[TS001.67,

ISAAC C. ATKIASOA,

CHAMBRAY ROBES.

4,208,602.74

the company’s existence.

NOTIOB.
Copartnership
THE
the undersigned under the

Dividends.

HUNDRED

our

d3t

6,592,112.84

SIXLARS, paid policy-holders tor each

Cleaning.

House

50 dozen Manufacturers’ samples of
Jerseys in Black and Colors, all sizes,
Braided, Embroidered in Celors and
Fancy Fronts, all subject to slight imperfections caused by being handled and
tried on. The price will be $2.00 and
$2.50 each. The regular price would
be $3.50, $4.50, $5.50 up to $7.00

marl5

3,140,251.96

Surrendered policies,

Twenty-one
lars, equal to

Facilitate

Wednesday Morning We Shall Offer

Millett& Little.

$7,892,511.71

millions op

A Hew

MILLETT & LITTLE.

goods.

paid,

Endowments paid.

SHOWING A TOTAL PAYMENT
O Policy-holders of nearly

JERSEY WAISTS.

each. We make this low price to close
them out at once.
RULES OF THIS SALE:
Bust measure must be correct; none to
be returned or exchanged for other

RECORD IS

Death losses

MAYHEW C FOSS.
JAMES H. PEEKING.

SICK HEASJOHQ TaskellT Jones,
s%o

MAINE.

OF

existing under
dis-

Janli___-0d<ator4tl)p

wF«Slr
fJSM t

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Copartnership.

__

@Sfl5BfflLLS).The
!Sh'
Liver 8.Pills

Union Mutual

~—

Copartnership
firm name of Foss & Peering is this day
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solved
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scrofulous and

T HE

Has had thirty-flve years’ experience

IOO Doses One Dollar.

Cancerous Humors, Salt
ltheum, Canker, Eryslpe-

It is sold by all Druggists lor 81.00; 6 bottles for
$5.00. ARA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me
eodl y 1 stor4th pc F
my27

ORGANIZED

on

from lus late
rial private.
In this city. March 13th, Charles H.. youngest
son of Michael H. and Aunlo Lyons aged 5 months
19 days.
In this city, March 13. George W.. youngest
child of Thomas and Georgic Vonuer, aged 2

SARSAPARILLA

WE OFFER MONDAY:
1 Case new style best make Prints at
4 cents per yard.
1 Case best quality Ginghams at 5 cents
per yard.
1 Case new Cheviot Shirting for Men’s
wear at 10 and 12 1-2 cents per yard.
All new styles.
1 Lot Turkey Red Table Damask at 29
and 33 cents per yard.
1 Lot Half Bleached Linen Table Damask
at 25 and 29 eents.
1 Lot Half Bleached Barnsly Linen Table
Damask at 50 cents per yard.
1 Lot Bleached Linen Table Damask at
29 cents per yard.
We offer another lot of the English Cretonne at 12 1-2 eents per yard.
1 Lot Buck Towels at 5 cents each.
1 Lot Glass Linen Towels at 5 cents
each.
Extra bargains in Towels at 10, 12 1-2,
15 and 25 cents each.
1 Lot Nurses’ White Aprons at 19 cents.
1 Lot Nurses’ White Aprons at 25 cents.

heretofore

In this city, March 13, James O’Donnell, Esq.,
aged 68 years 5 months.

Mr. Frank Cortis, the well-known boot and
shoe dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker In
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown's Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of Ids name.
He is in better health than for years, nc says

as

Disso ution of

DEATHS.

yje

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth-Robert M. Skillin to Frank S.
skill in land. $500.
Falmouth—John Waits to Hannah M. Merrill,

nuiuo

Emily Hawkes, the accomplished daughter

n

Real Estate Transfers.

ue

pruuauiy
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WINDHAM.

new ones.

The Roadways of New Mexico.
The Boston Journal of Saturday says:
At a meeting of the Society of Arts, held at the
Institute of Technology last evening, an interesting paper was read by the Hon. Clarence Pullen.
cx-Surveyor General of New Mexico, on the Roadearliest
ways of New Mexico. He alluded to the
secdevelopment of trails and roadways in that
the
were
the
buffalos
tion, from the time when
roadmasters and selected the routes. The develmethods
and
opment under Spanish settlement
was indicated, and vartous incidents were narrated that were characteristic of the section. The
speaker gave an entertaining sketch of the coach
drivers of the locality, tueir garrulity wlten left to
themselves, their reticence when questioned, and
their serene disregard of everything except their
horses. An exciting incident m the career of the
well known driver,“Pistol Johnny,” was narrated
the speaker as told to him by the hero
by
himself, in which he drove a coach and six horses
so skillfully as to escape a band of fleet mounted
Apaches. At the close the speaker exhibited various relics and souvenirs of life and travel in New
Mexico. This addrsss and description of the
relics proved highly interesting and suggestive.”

of

The ladies’ circle of the Windham Congregational Society met with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert R. Hawkes, at their spacious residence, on Thursday evening, March 11. It
being a very pleasant evening, the house
was filled to its utmost capacity.
The company in attendance, numbering 100, partook
of a bountiful collation. During the evening a large number of the ladies and gentlemen assembled in the parlor and listened to
some fine selections on the piano by Miss
Mattie Mabry, Mrs. L. F. Davis, and Miss

as

At the

fit-

on

gramme decided upon.

entirely

it almost

bent

the settlement of their town, which occurs
May 26th. A meeting was held for the purpose Saturday at the residence of Governor
Robie. at which all but two of the cuminittee were
present. Three sub-committees
were appointed,—on address, programmes,
Another meeting will be
and invitations.
held 27th inst., when reports from these com-

_

in an interview with a reporter for the
Boston Record upon the question whether or
not Fast Day should be no longer observed
owing to the fact that by many people the
original purpose of the da$ is disregarded
and it is given up to sports and pleasure, Rev
Dr. Thomas Hill of this city said: “1 think

are

tingly observing the 150th anniversary

man.

“toCENT DRESS

A. O. Sands’ blacksmith shop was burned
Friday night. The building was ablaze when
the fire was discovered, and nothing was
saved.
A. L. Loring was chosen school agent in
district No. 4, Friday evening.
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GORHAM.

health and happiness; bad blood mean#
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt Rheum, Cancer
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and
various other difficulties which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.
Rev. Tiieo. Geurisii is Pastor of the Pine
Street M. £. Church, and author of "The Blue and
the Gray.” A member of his family had a sever#
case of Cauker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in
various ways to get relief, at last bought Brown's
Sarsaparilla and was cured. Rev. Mr. Garrlsb
will endorse the above.
Mr. G. A. Parcher, of Ellsworth, is agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug Store.
There was In that town an acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. From eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor;
hair came out, face and body covered with
blotches. He took one bottle
Means

New Spring Dress Goods in every

_

-----

Strangulated

PURE BLOOD

All ait invited
department with Brocade and Striped 1 civet to match.
for
call
and
examine
fabrics
the
new
Spring.
to
New Stripes with Plain Goods to match, from to cents to $l.oO.
v
T,1(1in rjvilU
and New
Iwills anil
India
New Nove ties, New Knickerbockers, New Boucle Checks, New Boucle Stripes, New

—

_

_
_

DRESS GOODS.

causes:

Consumption.

nuceLLANEOin

advertisements.

new

Rate.

YARMOUTH.

quite

tles 10 cents.

.,

rvman's daughter, a comparatively interestin" stage creation. Miss Evans will appear
in the play Friday and Saturday at Portlanii
Theatre.

Mr. T. L. Sweat leaves today on a trip to
California for his health.
Dr. J. B. Fillebrovvn, formerly of this city,
and father ol Dr. Thomas Fillebrown, is

_SM&W&wly

MUNICIPAL

introduces in the some role an actress
quite new to Chicago theatre-goers, Miss Liz
zie Evans. Miss Evans is youthful, pretty
intelligent and vivacious, happily uniting lr
herself the qualities that make Chip, the ter
now

lowing officers

PERSONAL.

Why throw a way so much hard-earned money
trying worthless medicines, when tor 35 cents a
remedy can he procured that will cure coughs,
colds, sore lungs, and croup? Give it a trial.
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam will do It. Trial botinch 15

William Hayes and his wife were tire only
ones who appeared in the Municipal Court,
Saturday morning, against the swindler.
Charles Clark, alias McGregor and Saunders,
air. Hayes told his story, as has been related
in the papers. Mrs. nayes said that after
her husband went out in the morning the
man asked her if she could change a $20 bill.
She said she could not, having but $9. She
took her wallet in her hand. The man snatched it from her saying, “Let’s see how much
He then counted the
money you have.”
money and quickly put it in his pocket, saying, “I’ll give this to your husband.” He

Detective True and policeman E. M. Stafford
of llallowell. They recognized ttie prisoner
as a man who has previously offended in
the same line of swindling) in Kennebec
county and was known there as “The We a'
zle.” A few months ago he made an offer to

eod&w

janhi

APHRODITE.

Tomorrow night Charles Atkinson’s com
the “Tintec
pany will present his version of
Venus,” or “Aphrodite” as he calls It, m
Portland Theatre. Lillie Hate is said to be £
charming Aphrodite and to render her songs
others very
“Hail, Queen of Song” andbarber
s
shot
charmingly and her fun in the Mr.
\\ llliams
amusing.
is said to lie very
who made a great success in 1 eck s
Bay
funny in this
Boy” is said to be equally are
^\ell
taken
piece and the othei|charactersonce.
Tickets should be secured at
FOGG’S FERRY.
The Chicago Times says that “Fogg’s Fer
ry,” drew large audiences in that city. The
play, which was first seen there with Miss
Minnie Maddern in the principal character

there.
He ate supper and breakfast and
slept in my house.” The judge asked the
prisoner what he had to say. He replied,
“It’s no such a thing. I want a lawyer.”
The judge gave him three months in jail.
Among others who saw the man at the
police station Saturday morning were State

H. Holberg, Pastor Woodhaven M. E. Church,
South Woodhaven, Queens Co., N. Y’., states: “I
have used Alicock’s Porous Plasters for thirty
years. Never found them fall to cure weakness
of the hack, spine, and kidney difficulties. They
are very agreeable and strengthening. A short
time ago I got in a profuse perspirailon while
preaching. Imprudently going home without my
overcoat I lost the use of my voice, and the next
and
day had a violent pain in my hack, kidneys
ly breathe. Three Alicoek’s
eliest. I could li
my back, chest and kidneys
Plasters applied
cured me completely in six hours. 1 was astonished how quick my breathing became easy after

“'S'if

Given Three Months in Jail,

tben went out and she did not see him again.
Mrs. Hayes here pointing her finger at the
prisoner said, “And that’s the man sitting

O.

The Death

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

WEAZLE."

Consumption Ladies’Winter Boots
Conquered !
COST.

AT

$2.00.

WHEN

THE DOCTORS COULD
DO NO MORE.
our

Ladies’

CHAS. A. CABRERA, 82 Hawley Street,
Boston, Mass., writes:

LADIES’
Fine N. Y. Boots at 50 cts. per pair discount during February.

An

Opportunity

for Close Buyers.

GENTS’
Congress, Button, and Bals at $2.00,
$2.50, $3.00. These are genuine bargains.

FINE JERSEY GOODS
in all the leading styles at

Sign

of

Gold

Boot.

GENTLEMEN
Are invited to call and examine our
stock.

CONSUMPTION.
Price $1.00 per bottle.

A copy
Flower’s Rules for the
Treatment of Consumption accompanies each bottle.

IRVING J. BROWN,

of Dr.

Congress St.

COMPANY,
eodtf

Goat and Kid Boots

Ladies’fine Goat Button at $2.75 per
pair. Former price $3.25.

DR. FLOWER’S LUNG
CORDIAL is without question the
most wonderful Lung remedy ever
It eradicates the
discovered.
of
CONSUMPTION
AS NO
germ
REMEDY
HAS
EYER BEEN
KNOWN TO DO. It stauds with
out a rival for COUGHS, COLDS,
BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, and

boston, MASS.

$2.00

60 PAI5IS

“Oue year ago I was apparently so far
gone with Consumption that my life
seemed only a question of days rather
With my faith in the
than months.
ability of physicians to help me all gone,
I tried almost every known remedy,
with no apparent benefit. Finally, as a
last resort,! was induced to-try Dr. B. C.
Flower’s Lung Cordial. The very first
dose gave me relief, and with the hrst
bottle 1 took a new lease of life, and I
can honestly SSj io-day
that one spoonful of this remedy is worth more to the
sufferer from Lung troubles than a gallon of any other known remedy. A bottle of it is now one of my choicest possessions, and at the first symptom of a
cough or cold 1 fly to it for the relief it
never fails to give.”

dec22

$2.00.

LOOK
At

FLOWER MEDICINE

$2.00.
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